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Portland

where he litis

on

Savings Bank,

his counters the Largest and Best
Assortment of

Foreign ami Domestic Fabrics
COATS,

PANTS, VESTS AND SUITINGS

This stock embraces the very best goods that can
purchased, and Clothing will be cut in the most

l»e

and

BOWDOINS

AT PRESIMPSt'OT PARK,
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 30.
Gain© called at 2.30. Admission 25 cts. my28d3t

made up in

a

very superior

NO.

AT 595 CONTolnian Place.

DAYS

BOHEMIAN

Glass Blowers!
First appearance here in 10 years of Prof. Geo.
A.
Prof. C. If. Carling and Company,
with their $50,000 collection of Wonders in Glass,
including the Magnificent Glass

Woodruffc,

Model of the Centennial Corliss Engine,
5,000 pieces, the largest Glass Steam En-

built of

gine ever constructed, which will be in full operation. In addition to witnessing the entire exhibition all visitors will be presented with an elegant
specimen of Glass Work.
5 P. III. nnd
pres-

Admission, including

GRAND

SHOW

BABY

Saturday, ]?Iay

31st.

A $50.00 uiCKt-ni for the llaudMomcNt
unuy.
toting irce. Continuing nil the
week.
my29d3t

Why

PALMER’S STORE

Is

LESSEE AND MANAGER.

Matinee and Night.

Nlutual Insurance Co.

AGAINST

ASSETS,

4th—No other store has so excellent an assortment of low and medium priced boots for Men, Women and Children.
In proof of these facts please call

Company

soon as

water-borne.

$13,320,463.16.
Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

dtf

CARRIAGES.

MANUFACTURER,

Tlx© H amLlors !

492 & 494, New No., Congress St.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Curtis.Lessee

and

Manager.

Engagement Extraordinary.
Monday and Tuesday Evenings, June 2d
and

.‘Id,

the

universal

favorite

MITCHELL.

MAGGIE

Supported by
Own Powerful
JDramntic Company.
Monday Evening, for the first time in Portland,
the beautiful Idyl from the German,
Mr. Wm. Harris and Her

Munger,

CORRESPONDENT,
OFFICE 166 FORE STREET,

Saturday Night, Farewell Appearance, presentation of the chef d'icuvre of Burlesque entitled
secured at

Days

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
AAr. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.

John W.

SEASON OF 1879.

PORTLAND.

dlmteodllm&wOw

ZUCCATO’S

Now ready and for sale a very fine assortment of
Carriages in ALL THE POPULAR AND
LEADING STYLES—the product of my own
factory—all of first-class material and workmanship.

Patent Papyrograph.
is a new and useful invention for the rapid
production of fac simile copies of any writ-

ing, drawing

ALSO a general assortment of lower priced work
from “CELEBRATED NEW ENGLAND
MANUFACTURERS,” which must be sold.
N. B.—REPAIRING in all its branches at
reasonable prices.
ap29d2m

SEBACO

LAKE

work

done

other

or

which can be
with pen and ink.

Autograph Letter*
The Papyrograph Slide in
ordinary Letter Press.
this

Circulars,

&e.,

are

first written noon a
sheet of paper in the
usual way, and from

an

written sheet

LOHLE.
Tuesday Evening, last night
fon, the ever welcome

of the Dramatic

Sale of scats Friday, May 30th, 9 a. m.
admisssion: §1.00, 75, 50 and 35 cents.

Prices of

my28

dtd

D. W. Clark &

Co,

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

Just Received!

Prices

Families- and Offices.

for

lO Ills, daily, per month,
“
“
“
15 “
“
“
“
20 “

The Largest and Best Stock of

PIANOS

Customers

desire,
they
notice to

—AND—

can commence

delivery

and

1.25
1.75
2.25

Ice at any time
will he continued until

taking

stop is received at the office.

20 cents per hundred by the
“
“
25
single hundred.

Ever Shown in Maine,

Bought Low, tube Sold

PORTLAND.

Block,

mhlO

dtf

TO

THEJ’UBLIC.

The subscriber takes this opportunity to thank his
many friends for former patronage, and informs
them and the public that he has opened his

STABLE,

35 AND 37 GREEN ST.,

STEEL PENS
UK .4,1, SIVA ‘S

by telephone.

COJIE AND HEE ME.

ROBINSON,

J. W.
mv3

Proprietor.
dim

CARRIAGES!

13S and 1-10 Grand Street. New Torlt*

—FOIt

SAXE

House

»

1 1

1

O

Cmx.itncci

JL

rw

x_/ VA A A

COALINE!
article which has no equal for Washing
Clothes, Cleaning Paint, Window Glass, Marble, Gold
Frames, Oil Carpets. &c.; will also Remove Sta.
and Grease Spots from Clothing and Carpets, i
cheaper than soap. No lady after she has once
Coaline will be without it. For sale by all Grocers
at 40 cento per Gallon. Call for Circular.
A

Uf linnf
VVW»

Above.

Also Second-hand Store Doors,

Windows,

inhlld3m

Just Received of the Manufacturers

A

as

new

MAINE COAEINE COMPANY,
lOO Commercial Street.
Proprietors for the State of Maine. 4'nnvaaser*

—A

etc.

Wm.

and Country Trade.

Hennessy

&

Its CENTER STREET,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

my 12

and Saloon

pure
Buy
yourselves, thus getting Cream at Milk prices.
Housekeepers, ask your Grocer for White Rock
Milk.
Try it and you will always buy it. For par-

get

ticulars call at No. 153 Federal Street, or address
E. C. O’BRION, No. 153 Federal Street, Agent for
the White Rock Milk Company.
my2(>dlw

Notice.

tention to the care of lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
Orders respectfully solicited, promptly executed,aud

satisfaction guaranteed.
Also, Monument** and Grave-stones clean-

ed in the nicest manner w ithout acid.
Residence on Oak St., directly opposite the Cemetery gates. B. O. address, Box 37, Morrill’s Corner,

JDeermg, Maine

my2dtf

PINGREeTISo.

28

NEW.

White Ash Kindling*.
Also, I'nrgo Nova Scotia Wood, and Birch
llock Maple, nrstquality.
And <*reen lfturd
FOR

Wood.

WALK

HAYES &

DOUGLASS,

Importers, Jobbers and Retailers
OF

China, Crockery

and Glassware.

Their large acquaintance with Foreign and Home
Manufactures gives superior facilities for selecting,
buying and selling at lowest prices. Moderate capital required. Location Unsurpassed. Enquire
at old stand.
HAYES & DOUGLASS,
dtf

CARPET BEATING!

ME.

eo<13V2m

MDROSCOGGI RIVER ICE
FOR FAMILIES.

n
10 lbs. daily per month,
“
“
“
15 “
“
“
“
20 “

my7

i.l

11

dtf

ft profits on 16 days investment of£k a aa
O--in Wabash, May 2d.-O 1 'HI

Proportional returns every week on Stock Options oi
$20, $50, $100, $500.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address,
X. Potter Wight A Co, Bankers,
35 wall St. New York,
mhldly

affections, strains, stiff joints, wounds, galls,
eruptions, itch, scratches, burns, &c., they are
quick, thorough and certain; soothing, healing and
skin

CASTORIA

Complaints against the driver for any cause
at the office, will receive prompt attention.

four

ai)21dtf

DRUG STORE FDR SALE.

ill-health of the Apothecary
OWING
of Middle
pying the Drug Store
Franklin
I desire
Sts.,

Drugs, Medicines,
premises.
111 >'to

have it. Babies cry and grow fat upon Castoria.
mill '1
dlawF&weowlS

SMITH AMERICAN

and
to sell the entire stock of
&c., at once. Inquire on the
ABEL CHASE.

__dlwteodtf

LIME AND CEMENT
Land and Calcined Plaster for sale by
A. ». W1UDDEN & CO..
19 Union Wharf
apldCm

for the purpose of nominating a candidtc for Governor, and for transacting whatever business may
properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be one delegate
for each
city, town and plantation, and an addition
al delegate for
every seventy-five votes cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1870. A
majority fraction will be entitled to a delegate.
The State Committee will be in session the evening
preceding and at 9 o’clock the morning of the Convention, to receive the credentials of delegates.
In selecting the Delegates the Republicans are
urged to assemble in full numbers and to invoke the
aid and co-operation of all voters who are willing to
unite with them to the following ends:
1. To maintain the power and prestige of the
Union against all attempts to subvert or oppose its
just authority, and to insist that the Government of
the United States shall be controlled by loyal men.
2. To discountenance and reprobate the treasonable and revolutionary course of the Democrats in
Congress, who threaten to cripple and destroy the
functions of the Government if constitutionally prevented from enacting their partisan meausurcs into
law.
3. To uphold the right of the United States to
enforce its own laws wherever they are to operate,
and to frown down and put down the dangerous
heresy of the States Right secessionists who have
already plunged the country into one bloody war
and who

are now

ment of

the

mlill

tf

and Pensions

U. S. Claim Agent, and collect arrears of
Pensions under late law for soldiers or their
heirs from date of discharge or death.
Widows, dependent Mothers and Fathers are entitled from date
of discharge or death.
My long service of fifteen years iu the Claim business enables me to guarantee settlement of all claims
entrusted to my care.
Suspended or rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prose-

I

W. M. Furbush &

If.

NO

Farrington Block, Portland.
Organs sold on installments of

CORN AND WHEATS
with the order of the State Board
IN ofaccordance
Agricultural Society, the Executive Commit-

the Cumberland County Agricultural Society
tee ofthe
premiums on Corn ana
following special
had
oner

Wheat, regard being

to cost of production.
For the best conducted experiment in Corn,
not less than one acre.$40
2nd best do. 25
3rd best do. 10

375

For the best conducted experiment in
Wheat,
not less than one acre..$40
2d best do. 25
3d best do.
10

375-

Each competitor shall make his entry for competition with the Secretary on or before the fifteenth
day of June next, and shall furnish the Awarding
Committee of the Fair a written statement of the
cost of production, mode of culture, and all matters
of interest pertaining thereto.
A. L. DENNISON. Secretary,
my 20

A
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25S MIDDLE ST.,

corner

ocl4

Pleasant St.

dly

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS,
237

Middle

ja22

brewed in Detroit, at the famous Lion Brewery,
expressly for the Boston market. Its ingredients are
simple and without adulteration-only malt and hops.
It has vim sufficient, but is not
heavy nor heady. It
smells as sweet as a rose. The verdict is unanimous
that this is the finest ever
brought from the West.
Sold in barrels and
bottles, at the Solo Agency, Joy’s
200
Building,
Washington St., Boston, by
18

M.

ENGELHARDT & CO.

my3

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

GAUBERT,

light, pleasant, wholesome, Clean
Tasted, and Honest Beer.

TIVOLI BEER

II. II. Ilny’x.

over

All operations in dentistry performed at
prices to
suit the times and warranted first-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and always have on hand fresh.

r

SM&W3m*

For

SLOOP

Proprietor.
dtf
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FOUND AT LAST!

DRUMMOND,

88 EXCHANGE STREET,

same measures

that

lfinp.fi Of

Rfi-PAllfid StiltA militia anil tl»n nacocaina irlin

deadly weapons have seized the polls in many
of the Southern States, driving innocent aud defenceless voters from the ballot-box and making a
mockery of elections, which war upon free suffrage
has been made a distinct political issue by every
Democrat in the Senate and House voting against a
measure designed to prevent and suppress it.
5. To uphold the financial credit of the Government and to assure to the people of all sections a
sound currency, equivalent to coin at all times and
in all places, and redeemable in coin. And to this
end to oppose all distracting, repudiating aud mischievous efforts against the peace, welfare and industrial prosperity of the People.
witli

these aims and purposes all citizens of
Maine are invited to unite, that the hands of the
President and of the Republican minority in both
branches of Congress may be strengthened in their
efforts to uphold the honor of the Government and
the just authority of National Law.
By order of the Republican State Committee.
G.

In

GEORGE C.

WING,)

hu?J:

C. A. BOUTELLE, J ,,
Committee.
FRED N. DOW
)
J. O. SMITH, Secretary,

May 22,1870.

R E

U N I O N
THE

OF

Sale.
Yacht 19 ft. Sin.
keel, 7 ft. 8 In. beam,
timbered and planked, a fast sailer, new-

oak
last summer, well

der.

found In gear, with punt for ten-

Enquire at 34 Adams St., old uurnber.
lw*
my27

Henry Watter,son, the Louisville editor, calls Mr. Hendricks “a conspirator and
a fool” because that
gentleman is opposed
to the re-nomination of “the old ticket,”
and the Indiana politician retorts by saying
that Mr. Watterson must have been “drunk,
crazy drunk” when he brought the charge.

Perhaps

both are

Colonel George, the originator of the
which enabled the Democrats to carry that State by shot-guns instead of votes, lias been made chief justice
of Mississippi in recognition of his services.

“Mississippi plan”

The action of the Ohio convention indicates a Republican success in that State
next Fall. The convention was large and
enthusiastic, and the delegates reported the
party everywhere in good fighting trim.
Red Revolution is stalking the streets
Bangor. Judging by the Commercial the
enforcement of the liquor-law will, if necessary, be resisted with arms.
Perhaps the
people object to being clubbed to death.
They are working up a spontaneous ovation for Thurman in North Carolina. He
will make an address before the State University June Gth.
The third veto has been sent in, and
solid North is behind it.
Yesterday

was

OF

MAINE.

The undersigned, members of the Legislature of

Maine, session of 1851, and who voted for the passage of the original Maine Liquor Law, propose to
meet in Convention at Granite Hall, in
Augusta,
June 2d, at 10 o’clock A. M., that being the 28th
Anniversary of the signing of the Law by Gov.
cordially invite all their associates who
favored its passage in the Legislature, and all the
friends of prohibition everywhere, to meet with
them, and unite in a suitable observance of the occasion.
Addresses may be expected by Hon. Neal Dow,
Hon. A. P. Morrill, Hon. Lot. M.
Morrill, Hon. Sidney Perham, aud others.

Hubbard,

JAMES BELL,

JOHN BRIDGES,
DAVID GARLAND,
THOMAS LITTLEFIELD
J. M. BUZZELL,
)

)

f Senators.

Memorial Day.
Throughout the North this day is given
up to memorial observances in honor of
those brave and devoted men who went
forth to battle for the unity of the Republic,
and the maintenance of National supremacy
and died in that honorable service. The
custom of decorating the graves of our sol_1_
o

WWUV1

J

VUVU

JVlUl

There is scarcely a town now, in New England certainly, that does not honor its sons
who fell in battle, by this fitting token of
regard. It has been predicted that the observances of Memorial Day would be speedily abandoned. May that prediction prove
false! While monuments to the Confederate soldiers are springing up all over the
South it would speak ill for the gratitude
and earnestness of the Northern people
should they forget or hold in light esteem
their own soldiers who gave up their lives in
the noblest service in which men ever en-

listed.

fought

Certainly
in the

long
of

armies

as

the

men

live who

Republic

the

their fallen comrades will be

of

memory

as

kept green.

the

theories

of

dropped

the

musket, they

retained a weapon

which is more potent in a country like ours
—the ballot. Thus armed they will guard
the Union they saved.

will

uprnr

again.

Iso

My

vor\ovfo/l

from

constituents will stand by
me as indorsers of such action; and I believe
the majority of the people are of the opinion
that there is no need of a standing army.
Congress has a right at any time to abolish
the army, and I think the time has come for
doing it. I assure you that the Democratic
party will not hesitate to let the army die of
starvation, and they believe that in so doing
they are acting from the. best and most patriotic motives.”
own

Ben Hill

“

is going to flay Blaine alive.”
The date of the performance has not yet
been fixed upon. It is understood that Mr.
Blaine is in a state of trembling anxiety.
No wonder! It must be very unpleasant to
be flayed. Fortunately this method of pun-

ishment is

not common

now-a-days.

There is a deficit of a million-and-a-lialf
of dollars in the current expenditures of
Pennsylvania, and .the Argus argues that
the deficit is owing to the fact that Senator
Blaine was born there. This reasoning is
as strong as its reasoning in regard to the
State Prison.
Governor Bishop of Ohio is the Tildcn
candidate. If he is renominated the act of
the nominating convention will be construed
as a defeat of Thurman.
To avert this disaster Thurman will very likely contest the
nomination.
The Cincinnati Commercial says that Representative De La Matyr has

“got a

bib

pinned

under the chin of his country and a bowl of
gruel ready to feed it with,” and will not
pair with any member lest ho lose the op-

portunity.

Recent Publications.

Among the fine series of Biographies of English Men of Letters, edited by Mr. John Mor-

The story of Sigurd the Volsung and the
Fall of the Niblungs, by William Morris, author of The Earthly Paradise, Life and Death
of Jason, the iEneids of Virgil (translated)&c.,
&c.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:

Loring,

right.

a

Short & Harmon.)
With clear recognition of the superb work
which Mr. Morris has given the world in his
Earthly Paradise; the almost peerless technical
perfection of his Love is Enough, and the
novel treatment by which he, setting Virgil
under English skies, changed even the Bpirit
of him into

kinship with the early singers of
speech—with understanding of all this, it
may yet well be thought that in some manner
this story of the Volsungs and the Niblungs is
the author’s greatest work.
It is a complete
epic, founded of course upon the ancient
Nibelungen Lied, and is treated with the large
designing, the strong and direct picturing of
passion, the powerful imagery of a mastersinger; the lively delineation that is the
essence of epic verse.
No poet of these days
so utterly loses himself and all modern thought
and surroundings for sake of the people and
our

the time which are the theme of his song, as
does Mr. Morris. The result is, that no poet is

entirely irreproachable in every dotail of
You may read
language and decoration.
from titlepage to end of any work of his, and
easily and diffusely as he writes, you shall find
no line, no word that is not in harmony with
so

the time

and the scene of his story.
His
every detail of homely or
courtly manners, with the household wares,
the dress, the speech ol every period ot history
which he chooses for poetic purposes, is so complete and definite that in no case he appears
like the keeper of a museum or the propertyman of the theatre—but he is, for the time, a

veto-day.

familiarity with

Butter.
The Great Civilizer.

[From

an

Essay by E. R. Billings.]

Dr.

Woleott, better known as Peter Pindar
gave utterance to a recognized trutli when he
1

declared that:—
“The turnpike road to people’s hearts I And,
through their mouth else I mistake mankind.”

Lies

An educated taste is a careful outgrowth of
we eat detercivilization, and the food
mines our advancement in every department
of enterprise and thought.
More particularly
is this true of the luxuries of

life than the

necessaries, since the latter have nothing to
do with the “dessert,” but are confined to the

ordinary food of the “board.” The true
delights of the table are not found in savage or
semi-civilized lands, but where a high degree
of social development characterizes the people.
Pliny ascribes the invention of butter to the
Germans, winch is probably true, since the
north of Europe has long been celebrated for
its dairy products, and to-day the butter of
Denmark commands the highest price of any
in the English markets.
To the average
American this important adjunct of the table
is the most important of all dairy products,
since, in its make and manipulation, care and
cleanliness bear a most important part. At
home we naturally ask no qeestious for conmore

science sake, but when at the restaurant or
table d’ hote we carefully scan the butter dish,
and the knife is gently drawn near the outer

edge until we discover the “proof of the pudding.” The true born southerner of the gulf
States, who imports his butter from the North
or West, may not be so careful, and he need
not be, since he consumes much less, but still
delights in spreading his hominy with the golden morsel. To me, skilled in its make, it
almost intolerable to use even the smallest particle unless its genuineness or cleanliness is assured. The good housewife can not
be caught by “colors” while a rank saline taste

seems

up no other defect.
Not many years had passed away after the
landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth before
the dairy interest began to be developed. The
importation of “English cattle” was regarded
as necessary, in order to render farming recan cover

VETERAN TEMPERANCE HOSTS

A Desiocratic member of the House
Committee on Appropriations is reported as
saying that “the army appropriation bill

25 Cents per day.

DR. C. J. CHENEY,
Dentist
No.

Son,

SOLE AQENTS FOR MAINE,

AM still

D.

to control the Govern

government they
fought to support are established beyond danger of reversal. When our soldiers

uu

PORTLAND, ME.

Bounty

attempting

Union with the

preceded the rebellion of 1801.
4. To insist upon free elections—not only free
from National military interence, which no one desires, but also free from the interference and vio-

until

Business

store.

A. M.

The sacrifice was great, and the
country will see that it was not made in
vain. The survivors of that conflict and
their children must not relax their efforts

J3ALE.

Offer for sale tlieir entire stock, consisting of Stoves
Ranges and Furnaces, and such other goods as are
usually kept in a first-class stove and kitchen furn-

J. H.
<

Thursday, June 26, lS70,at II o’cl’k

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

of

rendered.

!

Residence, US High,

occu-

NOROMBEGA HALL, BANGOR,

Nor will the principles for the furtherance
great struggle was made be
suffered to pass out of the memories of men.
The war was fought for a definite object,
the assertion of National authority, and
the results gained by so lavish an expenditure of loyal blood will not be lightly sur-

left

NUTTER BROS.& Co.

IX

of which the

Places in Portland.

on

a

13 Union Street.

apt)___eod2m
-

rapidly increasing. It seems to be nature’s remedy for assimilating the food in the stomach,
causing proper digestion and preventing sour
curd, vomiting, wind-colic and diarrhoea. This
gives natural sleep. Castoria is not narcotic.
It is as pleasant to take as honey. It relieves the
stomach and destroys worms. It allays fever and is
very efficacious for Croup. Every mother should

NORRIS G. CURTIS,
ARTHUR H. SOTTT/K.

feo

cents per yard, with
reduction
100 yards and
TERMS
Carpets called for, beaten
returned.
No.

Pitcher’s Castoria is especially adapted to
children. "When the child has health the mother
enu rest.
Castoria is a vegetable substitute for
nauseous Castor Oil, and the deleterious narcotic
Syrups sometimes used. Containing neither mineral, morphine or alcohol, it has received the endowment of physicians, and its sale is
constantly and

1.25
1.75
2.25

corner

MORSE & FICKETT, 11) Plum St.

CENTAUR

Any customer leaving town liy giving notiee at the
office will be entitled to proper reduction.

FOR

HELD

UK

ALDEN CHASE,
J Representatives.
LARliA BEE,)

PRICES FOB FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

Wo. 13 Union Street.
and

WILL

JOHN

fenlnur Liniment, are the great pain-extracting remedies of the world. The sale of them is something immense. There is no pain, swelling, nor soreness which they will not alleviate, and but few which
they will not cure. The White is for Family Use,
and the Yellow for Animals. For rheinuntic

PORTLAND.

—AT—

to the

CHEAP!

PORTLAND,

Nutter Bros. & Co., 29 market Sq.,

over.

SOMETHING

&c.,
&c.,
&c.
&c.,
&c.,
Those afflicted with any kind of nasal diseases are
invited to send for Dr. Wei De Myer’s pamphlet,
and particularly to inform us of the result of using
the cure. Wei He Meyer’s Catarrh Cure, is
delivered at $1.50 single package, or 6 packages for
$7.50. Liberal terms to the trade.
I). B. DEWEY & CO., Solo Agts., 46 Dey St., N. Y.

Donliam, Agents,

Owing to tlie death of the .Senior Member, the ENTIRE BUSINESS IS NOW OFFERED FOR SALE
of the old and well-known firm of

my 21

(Old !Vo. 8) Portland, Me., Manufacturer of Artificial Limbs and Surgical Apparatus, Gynechological
Operating Table ana Chairs, Double Bass Viols,
’Cellos Violas and Violins made and repaired. Also
Spirit Levels, Patterns, Models, and ail jobs requiring skill and experience, at prices adapted to the
times.
my2d&wlm

&

A RARE BUSINESS CHANCE!

242 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

High St.,

small-jtox.

the discovery of a preventative of
The facts and proofs of the work

Messrs.

dim

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
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C. II. WILKINS would take this

opporto inform the citizens of Bortland and
MR.tunity
that he is
ready to give his whole at-
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2 & 3 Seat Platform Spring Democrat Wagons
Tor Sale

Cleaning a Pleasure!

WASHING DAY MADE EASY.
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JOHN S. RUSSELL,
VAX
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wauled in every town in Maine.

New and Sccond-liand,
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IviSON, Blakemam, TaYLOa & Co.

the City Hay Scales), not surpassed, if
equalled, in the State, where he is ready to furnish
FIRST-CLASS LIVERY OR HACK TEAMS at

one

THE PAPYROGRAPH CO.,

in Twenty Numbers- Samples, including the popular numbers,
_OC o_ \ £ and Broad Q_1 C 1 O
10 Points O ID 10
Fine Points I L 0 O
will be sent by mail, for trial, on receipt of 25 Cent*.

(opposite

short notice. Special attention is called to its light,
ventilation and drainage, as a home for boarding
horses.
{gp-N. B.—I still retain my old office—No. 4, next
door to City Hotel—which is connected to the new

of Portland, says:—“The
Zuccato’s Papyrograph purchased of you about a
year aud a half since has not only proved entirely
*ati*factory. in warranting all that was claimed
for it, but has become as it were, a uece**ity in my
office, the remark of clerks having often been ‘Don’t
know how wc could get along without that Papyrograpb.’ I take pleasure in recommending it.”
For specimens of work, Testimonials, Price List
and further information, please address
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NEW AND SPACIOUS

perienced when neither THE CAUSE NOR
THE FEARFUL
CONSEQUENCES are
dreamed of.
The discovery of A
REAL
CURE for Catarrli and Hay Fever hy Dr. Wei
De Meyer of New York, is second in
import-

NO. 193 MIDDLE STREET,

Very Best Europe™ Make, and unrivaled foi
Flexibility, Durability, and Evenness of Point.

O A. R D

cies. SPURTS OF PUTRID MUCOUS upon the tonsils or from the
nostrils, crackling in
the hoad, pains at the side, of the nose or over
the eyes and pressure within the chest, are ex-

intendents and others.
O. K. Gerrish, Esq.

Norwich, coisnsr.,

of the

A

white

or

THOUSANDS are already in successful use in
Government Offices, Colleges, Academies, Public and
Private Schools, Railway and Insurance Offices, also
by business men, Clergymen, Sunday School Super-

4.1

Low! SPENSERIAN

BECOMES DISGUSTING, and breathing
through the nostrils is rendered impossible.
SCROFULA, DEAFNESS, Bronchitis, Polypuses and Consumption are the natural legal-

of your remedy I was
wonderfully relieved, and
Bince then entirely cured.
L. A. Newman.

This is the most Simple, Rapid and
Economical Process yet Discovered.

iltf

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St.

may he printed upon any kind of dry paper
cloth with a common copying press.

ake
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LUNGS and from thence undermines
every
function of the system.
The sense of taste,
and
hearing are impaired, the BREATH
smell

use

500 COPIES PER HOUR

sea-

1879

POISON.

testimonials therein contained are unquestionably the MOST REMARKABLE nnnn modical record. Cases
of five, ten and twenty
year’s standing, as well as new cases, yield to
the treatment. ONE PACKAGE will cure
any ordinary ease of Catarrh or Hay Fever
and two packages CUBE THE oldest and
WORST CASES we have ever seen.
Mrs. Emma C. Howes, 39 West Washington
Square, N. Y., had Catarrh 30 years; was cured
by two packages.
Sam’l Benedict Jr., Benedict Bros., jewellers,
709 Broadway N. Y.
says: “One package cured a
member of my family of Catarrh and one package
cured a lady friend of Hay Fever..
E. H. Brown, 339 Canal St., N.
Y.—Catarrh, 11
years; lost sense of smell; cured by one package.
Goold L. Brush, with Tefft, Griswold & Kellogg,
445 Broadway, N. Y., Could neither Smell nor
Taste; 10 years’ terrible Catarrh; one package
b
cured.
\V. A. Phelan, merchant, 47 Nassau St. N. Y.—
Cured of Influenza in the head..
Rev. Wm. Anderson. Fordham N.
Y.—Very had
Catarrh iiO year*; cured by one package.
Rev. Chas. J. Jones. New Brighton. S. I.—Catarrh, 3 years, at times impossible to preach. “One
package worth ten times the cost.”
Goverment inspector, 167 Mott
0 D-G-McKelvey,
St. N. Y. says: I could not breathe
through
my noMtrilM; taste and smell gone; my breath was
so offensive as to render me an
object of loathing
and disgust. After 4
years indescribable suffering,
1 was cured by Dr. Wei De
Myer’s remedy. It is
over a year since, and I have nad no return of a
catarrhal symptom.”
R. G. Blackburn, salesman with Lord &
Taylor,
N. Y.—Cured of catarrh
by one package.
k- A. Newman, the largest dry goods merchant in
Brooklyn (305 Fulton St.). Chronic Catarrh, 3 years,
says: “Physicians gave me little hope and the various
remedies tried were without avail. After two weeks’

Losses

M. G. PALMER.

Swallowing

30 PER CENT.

convinced.

febl3

my29d3t

143 Pearl Street.

being done hy WEI DE MEYER’S CATARRH CURE arc set forth in a pamphlet,
which is forwarded gratis to any address. The

at 330 MIDDLE STREET and be

munications that

COLCORD,

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1878,

screaming Farrago,

now

MARINE

RISKS ONLY.
This

Saturday Matinee. 2 P. M., last time of the

Seats

YORK,

3d—No other store ATTEMPTS
to keep a full line of first-class
stock and work.

C. GOODWIN, Jr.

Box Office.

W.

CATARRH IS THE MOST PREVALENT
ol any known disease. It is insidious and generally pronounced to be incurable. SWALLOWING, WHILE ASLEEP, the viscid secretions of catarrhal colds, POISONS THE

ATLANTIC
OF NEW

eod6m
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monwealth.

will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

Weathersfoy’s Froliques

Popular scale of Prices.

J.

Information as to rates can be obtained on application at the office of the Company, or of any of its
agents in the principal cities and towns of the Com-

3d—No other store in this city receives Burt’s Boots direct from
Mr. Burt.

HOBBIES !

PORTLAND, MAINE.

do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases
indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com-

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

its provisions.

BENJ. F. STEVENS, President.
mhlUeoddm
JOS. M. GIBBENS, Secretary.

Spring Street,

Instriietiou in English and Classical Studies.

insurance
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to

to

1st—Customers arc SURE to find
sucli boots as they want, in quality, price and fit.
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35th ANNUAL REPORT NOW READY
FOR DISTRIBUTION.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.
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MORNING,

Chandler Scientific Department offers a thorough liberal education on a scientific basis.
Full course in Civil Engineering. Necessary expenses
very low. Address the President or PROF. K. Rapl7d2m
RUGGLES, Hanover, N. H.
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munerative and successful, and hence supplies
from England were sought for at an early

period.
came an

Years had passed away before we beexporter of dairy products, but now

the “mother

country”

portion of

large surplus. The dairy
the first to develop itself

consumes

a

our

large prointerwhere

est is one of
civilized man makes his home, provided always
that natural causes are favorable.
England
has taken much pains in developing her great
colony known as Australia, and now, after
years of importing gold from thence, and ex-

porting

convicts to hard labor there, Australia
returns the compliment by exporting butter
to gratify the palates of the Johnny Bulls. It is
also altogether probable that Algiers would
furnish Prance with a
supply, were it not for
the fact that the republic is an extensive exporter of both butter and cheese. There is not
a nation on the face of the earth that is
noted
for its dairy products that is not also famed for
a high
of
civilization.
In
degree
Europe.
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Franco and Holland are great butter producing countries, while
Ttn.lv. Xnnin anH Pnrtncral

pmionma

oml

n»n.

duce but litfle of this important article. In
the two latter countries the apothecary dispenses it, while nearly all the people prefer the
product of the olive, for which it is a substitute. A celebrated English judge, remarkable
for his intellect and vigorous potations, who is
said to have never felt himself on a fair level
with his “brothers on the bench” until ho had
imbibed two bottles of port, was once asked
what sort of wine was the best. His reply was,
“All wine is good, but some sort is better than
others.” Wo are half inclined to say the same
of our subject, for, in whatever form she presents herself to her votary, she always unfolds
(if good) some charm or fascination, and
“nought can wither her, n8r custom stale her
infinite variety.” Were we to look for variety
we could find it among this article of daily
food, and like the rainbow, its colors are many,
while the tastes thereof differs exceedingly.
Rich golden is the natural as well as the sought
for color of butter, and hence where meal does
not abound, carrots often play a very ‘important part.
White butter is not wanted except at underground restaurants where hotel
dinners are dispensed at a shilling a plate. As
for flavor, a good judge of wine should be
sought for in order to accurately note the various kinds denoted by the taste.
Quite often
butter is like the product of Cape Cod that requires much freshening, and even it frequently
lacks this quality so relished by the denizens
of the West Indies. In fact, we cannot properly define true “gilt edge” butter.
Its color
is most important while its flavor is a most essential quality. It must not be too salt or too
fresh, it must neither have too much buttermilk in it or too little, while the same
may be
said of the manipulation of it.
The Danish
maid as she “pats” the golden lumps, carefully notes its growing hardness, an essential
quality of well worked butter.
But let us turn to its use and its place on the
table. In America butter is found on the table
of both the rich and poor. In nearly all dishes
it plays an important part, and the American
that could well do without it would become a
curiosity worthy the attention of the great
showman. Thackeray loved tripe and onions,
while Quin delighted in roas duck and venison, but what were these favored dishes without a juicy bit of butter to render them still
more palatable?
The highest triumph of a
French cook cannot be possible unless the great
product of Normandy is used. The Englishman may exult over his roast beef, the Frenchman become ecstatic while enjoying his mushroom sauce, the Neapolitan exhilarant over the
lengthening lusciousness of his macaroni, but
the American would rather part with any other dish than that which enters so largely into
the preparation of so many tried and valuod
articles of food. We may safely affirm that no
other article used on the table so readily attracts the attention or calls forth our praise.
The gourmand requires it at the cafe, and the
sailor far out at sea longs for its presence at the
mess. Like Oliver Twist, when stinted in our
supply we call for “more,” and if not good,
like Mr. Toots, we say “it is of no consequence,”
As a relish it ekes out a scanty meal, while its
absence denotes poverty and want. Its effects
in all departments of cookery are readily seen
and appreciated by all. On fowl and fish it becomes a necessity, while sauce and dressing require its use. Even the confectioner mixes it
with the product of the candy, while too often
its presence in some favorite beverago shows
how its use may be perverted and abused.
Thus it will be seen that butter, both in its
manufacture and use, is confined to the nations
that are far advanced in the civilized scale.
Received from a nation noted alike for its
prowess in war and a high degree of literary
culture, will it not be well for us to determine
how much they owe to this—the greatest civilizer of all our artificial products?

Rat Pio.
The Rev. J. G. Wood, of natural history celebrity, has been lecturing on rat pie, and making the subject so popular that “he receives a
thousand letters a week” on that
exciting topic. Of course his correspondents want the reand
he
ceipt
gives it to them. “Rat
was

pie
precisely the same manner as rabbit
pie, the only difference being that in case of
the rat pie the result was far more delicious.
made in

The cook should be careful to
procure as line
rats as possible, cut off their tails,
skin, dress,
and wash them, then cut them into four

pieces,

and add a few morsels of
pork fat. When
cooked and cold tlio pie was full of the most
delicious jelly. He had often been dining with
his friends when they left most excellent viands on the table untouched, while
every scrap
of the rat pie had been devoured.”—London
Letter to Harper’s Bazar.

ley (New Tork; Harper Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Hannon) one of the most attractive and valuable is the volume upon Spenser, by Rev. R. W. Church, Dean of St. Paul's.
It is a very clear and full description of the
time in which Spenser lived, of his verse, and
of the era of English poetry which the biographer considers to have begun with the author
of the Faerie Quecne. It is always a pleasant
and useful way of looking at an historic period
to group its personages around some central
and taking Spenser for this one we have

figure;

a brilliant and curious picture of the poets who
flourished at the time of Queen Elizabeth.
The conventional adulation of the sovereign—

who even

figured as Gloriana, Cynthia and
in Spenser’s poems—and was almost
as inevitable in the literature of her reign as
was King Charles in Mr. Dick's conversation;
the affectations of speech and manner, are very
amusing to read of. Spenser’s free and original use of words, his stretching or snipping of
syllables for sake of rhyme (which by the way
Dean Church spells lime) the affluence of the
poet’s thought, are finely described. Tiie biographer takes occasion to pay duo and graceful
tribute to the varied possibilities of musical
sound in the English speech—and his own admirable use of language and appreciative comBelplicebe

ment prove that he understands the instrument
in its power and variety. Dean Church’s com.
ineuts and explanations of the allegory of the
Faerie Queene arc exceedingly interesting and
give much insight of the somewhat tangled
mazes of the poem.
Hearts’ Delight (New York: G. \V. Carleton
& Co.,) is a bright und pleasant novel, written
by Mrs. Elizabeth Winslow Alderdice—a
lady who has many friends in Portland, and
whose literary talent is well known. Hearts’

breath of his ancient speech.
Such
direct and dramatic treatment as this of Mr.
Morris is a protest against the vague theories
of the mythologists; it is a good seawall set up

Delight is a story of much variety and interest
and readers grown weary of the slipshod and
inelegant style of many recent novels, will enjoy the refined and unaffected manner of this
one.
Borne incidents and descriptions are
said to be of local interest, and the author
shows much appreciation of the fino scenery of

against the endless lapping of these dull

America,

very Greek or Goth, who comes forth unafraid
through the dusky ages, bearing his household
goods and his arms, and with his mouth stirred

by the

of

waves

unfaith,

of denial of the very ghosts of the
old glad gods of Greece and Rome.
These
surely prepared the way for stronger light of
latter belief—why not leave them then a lovely half-lit world where they shall have, not
worship any more, but kindly thought and
thanks of men—even as in the high noon we
do not wholly forget how the birds sang when
the sky was growing clear gray with the dawn.
It is not the least charm of Mr. Morris’s work
tnat lie can lead us lar away Irom our tune,
and that no word of his ever breaks the spell
until his story is told. To be brief—Mr. Morris’s poetic gift is largely composed of an imagination singularly vivid by nature, and made
so by a
complete, minute and practistudy of technique than which none, of
any poet, has been more honest, thorough and
artistic. A poet more notably equipped, more
apt in his workmanship, more perfect

and blends the human interest of
the story very pleasingly with its descriptive
passages. It is a fresh and readable novel.
Another volume of the

are treated oy writers particularly
their several tasks.

liis

of the music
and worth
has
not
been
born
since
the latter days of English speech. The legend
of the Volsungs and Niblungs is well fitted for
sense

epic

purposes. It does not require the brilliant
and elegant touch that made the familiar stories of the Earthly Paradise better than new;
still less does it demand the curious, exquisite

fitting of assonance and alliteration, the delicate balance of song and speech that makes
Love is Enough a marvel to the student of the
technique of verso; and the poet is not at all
hindered by the exigencies of translation into
alien

voice and nature—which somewhat
marred the success, while it added to the interest as a fine literary experiment, of the
rEneid. Sigurd the Volsung is divided into
four books:

Sigmund, Regin, Brynliild,

and

Gudrun;

but these divisions make only a vague
break in the story. It is not easy to point out
especial beauties in a work which is so even in
its movement and so united in treatment.
There are no lyric passages in it; though the
fine harmonies ot accent give a quality to some
of the dialogues, which reminds one a little of
Mr. Tennyson’s marvellous unrhymed songs.
The use of the alliterative measure is occasional
but is,properly, not so strict or formulated as in
Love is Enough—and the reader who compares
the theories and spirit of the Norse sagas with,
for instance, Piers’ Ploughman, will precisely
understand the delicate fitness of Mr. Morris's
workmanship. With the Norse singers, alliteration was a desired grace; with the early English poets, a canon, which once adopted in a
poem must be adhered to, even to the hurt of
t.llft

TTnw

Rrmor

cnnnrlilIT Mr

\fAM*!Li Tuwa tl■ acn

restrictions, and into what exquisite harmonies he modula ted his verse, needs no setting
forth to the reader of his alliterative poem.
To return to Sigurd the Volsung—the under,
standing of which requires, indeed, frequent
turning to Mr. Morris’s other works—tho reader
will percoive at once the true Northern ring of

line;

one would say that the poet had
known any gods of the Greeks, had never seen any sunlands; and as for
King Arthur
and his knights—why, they were not yet. But
the poem is not cold and far apart from any

every

never

human touch—its music takes a wide range
and runs through many keys, sweet and powerful.

Tho

beauty of Mr. Morris’s verse needs
forth by quotations here; it is well
known, the pure sweet Saxon speech, used with
a skill which makes it more musical than ever
no

setting

man
tongues; tho perfect ease
which the poet manages his subject, the vigor and nobility of his manthemselves. The
ner, have already proved
great variety of handling of tho metre—which is
the same throughout the work; theunsurpassi-

were

with

beauty of balance of accent, rhyme and assonance; the splendor of the movement, will
not fail to greatly impress the reader in degree
as he may be more or less critical of
the art of
poetry. It is no new trait or unlooked-for

ble

development of Mr. Morris’s genius that we
find in Sigurd the Volsung, but an extraordinary feat of strength in the sustaining the epic
for so long at such an even height of poetic perfection.
The Secret of Success. By W. H. Davenport
Adams. (American Edition. Edited by P. G. H.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Lor

ing, Short & Harmon.) A book which advises
young men how to get on in the world, has
always been a popular demand with correunnmllnir aunnlw

ard, or perhaps

oinon tlin /lami rvf

Dnnv

D.'ol,

The conditions of
vary from century to
century, and so such volumes contain little
that is strictly original. To place trite things
in fresh manner is the best that a writer in
this department can do—and a word of old
success

do not

Solomon.

greatly

wisdom newly and well said, goes far. In
this, Mr. Adams has succeeded particularly
well; the tone of his book is dignified, and its
style is refined and solid. Its instructions are
practical, and illustrated by anecdote and biographical sketches. The aim and execution

fine, and it is a work to bo recommended
cordially to business men, as possessing worth,
attractiveness and much useful suggestion.

are

Buckeye Cookery
very full
housekeeping, published by the
Buckeye Publishing Company, Minneapolis,
Minn. It contains a very great variety of
recipes for cooking, and many useful suggestions in the several departments of housekeeping. The recipes have been contributed by
notable housekeepers all over the States; it
has no sectional or political bias—for Mrs.
President Hayes and Governor Tilden, the
Governor of Florida, and the wife of an exis the title of

a

manual of

Govemor of Maine have contributed to its
pages. Of the recipes selected for test of the
volume, each one was easy to follow and successful in result. The Buckeye Cookery may
be found at the millinery stores of Miss G. S.
Waterhouse and of Miss A. E. Barnes, Congress street.

Harper & Bros, send through Coring, Short
& Harmon a new edition of “The Rise of the
Dutch Republic” in three volumes octavo at
82 a volume. The print is largo and clear,
and tho edition is exactly what is wanted for a
library as well as for reading aloud. The latter consideration is important, os, with the
exception of Macaulay’s, Motley’s history is
easier and pleasanter reading than any other,
and it is getting quite the fashion to read it
aloud in families, a most commendable
practice, too. This is printed from the same
plates as the fine edition of 1857, and they
show no signs of wear, but work as.brightly as
in the original.

S. B.

nttcd

to

The Ohio Resolutions.

cal

words,

scries is Princi-

mistaken partisanship of those who overlook
or deny the faults of the
poet. The result is a
very life-like portraiture, as just as it is appreciative and generous. This series of memoirs
is exceedingly well designed, and its subjects

more

in
of

same

pal Shairp’s Biography of Robert Burns, a clear
thoughtful and impartial work, as was to be
expected of the author. Appreciating very fully the genius of Burns, he protests against the

The

following are the resolutions adopted
by the Republicans of Ohio at the State Convention held Friday:
I. Resolved, That the Republican party of
Ohio, reaffirming the cardinal doctrines of its

accepted faith as heretofore proclaimed, especially pledges itself anew to the maintenance of

flee suffrage, equal rights, unity of the nation
and the supremacy of the national government
in all matters placed by the constitution under
its control.
II. Resolved, That we earnestly appeal to
the people in the exercise of their power
through the ballot-box to arrest the mad career
of the party now controlling both branches of
Congress under the domination of a majority
of men lately in arms against the Government,
and now plotting to regain, through the power
of legislation, the cause which they lost in the
field, namely, the establishment of State sovereignty by the overthrow of national supremacy.
III. Resolved, That the Democratic party
having committed itself to an attempt to break
up the government by refusing to appropriate
to their legitimate objects the public moneys
already collected from the people, unless the
Executive shall give his official signature to
measures which he conscientiously disapproves
—measures
plainly intended to allow a free
course to Iraud, violence and corruption in national elections, and to impair the constitutional supremacy of the nation, deserves signal
condemnation from every honest and law-abiding citizen.
IV. Resolved, That the present extra session of Congress, thus compelled by Democratic conspirators, has been prolonged beyond all
possible excuse, not only to the depletion of the
Treasury and also to the grave detriment of every industrial and commercial interest of the
country, but by the uncalled-for agitation of
sectional questions; by persistent efforts in their
hostility to the resumption of specie payment,

already

happily accomplished; by constantly
tampering with a currency unsurpassed in the
world; by re-opening and stimulating sectional
nontrovorsv: bv an avmrpd rtHiHrmfrifttinn t/*

repeal all war legislation, anil by seeking to inaugurate a reactionary revolution designed to

full power to a “solid South” in the affairs of the government.
V. Resolved, That the financial administration of the govarnment by the Republican party in accomplishing the great work of resumption of specie payments; in restoring our currency to par value; in refunding a large proportion of the national debt; in refunding a
large proportion of the same at a rate of interest one-third less than the former rate, thereby
alone saving to the Treasury thirteen million
dollars a year, and in enhancing the national
credit to a standing never before attained, is a
source of just pride to the Republicans of Ohio
and deserves the warm approbation of the
American people.
VI. Resolved, That this perpetual disturbance of the country, in response to the conciliatory measures of the administration, should
by the judgment of the people, be thoroughly
condemned.
VII. Resolved, That the Democratic legislature of Ohio, going on from bad to worse
from the “O’Conor reforms" of our public institutions, resulting in scandals unnumbered
and mischiefs unmeasured, to outrageous attempts to revise and reverse the will of the
people as declared by their suffrages; foisting
upon them, by legislative usupatlon, defeated
candidates for local offices, in place of those
duly elected by lawful anil unquestioned ballots
cast in the interest of honest and decent home
government, merits the most indignant rebuke of every intelligent voter of the State.
VIII. Resolved, That the memories of our
dead heroes, who gave their lives to save the
nation from destruction, protest against the
expulsion of their living comrades from public
offices, to gratify the partisan purpose of the
dominant party in Congress.
IX. Resolved, That we send a greeting to
the President of the United States anil our
Republican members of Congress, and we cordially thank and honor them for the firm and
patriotic stand they have taken in opposition
to the designs of the majority of the present
Co gress, and we hereby pledge them our earnest and undivided support.

restore

How “Nasby" got His Start.
[Interview in Philadelphia Times.]
very poor man once, and I edited the
in Findlay, Jefferson
county, Ohio. If there is any grade of poverty
from which there is no further descent, editing
I was

a

Findlay Jeffersonian,

newspaper in a sparsely settled country is the
I was on that grade, and well on to the
further end of it, too. I set my own type, carried my paper from the stage office on my

a

grade.

printing office, worked off my
paper on a rusty old hand press, and wrote or
scissored out of exchanges everything the sheet
contained. About tho time the war broke out
I was existing in this way when I heard of a
paper being circulated for signatures petitioning the Legislature to prohibit negroes from
coming into the State, and asking for legislation to remove all tho colored population the
shoulder to my

State then contained.

What was then known

copperheadism was an important element in
our State political history of the timo. I was
then as now a Republican, and the petition was
not brought to me. I heard of it, and hearing

as

also that a shiftless, worthless fellow named
Levi Flenner—whoso parents, by the way, were
both in the almshouse as county charges—was
circulating it, I made up my mind to see the
paper. The satire of the situation struck me
at once. The few negroes we had in
were

hard-working, law-abididg

remove them from the
there was a preposterous

Findlay

men, and to

State and leave Levi
outrage on the fitness
of things. One night in a
country drug-store,
where people gather, as you know, in country
towns, I met Levi. I saw a paper in his pocket, and as I knew the dirty cuss never read a
newspaper at all I grabbed it as tho petition.

And so it was. I read it aloud with comments,
and, as I read and interpolated my own remarks, I felt the afflatus of the situation, and
made up my mind to write the Nasby letters.
That week I published the first one. It was
(as those that followed it were not) locally colored, even to the names of Levi and the few
colored men living in Findlay. Tho first letter was dated Wingcrt's Corners, Crawford
county, one of the rankest copperhead sections
in Oluo. A preacher, a few Sundays before
in that locality, had the temerity to
pray from
his
pulpit for tho safety and preservation of
the Federal government. That night he was
warned to drop that sort of busfcess, and the
next Sunday a mob came with a dozen teams
of oxen and pulled the church to
pieces I will
do the mob the justice to say that they were
considerate enough to ask the
to
congregation
take a walk before the work of demolition was

begun.
v

I ten you it was hot times then in Ohio and
a gospel that

allandigham was tho prophet ol

■

—

■■

to divide the state on the
secession and Union. The great
the copperheads against the negro
at that time was first, that as the Union army
invaded the slave states the negroes would flock
to the North; and second, that once in the
North, they would enter into competition with
the rights of white labor. In the Chinese
question the same arguments, Orientalized, are
now being revamped. Why, in 1801, there was
a democratic church organized in Ohio, which
I
a new dispensation of gospel, indeed.
:ept up tlio letters from Wingert’s Corners for
traveled
letter
first
some time.
everyMy
where. It was the first thing I remember of
having seen quoted at all from the Findlay
Jeffersonian, and I was very proud of it,
After a few letters had been published, Murat
Halstead, editor of the Cincinnati Commercial,
hunted me up and offered me $20 a week for a
letter from Wingert’s. It was simply boundless prosperity to me. I had never hoped, even
in my wildest dreams, to possess so much
money, and that is the way I got my start as
Petroleum V. Nasby,

eminently threatened

The Legislative Bill Returned Un-

question of
argument of

signed.
The President’s

NUTSHELL.

“Rev.” Mr. Steadman, late of Dover, turns
out to be a bigamist as well as plagiarist.
The President yesterday sent to the House
his veto of the Legislative bill.
The Indian tribes of Indian Territory have

general legislation
appropriation bills, especially when the object is to deprive a co-ordinate branch of the Government of its right
to

adopted a resolution thanking the President
Secretary cf W ar for) the prompt measures by which the threatened invasion of Indian of Territory was prevented.
A naval battle has taken place between two
and

the

coinage

hill were concurred in.
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For New England.
lower pressure, increasing southwest to southeast winds, warmer and very generally clear
weather.

the free exercise of its own discretion and
judgment touching such general legislation
were set forth in the special message in relation to the House bill No. 1, which was returned to the House of Representatives on the 29tli
I regret that the objections
of last month.
which were then expressed to this method of
not
seemed to Congress of sufhave
legislation
ficient weight to dissuade from this renewed
incorporation of general enactments in an appropriation bill, and that my constitutional
duty in respect to the general legislation thus
placed before me cannot be discharged without
seeming to delay, however briefly, the necessary appropriations by Congress for the support
of the Government.
Without repeating those
objections I respectfully refer to that message
for a statement of my views on the principles
maintained in debate by the advocates of the
bill, viz,, that “to withhold appropriations is a
constitutional means for the redress” of what
the majority of the House of Representatives
may regard as a “grievance.”
The bill contains the following clauses, viz:
“And provided farther, that the following sections of the Revised Statutes of the United States,
namely: Sections 2010, 2018 and 2020 and all of
the succeeding sections of said statutes, down to and
including section 2027, and also section 5522, be,
and the same are hereby repealed; and. that all the
to

Chilian war vessels and a Peruvian iron-clad.
All three vessels were sunk and many lives
lost.
The Washington Hotel at Hagerstown,
Maryland, was burned yesterday, and eight
persons perished in the Haines.
In the Senate yesterday tlio post route bill
was ordered printed and laid on the table. Mr.
McDonald’s substitute for tlio political sections
was taken up and a spirited debate ensued beIn the House
tween Messrs. Blaine and Hill.
the veto of the Legislative hill was received
and sustained.
The Senate amendments to

I

other sections of the ltevised statutes ana ail laws
of
and parts of laws authorizing the
chief supervisors of elections, special Deputy Marshals of elections, or general Deputy Marshals
having any duties to perform in respect to any
election, and prescribing their duties and powers,
and allowing them compensation, be and the same

appointment

are

BY TELEGRAPH.
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Fire in Athens.
Skowheqan, May 29.—'The house of Elisha
Bowden of Athens was destroyed by fire yesterday. A part of the furniture was saved in
Loss §500; insured for
a damaged condition.
200.
The farm house of Mr. Whittemore of this
Loss small; no insurwas also burned.

place
ance.

Narrow Escape from Death.
Cortona, May 29.—W. I. Wood and David
Quimby of Corinua, while riding in this village this afternoon, when passing the bridge
the postofiice the horse took
leaped into the stream, a distance

near

fright

and

fifteen
considerably injured, one

feet.

Mr. Wood was
bone of his left arm being
Quimby jumped from the
saved from

of

Mr.

displaced.
carriage and

was

going over.
Drowned.

Biddefokd, May 29.—Joseph Baker, a
French boy, 12 years old, was drowned in the
Saco river yesterday while fishing from some
logs. His body was found this morning.
“REV." MR. STEADMAN.
A Bigamist as Well as Plagiarist.
Dover, May 29.—Tlie Piscataquis Observer
publishes a letter from a gentleman in Petit
Codiac, N. B., proving that “Rev.” Mr. Steadman, who victimized the church at Dover and
preached such eloquent sermons written by
Dr. Storrs, left that place a year ago, leaving a
wife and two children, and stating that he
was

said to have another

and moreover was not a
has caused considerable

hoped he

will be brought to

justice.

WALLACE COMMITTEE.

THE
A

wife in Providence
Tho case
rflinister.
excitement and it is

Specimen of Democratic Partisanship.

rorgrod

Documents

Democratic

Made Use

Of

by

Speakers.

New York, May 29.—The Tribune says that
at the meeting of the Wallace Committee yesterday Senator Cameron asked chairman Wallace by whose authority the papers regarding
the conduct of the election m Massachusetts
had been printed.
The committee has not yet
taken a word of tes timony in regard to Massachusetts affairs. These documents, some of
which have been proved to be forgeries, have
been published and made use of by Democratic
speakers as facts developed by the committee.
Mr. Wallace said, somewhat
apologetically,
that he had authorized their publication under
an order from the Senate, to which he
referred.
Mr. Cameron then asked if he had published
some affidavits sent to him by the United States
Marshal of Philadelphia, which documents
had exactly the same standing before the committee as that held by the Massachusetts papers, but which were favorable to the Republi-

cans.

Mr. Wallace replied that he had not published these documents.
Mr. Cameron then dwelt at some length upon the unfair course of procedure which the
chairman had adopted.

FATAL FIRE.
Eight Persons Burned to Death and Fifteen Others Injured.
Hagerstown, Md., May 29.—A fire at 2
o’clock this morning began on the lower floor
of the Washington Hotel, burning up the stairways and cutting off egress from that way.
Over (K) transient travelers were in the house,
besides the regular boarders, and all were
obliged to escape by climbing down the porch

pillars.

One man is in a critical condition
from falling; also a child.
Two bodies were found in the ruins burned
to a crisp. One is L. Troxell of Cumberland,
and the other is unknown.
There are six persons missing, supposed to be
burnt and in the ruins.
Fifteen persons are
injured seriously from falling and about twen-

ty slightly.

The Washington House was
four stories high with a porch
the front of each story.

building
running along

a

brick

WASHINGTON.
Of Interest to National Banks.
Washington, May 30.—Tlie Treasury has
decided that 4 per cent, certificates may be deducted by national banks in making up their
semi-annual returns from average capital subject to duty the same as in case of U. S. bonds.
The Tax on Quinine.
The House ways and means committeo rejected a resolution rebelling the tax on quinim
Contributions for Election Purposes.
The House committee on civil service reform
agreed to report a bill prohibiting contributions
for election purposes.
Serious Bailroad Accident.

Willimantic, Conn., May 29.—A serious accident to the night reight train from Boston
occurred at Bolton, about fifteen miles west of
this place, at an early hour this morning. The

engine and six cars were thrown from the
track, the former going down an embankment
and the latter being scattered promiscuously
about and badly smashed.
A wrecking frain
has gone to the scene and the debris is being
rapidly cleared away. The Philadelphia train
east was delayed about two hours by the accident.
Honest Money in Ohio.
Cincinnati, May 29.—The executive committee of the Honest Money
League has resolved to make a thorough canvass of the
State and organize a similar
association in

every county.
Disastrous Whirlwind.
terrible cyclone
passed at the rate of 60 miles an hour through
Nodaway and Holt counties today. A tract of
territory half a mile wide is devasted and a
large amount of property destroyed.
St.

Joseph, May 29.—A

Wm. E. Gray, extradited from London a
year ago and convicted a few days ago of obtaining from the Mechanics’ Bank, nine years
ago, a call loan for §30,000 on three raised
State bounty bonds
of §10,000 each, was
sentenced by Judge Barrett yesterday to 10
years in the State State Prison.

®1“'.H.
Burton, a jeweler of
m
a

S^'00n

*u

night

Benjamin Meyer,

Bie

Norwich,

was

B°wery Wednesday

who was convicted in New
aS° Of having obtained
aSiv. worth
8.,rt,
tun? on
of goods
§4000
false representation,
wm sentenced to the State
prison for two and
a half years and to nay a fine of
§6000.
a

Its Passage.

Washington, May 29.—The following message of the President was delivered to the
House to-day:
To the House of Representatives:
After mature consideration of the bill entitled “An act making appropriations for the
Legislative, Executive and Judicial expenses
of the Government for the fiscal year ending
June 80,1880, and for other purposes,” I herewith return it to the House of Representatives,
in which it originated, with the following objections to its approval:
The main purpose of the bill is to appropriate the money required to support, during the
next fiscal year, the several civil departments
The amount appropriatof the Government.
ed exceeds, in the aggregate, $18,000,000 of
This money is needed to keep in opdollars.
eration the essential functions of all the great
departments of the Government—Legislative,
If the bill contained
Executive and Judicial.
no other provisions, no objection to its approval would be made.
It embraces, however, a
number of clauses relating to subjects of great
general interest, which are wholly unconnected with the appropriations which it provides
for. The objections to the practice of tacking

fave

THE NEWS IN A

Objections to

hereby repealed’”

It also contains clauses

amending

section s

2017, 2019, 2028 and 2031 of the Revised Stat-

The sections of the Revised Statutes
which the bill, if approved, would repeal or
amend are part of an act approved May 30,
1870, and amended February 28, 1871, entitled
“an act to enforce the rights of citizens of the
United States to vote in the several states of this
Union and for other purposes.”
All of the provisions of the above-named
acts, which it is proposed in this bill to repeal
or modify,
relate to the Congressional elections.
The remaining portions of the law,
which will continue in force after the enactment of this measure, is that which provides
for the appointment by a Judge of the Circuit
Court of the United States of two supervisors
of elections in each election district, at any
Congressional election, on due application of
citizens who desire, in the language of the
law, “to have sucli election guarded and scrutinized.”
The duties of the Supervisors will
be to attend at the polls, at all Congressional
elections, and to remain after the polls are
open until every vote cast has been counted,
but they will have no authority to make arrests
in the imor perform other duties than to be
mediate presence of the officers holding the
election and to witness all their proceedings,
including the counting of the votes and the
The part of the
making of a return thereof.”
election law which will be repealed by the apthose
sections which
of
this
bill
includes
proval
give authority to the supervisors of election to
personally scrutinize the count and canvass
each ballot, and all tlio sections which confer
authority upon the U. S. Marshals and deputy
marshals in connection with the Congressional
elections. The enactment of this bill will also
repeal section 5522 of the Criminal Statutes of
the United States, which was enacted for the
protection of United States officers engaged in
the discharge of their duties at the CongresThis section protects supersional elections.
visors and marshals in the performance of
their duties by making the obstruction or assaulting of these officers, or any interference
with them by bribery or solicitation or otherwise, crimes against the United States. The
true meaning and effect of the proposed legisThe Supervisors, with aulation are plain.
thority to observe and witness the proceedings
at the Congressional elections, will be left, but
there will be no power to protect them, or to
prevent interference with their duties, or to
punish any violation of tlio law from which
their powers are derived.
If this bill is approved, only the shadow of
authority of the United States at the national
elections will remain; the substance will be
gone. The supervision of the elections will be
reduced to a mere inspection, without authority, on the part of the supervisors, to do any act
whatever to make the election a fair one. All
that will be left to the supervisors is the permission to have such oversight of the elections
as political parties are in the habit of exercising, without any authority of law in order to

lieen comparaEven
honest.
the opponents of these laws have borne testiand
mony to their value
efficiency, and to the
necessity for their enactment. The committee
of the 44th Congress, composed of members a
majority of whom were opposed to these laws,
in their report on the New York election of
1870 said:
“The Committee would commend to other portions of the country and to other cities this remarkable system developed through the agency of both

The Efforts of the Whites to Acquire the

Country.
New Yokk, May 29.—A Muskogee (Indian
Territory) despatch says the Cherokees,

Greeks, Choctaws, Cliickasaws, Scminoles and
Sac and Fox Indians, were in council at Eufaula for three days and adjourned last night.
The following roport was unanimously adopted: The causes which induced the government of the United States to set apart by lawin 1880 the district of country known as the
Indian Territory, are well known by the
provisions of that act and numerous treaties
with Indian tribes made in conformity with its
withprovisions. The entire country included
set
in the limits of the present Territory was
for Indian people,
homes
as
apart
permanent
nor has this appropriation of the country been
lost sight of or departed from at any time by
It is
either the government or the Indians.
today an Indian country, held by Indians under letters patent from the President, and occupied hy or specially set apart for the use of
Indians. There has not been relinquishment
of title hy the original patentees.
Notwithstanding the character of the title to their land
and of repeated solemn guarantees of protection in the enjoyment of their homes, in the
possession of the country and the right of local
self-government, persistent efforts nave been
made by individuals and corporations to prevail upon Congress to adopt such legislation as
would effect a radical change in the condition
of the w-hole territory.
When these efforts to
induce Congress to stnltiyfy itself, dishonor the
government and outrago the Indians, have
failed, they have resorted to more aggressive
measures to seize so-called ceded lands with
the expection that the Indians of the territory
would be awed into submission or provoked to
such acts of resistance as would make imperative an interference of the civil and military
This invasion
branches of the government.
was the initial step in the
plan for overrunviolence
or
and
fraud
the enseizing by
ning
tire territory. The invasion of our country
threatened consequences of the most serious
character, which were averted from guilty and
innocent alike by the decision and prompt action of the executive department of the government. In view of these facts, in behalf oi
our people, who number more
than
50,000
souls, we desire to thank the President of tl>e
United States for the timely proclamation of
April 25, ’79, and the Secretary of the Inttrior and Secretary of War, for the means taken by them, respectively, to
protect the rights
of the Indians, and force an observance of law-.

This bill recognizes the authority and duty
of the United States to appoint supervisors to
guard and scrutinize the Congressional elections, but it denies to the government of the
United States all power to make its supervision
effectual. The great body of the people of all
parties, want free and fair elections; they do
not think that a free election means freedom
from the wholesome restraints of law, or that
the place of an election should be a sanctuary
for lawlessness and crime.
On the day of an
election peace and good order are more neceson
than
other
of
the year. On
sary
any
day
that day the humblest and feeblest citizens,
the aged and infirm, should he, and should
have, reason to feel that they are safe in the
exercise of their most responsible duty, and
their sacred right as members of society, their
duty and their right to vote. The Constitutional authority to regulate the Congressional
elections, which belongs to the government of
the United States, and which it is necessary to
exert to secure the right to vote to citizens
possessing the requisite qualifications, ought to
be enforced by appropriate legislation. So far
from public opinion in any part of the country
of
relaxation
authority
favoring any
of
the
government in the protection
of election from violence and corruption.
I believe it demands greater vigor both in the
enactment and in the execution of law's framed
for that purpose. Any oppression,any partisan
partiality which experience may have show'll
in the working of existing laws may well enboth of Congfess
gage the careful attention
and the Executive in their respective spheres
of duty for the correction of mischiefs. As no
Congressional elections occur until after the
regular session of Congress will have been
held, there seems to he no public exigency that
would preclude a seasonable consideration at
that session of any administrative details that
might improve the present methods designed
for the protection of all citizens in the complete and equal exercise of the right and
But with
power of suffrage at such elections.
my views both of the constitutionality and of
the value of the existing laws I cannot approve
any measure for their appeal except in connection with the enactment of that legislation
which may reasonably he expected to afford
wiser and more efficient safeguards for free
vvuu^icodiuuoi

EUROPE.
The Eruption of Mount AStna.
Messina, May 29.—Mount Aitna is in full
eruption. There are three new craters near
Randazzo, at the northwest foot of the mountain. The lava is flowing down the western
Several villages are threatened and
slope.
there is great alarm among the inhabitants.
Foreign Notes.
The Turkish minister of war in protesting
against the reduction of _tax estimates says
500,000 pounds are necessary to maintain the
army even on a reduced footing.
U. S. steamer Despatch has sailed for the
United States from Gibraltar.
On the 5th inst. a crowd gathered at Buenos
Ayres and made an enthusiastic demonstration
in favor of Peru and Bolivia and hooted the
Chilian representative.
The next Spanish army estimates propose a
reduction of 10,000 men.
A Berlin dispatch to the London News says
rumors of personal changes abound.
Even
Prince Bismarck is mentioned.
He doubtless
finds it increasingly difficult to adjust rival
claims, but these rumors should
o received cautiously.

ciwuuua.

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES.
Executive Mansion, May 29, 1879.

(Signed)
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utes.

advantages. The object of the bill is to destroy
any control whatever by the United States over
the Congressional elections.
The passage of this bill has been urged upon
the ground that the election of members of
Congress is a matter which concerns tlie.states
alone; that these elections should be controlled
exclusively by the states; that there are and
can be no such elections as national elections,
and that the existing law of the United States
regulating the Congressional elections is withIt is evident,
out warrant in the Constitution.
however, that the framers of the Constitution
regarded the election of members of Congress,
in every district, as in a very important sense
justly a matter of political interest and concern
The original provision
to the whole country.
of the Constitution on this subject is as follows:
Section 4, article 1. “The times, places and manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives shall be prescribed in each state by the Legislature

(thereof,

by law, make
the

places

of

or

but
alter

choosing

Congress may at any time,
such regulations, except as to
Senators.”

A further provision has been since added
which is embraced in the fifteenth amendment.
It is as follows:
Sec. 1. The right of citizens of the United States
to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, color
or previous condition of servitude.
Sec. 2. Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.
Under the general provision of the Constitution (sec. 4 art. 1) Congress in I860 passed a
Comprehensive law which prescribed full and
detailed regulations for the election of Senators by the legislatures of the several states.
This
law has been in
force
almost
13
years. In pursuance of it all of the members
of the present Senate of the United States
hold their seats.
Its constitutionality is not
It is confidently believed
called in question.
that no sound argument can be made in support of the constitutionality of national regulation of Senatorial elections which will not
show that elections of members of the House
of Representatives may also be constitutionally
regulated by the National authority. The bill
before me itself recognizes the principle that
the Congressional elections are not state elections but national elections.
It leaves in full
force the existing statutes under which supervisors are still to be appointed by national authority to “observe and witness” the Congressional elections whenever due application is
made by citizens who desire said elections to
be “guarded and scrutinized.”
If the power
to supervise in any respect whatever the Congressional elections exists under section 4 article 1 of the Constitution, it is a power which,
like every other power belonging to the Government of the United States, is paramount
and

sunreme.

and includes the ri<rt,t

tn

emnlnv

the necessary means to carry it into effect.
Tlie statutes of tho United States which regulate tho election of members of the House of
Representatives, an essential part of which it
is proposed to repeal by this bill, have been in
force about eight years.
Four Congressional
elections have been hold under them—two of
which wero at tho Presidential elections in
1872 and 1870.
Numerous prosecutions, trials
and convictions have been had in the courts of
the United States in all parts of the Union for
violations of these laws.
In no reported case has their constitutionality been called in question by any Judge of the
Courts of the United States.
The validity of
these laws is sustained by the uniform course
of judicial action and opinion.
If it is urged that the United States electio n
laws are not necessary, an ample reply is fur nislied by the history of their origin and of their
results. They were especially prompted by the
investigation and exposure of the frauds com
mitted in the city and state of New York at
the elections of 1878. Committees represent,
ing both of the leading political parties of the
country have submitted reports to the House
of Representatives on the extent of these
frauds. A committee of tho Fortieth Congress, after a full investigation, reached the
conclusion that the number of fraudulent votes
cast in the city of New York alone in 1808 was
not less than 25,000. A committee of the 44th
Congress, in their report submitted in 1877,
adopted the opinion that for every one hundred actual voters in the city of New York in
1868 one hundred and eight votes were cast,
when in fact the number of lawful votes cast
could not have exceeded 88 per cent, of the actual voters of the city. By this statement the
number of fraudulent votes at that election in
the city of New York alone was between thirty
and forty thousand. These frauds completely
reversed the result of the election in the state
of New York, both as to the choice of Governor and state officers and as to the choice
of
electors for President and Vice President of
the United States. They attracted the attention of the whole country. It was plain that if
be continued and repeated with imthey could
punity free government was impossible.
A distinguished Senator, in opposing the
passage of the election laws, declared that he
had “for a long time believed that our form of
government was a failure in the larger cities.”
To meet these evils, and to
these
prevent
crimes, the United States laws regulating ConThe framgressional elections were enacted.
ers of these laws have not been disappointed in
their results. In the large cities under their

SENATE.

Washington, May 29.
bill
with amendments
Post route
was
ordered printed and laid on the table.
Consideration of the bill for the appointment
of representatives to Congress according to the
9th caucus was indefinitely postponed.
Bill to grant additional homesteads to settlers
and bill authorizing the cancelling of tobacco
stamps and the petition of Rhode Island
soldiers and sailors was referred.
Mr. McDonald’s election bill was taken up.
Discussion ensued on the resolution
to
refer to the special committee on frauds in the
late
much of the
bill as
election, so
relates to Federal interference in elections and
to the denial of citizens of the right of to vote.
Mr. McDonald asked
if there was any
qualification or disqualification for voting
established in any of those Southern States
that did not affect all alike.
Mr. Blaine—You
mean on
the statute
book?
Mr. McDonald—Y'es sir.
Mr. Blaine—We are talking now
about
the actual practice at the polls where districts
containing 30,000 or 40,000 lawful voters are
represented by men for whom 3000 or 4000
votes are cast. The Senator from Georgia yesterday said there was no need of any more
coming out to vote for the whole thing was
settled in advance.
Mr. Hill—He said no such thing and he will
express his exceeding gratification if for once in
his life the Senator from Maine will quote him

Erotectionist

WEST INDIES.
Outbreak of Yellow Fever in Hayti.
Paris, May 29.—M. Wadding ton has received a dispatch from the Second Secretary of Legation at Port au Prince, Hayti, which says:
“M. Rocliechonart, French Minister, died of
yellow fever two hours after being attacked.
His private secretary and First Secretary of
Legation are dead of the same disease, and I
myself feel the first symptoms of it.”

THE DOMINION.
The Montreal Bank Failure.
Montreal, May 29.—The directors of the
Mechanics’ bank say the action of Molson’s
bank was a surprise as no warning was given
that that institution would decline further advances.
Brokers are offering 75 cents on the
dollar for Mechanics bills.

correctly.

Mr. Blaine—The Senator is a difficult man
to quote correctly, but he admitted that practically the Republicans were not allowed to vote
in
He said everybody was allowed to vote there.
Mr. Blaine—if the
district was divided
between two Democrats, then the Republicans
come out, but the record shows when the attempt was made to run a Republican against
a Democrat it was a walk over on
the part of
the Democrats.
That was she case in the
districts when in 1878 the Democrats got their
certificaties of election
on votes very much
smaller than the Republican vote of those districts had been two years before.
Mr. Hill again said he had never intimated
such a thing and protested against being mis-

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Kearney has written a letter to a friend in
New York saying he would like to see John

Swintou President.
A committee of workingmen called on the
Mayor of New York Wednesday and said they
were raised in that city, had nothing to do,
were entitled to a living', called on the Mayor
to furnish it, and said $32,000,000 had been
“We want a
appropriatsd for city purposes.
The Mayor could not
part of that money.”

quoted.

Mr. Blaine asked Mr. Hill to explain how it
certain districts in Georgia in 1870 cast a
larger Republican vote than the whole vote in
1878, when there seemed to be no Republican
votes cast.
Mr. Hill said those facts only applied to districts where there was no opposition candidates.
Mr. Blaine—Why was there no opposition
wnen the Republicans were in the majority /
Mr. Hill—Because nobody else chose to run.
If the Senator wants me to answer his insinuations that there were means brought to bear
by which anybody was prevented from ruumng who wanted to rim or that anybody was
prevented from voting, I simply say his insinuations are utterly without foundation, in
fact have no support but his own statement,
which is no support at all. (Laughter.)
Discussion in this vein continued at some

comply.

was

M. Goldsoll, who is reported to be implicated
in the embezzlement of the St. Louis Broadway Savings Bank, writes from Texas that ho
is not responsible for ICreiger’s operations;
that he has assigned all his property in Texas
MtXVl

mocnuwo

W UW lyl
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uut IlilS nui

eluded tlio bank, and that bo will
to St. Louis.

III”

return

soon

Troy Dye, formerly public administrator of
Sacramento county, Cal., was hanged yesterday for murder.
Application lias been made for the appointment of a receiver for the Globe
Insurance Co.

Mutual Life

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

length.

Mr. Gordon introduced a bill in relation to
importation of cattle for breeding. Referred.
The Senate took up the House bill making
appropriations for certain rivers and harbors.
Mr. Hereford spoke in its favor.
Mr. Conkling got the floot but yielded for a
motions to adjourn, and the Senate adjourned
till Monday.

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
Portland, May 29.
Flour continues easy and prices without material
change and moderate trade, sugars declined y8c to-

day, with

good demand; granulated is now quoted
at 8Vic and Extra C at 7%c. In Grain, there is no
change and prices are steady at quotations. Provisions quiet and unchanged.
At New York and Chicago, to-morrow
being a
general holiday, no reports will bo received. The
New York Cotton Exchange will be closed on Friday and Saturday. The Liverpool Cotton market
will be closed Saturday, Monday and
Tuesday.
The following aro to-day’s quotations of Flour
Grain, Provisions, etc.:

HOUSE.

A resolution from the ways and means committee to finally adjourn June 10, lies over until Saturday with notice from the Republicans
that they will propose an an amendment,
“provided that the appropriation bills have
been passed,” and by some Democrats that the
resolution be recommitted until a bill is reported to repeal the duty on quinine and to impose an income tax.
A bill was passed authorizing the Secretary
of the Navy to place at the disposal of the
stqte authorities for quarantine purposes any
condemned government vessels.
The reading of the veto message was completed shortly after 1 o’clock.
The reading was listened to with close and
for a time almost respectful attention.
An
audible titter wont through the Democratic
ranks when the sentence was read as to the effect of the existing law being to secure honest
elections, and again when the sentence was read
as to what good faith, honest endeavor and judicial authority can do for the protection of the
electoral franchise, the Democrats laughed
outright and the Repubiicans as a counter
demonstration applauded.
Mr. Oox wanted the sentence read again but
was not

a

Flour.

Grnlu.

Superfine.3 50@4 00, Yellow Com,
car lots
49
75g5 25
48
25@5 50 If. M.
Patent Spring
47
Mixed,
Wheats.7 50(58 50 Oats,
40
Michigan WinSacked Bran..
17 00
ter best.5 5055 75
Mids... 195 21 00
Low Grade
52
Corn, bag lots..
Extra Spring. .4
XX Spring
5
—

Michigan....4 50@5

50 Meal,
50
42
Oats,
ter fair.5 255(5 60 Bran,
20
Winter good..5 75(g(S 00 Mid’ngs,
20522
Winter best. ..G 25(gG 50|Rye,
“715
Produce.
Provision*.
Mess Beef.. 10 505,11 00
Turkeys. 20(522
Chickeus. 3 7(525
Ex Mess.,] 1 25511 60
Fowl. 15(318
Plate.12 005)12 25
Ex Plate..12 50(312 75
Eggs. 12(0(13
Sw. Potatoes. .3 25 53 50 Pork—
Irish potatoes.1 00(51 10
Backs.. ..13 25513 50
Clear.12 255 12 50
Onions, p bhl.
(g
Bermuda,cratel 75(31 85 Mess.11 60512 25
Round Hogs... 4y2@ 5
Hams. SYagll
Cheese.
Card.
Maine.
G@ 8
ICegs, p lb....6%@ 7
Gg 8
Vermont.
Tierces, ib
7%
N. V. Factory.
Gg 8
Pail.8%3 9y«
Fruit.
Beau*.
Oranges.
Pea.1 505 1 75
Palermos.Ilbx 3 50(6)3 75 Mediums.1 5031 65
Messina.
4 0054 25 Yellow Eyes. .1 85(31 '95
Valencia,case 8 00(3(9 00
Butter.
Lemons.
Familv (Kvn,
1 Ha on
Messina.3 2o@3 50 Store. 10@ 15
Palermos.2 50@3 00
Applet.
Nuts.
Green.2 00*2 50
PeanutsDried Western
3* 5
do Eastern..
1
70
Wilmington. G0@1
Virginia.1 40,@1 75
Sugar.
Tennessee... 1 20i@l 35 Granulated_
@ §%
Castana, ^ lb..
8@ 9c Extra C.
(m 7%
..

,.
..

..

gratilied.

May 26—Sld, gchs H Rogers,
Foster, Stanley,-.

iiliuiug

GEORGETOWN,
Cole, Boston.

w

Walnuts,
Filberts,
Pecan,

12@14c

0.G%* 7 Vs
ll@12c Syrups.40*45
9@10c

SOUTH AMERICAN WAR.
HALIFAX. Sclir Sea Flower—900 bbls flour, 19
packages merchandise.
CORNWALLIS, NS. Sclir Bonetta—282 bbls of
flour, 20 bbls oatmeal.

Three Vessels Sunk and Many Lives Lost.

bags sugar

to

Receipt*

of

204

IHaine Central R. R.

Portland, May 28.

For Portland, 30 cars miscellaneous merchandise:
for connecting roads, G2 cars miscellaneous mer-

London, May 29.—The following has been
received at Lloyds: An engagement has taken
place off Iquique, Peru, between the Chilian

chandise.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Cornmeal

wooden vessels Esmeralda and Cavadongaand
the Peruvian armor-plated frigato Independence. All three of the vessels were sunk.
The
Esmeralda was originally a Spanish gunboat.
The Independence was the most important
vessel in the Peruvian navy.
Her armament
consisted entirely of Armstrong guns, namely:
Twelve 70 pounders and 2 pivot 150 pounders.
London, May 29.—Details from Chilian
sources confirm the reports of the naval enThe Peruvians made
gagement off Iquique.
an atfack
during the absence of Chilian ironclads. The Huasco took part in the battle and

VV. True & Co.

to

G.

Stock market.
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, May 29.]
First Call.
12 Eastern Railroad. 15%
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R.98
Eastern Railroad.
—@15%
Boston & Maine Railroad.113*114
Eastern R. R., new bonds, 3%s.71*73
Second Board—Frst Call.
7 Eastern Railroad. 15%
Roston

safely.

New Fork Stock and money market.
New York, May 29—Evening.—Money market
sasy at 2@5 per cent, on call, closing easier at 2 per

THE ZULU WAR.

A Washington dispatch to the Herald says
the Ohio nomination of Foster is a serious
blow to the Grant movement, as Grant’s
friends expected to nominate Taft.

Foreign Import*.
Brig Ernestine—583 lilids
Pliinuey & Jackson.

MATANZAS.

Lima, May 30.—A terrific naval battle occurred between two wooden Chilian war vessels
and a Peruvian iron-clad. The fighting was
most desperate and the slaughter fearful.
All
three vessels were sunk.
It is not stated how
many lives were lost.

witli a view of leaving the British no
peint to
strike at and adopting the system of bush warfare. Sixty-five more cases of yellow
fever,and
dystentery have occurred among the troops. It
is reported that
Dabulmauzi, Cetywayo’s
brother, while attempting to join the British
was killed in an engagement with his brother’s
troopB. Col. Brealock is ill.

Odiorne,
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SAD

DEN DEATHS.

One after another of the great men of the nation
falling, and most of them in middle life, all victims to overwork. Can we afford to lose such men?
Those men died of nervous
in the midday of their usefulness, and in the last year how
many business men ana women have suddenly fallen
out of the ranks, either into an untimely grave or to
a worse fate.
The business men of the nation are
killing themselvesby overwork of mind,if not of body
and we call it “Nervous Prostration.” The middle
class is suffering in the same way.’ Overwork, the
pressure of the time, worry, fret and anxiety, are
rendering us a weak and sulfering generation. No
man would commit suicide if his nervous system was
in a state of perfect health. It is inevitably the result of nervousness in some form or other. Now, is
it not time that we, as a people, should seriously examine into this matter, and seek a remedy, if one
can he found? The nervous system must be sustained and built up in proportion to its waste and
or we musts uffer.
The facts prove
that this waste is not supplied by our ordinary diet
and living. The refined manner of living now does
not give to us in our food enough of nerve food, or
enough of that which goes to make nerve matter, to
meet the demand made upon the nervous system,
and the result is nervous prostration, paralysis, apo-

disintegration,

plexy, despondency, neuralgia, headache, sleepless-

the extract of chamomile the great promoter of
digestion and nervous sedative; but their combined
effect is wonderful, indeed, curing cases that have
resisted all other treatment, even by the best of

physicians. Anybody and everybody, I don’t care
who they are, would be improved by taking one of
these pills after breakfast and dinner for a while.
People who want a clear complexion and smooth
skin, free of disease, must keep their nervous system in a healthy state. Domestic care and business
anxiety often make quite as serious inroads upon the
nervous system as the higher order of mental work,
and thousands of people are eking out a miserable
existence, suffering from nervous weakness and sick

nervous headache, that could be perfectly cured
by availing themselves of this remedy. It is certainly worth a trial in every case. The claims of this
are recognized by the profession, I am
preparation
glad to say, and largely used and recommended by
them. And why should it not be so? It is not a
patent medicine. It is the result of my own experirieuce in the practice of medicine. As to my professional standing, I let the following letter from
Prof. Samuel Chew, Sr. speak. Respectfully.
DR. C. W. BENSON.

and

Baltimore, Sept. 15 18G0.
Dr. C. W. Benson is a graduate of the School of
Medicine of the University of Maryland. While a
pupil of that institution he was distinguished for
industry anti zeal in the pursuit of professional
knowledge, and his examination for the degree of
Doctor of Medicine was entirely satisfactory to his
instructors. I have known him for several years
and believe him to be a physician eminently prepared to be useful, and also of an unexceptionable
moral character. I take great pleasure in commending him to the esteem and confidence of the comSAMUEL CHEW, M. I).,
munity.
Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine
in the University of Maryland.

Crocker, St Thomas.

Sid fm Eleuthera May 17th, sch Martha
Sargent,
McPherson, Baltimore.
Ar at Barbadoes prev to May 2S, sell Tim
Field,
Haskell, Boston.
At Ponce May 15, sch Emma Crosby, Crosby, ldg
for North of Hatteras.
At Bermuda May 23, barque F B Fay,
reloading;
brig Wm Robertson, do; sch L A Webb, do.
Ar at St John, NB, 27th, sch Jed F
Iluren, Cook,

Boston.
Sid 2Gth, sliip Belle O’Brin, for Liverpool.

on each.
Price, 50 cents, or six boxes
$2.50; postage free, to any address. No order
filled unless accompanied by the money. For sale
by all wholesale and retail druggists.

for

NOTICES!

Parsons, Bangs & Co.

SPECIAL_NOTICE !
To the Citizens of Portland and Vicinity.
DK. CUMMINGS’

Pendleton.
In Rockland, May 17, Enoch F. Anderson and
Louisa Hancock.
In Phillips, May 25. Charles Wardwell of Clinton
and Rubie E. Tyler of Phillips.
In New Sharon, May 25, Walter N. Grecnleaf of
New Sharon and Julia A. Smith of Temple.

GENERAL

Agent for Uaflin

nice hard-wood, first class refrigerator
less money that the cheap pine,
dead air are selling for.
This refrigerator is fully
established and they give universal satisfaction. It
will be for the interest of all to see them before

PARKER

Sterling Exchange firmer at 487%@487%
long and 488% @489 for short sight. State

ent.

or
1

1

>onds dull. Railroad bonds dull. Stock market firm
it about best figures of the day.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated
29,000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Jovernment securities :

Jnited States G’s, 1881, reg.107%
Jnited States G’s, 1881, coup.107%
, Jnited States new
5’s, reg.103%
Jnited States new 5’s, coup.103%
i Jnited States new 4%’s, reg.106%
Jnited States new 4%’s, coup.107%
Jnited States new 4’s, reg.103 Vs
Jnited States new 4’s, coup.103
J ’acitic G’s of ’95.124Vs
The following were the closing quotations of
<
stocks :
Western Union Tel. Co.114%
1 Jew York Central.119%

FROM

ME.

B.

Powder.

Paper Hangings

NEWS.
—

PORT OF PORTLAND.

VERY LOW PRICES

501 Congress Street.

THURSDAY, May

DR. MORSE’S INHALATIONS.

Sch Lewis R French, Andrews, Damariscotta.
Cleared.
Steamship Chesapeake, Maugum, New York
Jeury Fox.
Sch Mary E McLaughlin,
Forest, Bangor, to load
or St Pierre—Franklin Yeaton & Co.
Seh Sea Flower, Boudroit, Halifax—John Main.
Sob Bouetta, (Br) Clark
Corwallis, NS—John

old

—

Grampus, Joy, Franklin—NathT Blake
Bragg, Bangor-S W Thaxter.
I rask,
Bangor—s W Thaxter
Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—KenTabor, and N A Sanborn.

Milton,

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

CRANBERRY ISLES, May 24
Ar, sch Annie
.ewis, Spurting, Magdaleus, with 700 bills herring

smoking.

my28eodlwsn
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DRY GOODS!
We
IO

are

Goods,

show

daily
receiving
eitrliuk
knnlnnr

now

llll’AlAAe

IKrn

Af

and we are

able

now

FOR
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The Next Yearly Meeting of the
Society of Friends for New England
vill be held in City Hall, Portland,
luue 13th, and will contmue about one commencing
week.
It is expected a large number of
persons from diferent parts ot New England and elsewhere will
be
attendance, who will require board and lodging
luring the meeting. Persons who will furnish the
ame, either free or for
remuneration, will address

i

u

i

>ersonally

F. A. ROSS &
199

CO.,

Congress Street, Cor.

by letter,
COX, 5N Oxford «t., Portlnud,
Chairman of the Committee.
r»
Portland, May 20th, 1871).
myiileod3w

—AT—

MANURE FOR SAFE.

CYRUS F. DAVIS’,

Mists’ Material Store, 8 Elm St.
eodtf
tnylU_

mj22dtf

For Sale.
A

*

Brown.
eodtf

PURE ICE !
Burnham & Dyer,
75 and 79 CROSS STREET,

Having stored

a

Full Stock of PITRE ICE, will
furnish

Any desired quantity, nt the loweni price*.
*ea*ou 1870. Customer* Solicited.

Scale of Prices for the Season:
MONTHLY RATE*.
lO lb*, daily,
“
15 “
«

80

$1.25

...

1.75
2.85

....

«

80 cents per hundred by the cake.
“
“
83
*iuglc hundred.
febl8

Goods.

Spring
We have

now on

tatf

hand and for sale at LOW
a Large Line of

PRICES,

Lad ies’ Sandal

Slippers,
Newport Ties,
Newport Button Shoes,
Low-eut Kid Slippers,

“
“
“
“

Seamless Kid Button Boots
Side lace Kid Boots.

“

A

new

(Derby

and nobby line of

and Loudon

Torn)

FOK GENTLEMEN’S WEAK.

Davis &
210

Cartland,

MIDDLE

STREET.

The Beat Repairing of nil Kind* done nl
Store.
mliJL’eovltf

THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK OF

GAS FIXTURES!
in

the State

can

be found at

CLEVELAND & MARSTON’S,
128 Exchange Street.

Gas and Water Piping and
promptly done, and all

work

faction.

Repairing

warranted to give sat-

Cleveland «V Vlarston,
my 17

128 Exchange Street.

codim

|

Will open this day

a

very

Fine Line of

Foreign and Domestic
spuing

or

A. F.

BROWN Mare, raised in Canada. Six yeai I
°id, sound and kind in single or double harness,
v eiglis 1040 lbe.
luquirc at 130 Commercial St.,
^ ortland, Me.
my2!X13t

to

very desirable stock of the
most fashionable styles. It Is our
determination to watch the market closely and secure every desirable article in our line as soon ns
new Roods appear.
We have just
received
an
immense stock of
Black Silks and Cashmeres at
much lower prices than ever seen
in this city.
We also desire to call
special attention to our larRe stock
of Fancy Goods, every article of
which has recently been purchased. Our Khl Glove and Corset Department is kept constantly
full ol the best makes as well as
low priced Roods. Please remember that we shall not allow ourselves to be undersold.
a

NOTIC E

SKETCHING FROM NATURE,

Jain.

John Mayo,

by all druggists.

Best

my26

—i————.————————

—

or

Also the

CIRCULATING LIBRARY IN THE CITY.

To One aud All.
Are you suffering from a Cough, Cold, Asthma,
Jronchitis, or any of the various pulmonary troub08 that so often end in
Consumption? li so, U6e
fVilbor's Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime," a safe aud
urc remedy. This is no
quack preparation, but is
egularly prescribed by the medical faculty. Manifactured only by A. B. Wilbok, Chemist, Boston,

Poor & Bro.

—

515 CONGRESS STREET.

'Oughs, Sore Throat, Hoarsness, ami Diseases of
he Lungs. Many valuable lives have been saved
by
1 hemC. UKORSB, M. D.
my2Csnlm
135 Free Street.

Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastx>rt and St John, NB.
Sch P S Lindsey, Johnson, Rondout—cement to
2 A B Morse & Co.
Sch F N Tower, Adams, New York—coal to Jos II

Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
oll &

Frank B. Clark's,

sn tf

admitted by all to be the only method by which
disease of the Lungs can be reached. They cure

29.

—OF—

Designs and Patterns are constantly being
fcdded, making it the most desirable place to obtain
good bargains and to select from.

AT

ire

Arrived.

GRAND OPENING

AT

STORE OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

M-ARIINE

PIK.E’S,

Opposite Chestnut Street, Portland.
tf
mylti

SCHLOTTERBECK,

aP22

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 30.
Sun rises...4.21 I High water. 6.05
Sun sets.7.34 | Moon sets. 0.55

U4w

F. A. ROSS & CO.

O_I
ouieeiis !

Congress Street

by

Apothecary,

my28
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is the newest and best Screen in the market. It
slides from top to bottom of window independent of
the sash. It is the cheapest as well as the most durable sliding Screen yet invented.
We also sell the HOUGHTON EXTENSION BCBEEN which fits any window.
BE^Headquarters for all kinds of Screen and
Screen Goods. Orders tilled without delay at

This Tooth Powder is as pleasant in its application
is it is efficacious in its action.
The Medical and
Dental Profession acknowledge that only those who
ise a Dentifice containing a Saponaceous
ingredient
ire free from animal and vegetable
parasites upon
he teeth and gums, hence the above
preparation is
ecommended to all those who desire to be exempt
rom this trouble.
Prepared

A. G.

NO. 46 EXCHANGE ST.

SOMETHING NEW!

Temple Streets,

Saponaceous J’ooth

before purchasing

Manufacturers of and Dealers
in all kinds of Furniture,

The Excelsior Sliding Screen

Sclilotterbeck’s

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool_May
Brooklyn.Quebec.Liverpool_May
Yrork..Martinique..May

MERRILL,

—_I
ui/ioona s

FOR

DATE.
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg... .May 29
Andes.New York. .Prt Prince.. .May 29
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.May 29
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwali... .May 30
City of Vera Cruz.New York. .Hav & VCruz May 31
31
31
Bahama.New
31
Santiago-.New York. .St Jago.May 31
Neckar..New York. Bremen.May 31
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool_May 31
Ethiopa.New Y’ork. Glasgow.May 31
Erin.Now York..Niverpool_May 31
San Ilomingo.New York. .St Domingo. June 3
Algeria.New York..Liverpool....June 4
MoroCastle.New York..Liverpool....June 4
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool....June 7

for sale.

my 19

GUNS.

PORTLAND,

DEPARTI’RE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

same or

J. F.

Orders from the country promptly attended to
and prices furnished on application.

years.
In Bockland, May 22, Dudley T. Kceue, aged 55

ana a

buying. Refrigerators exchanged and second-hand

ones

and Rand Orange
Powder and Rendroek,

Cor. Federal and

PORTLAND.
dlawly

and
Manufacturer,
and Ammunition, Proprietor
NO. 60 CROSS ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers

60 years.
Ill Winthrop, May 27, Miss Flora, daughter of
D. N. White, aged 15 years.
In Dresden, May 19, David G. Goodwin, aged 84

AGENTS,

St.,

The largest and best stock in Maine to select

from,

for the

Headquarters for Paine’s Plain &.
Feather-Filled Balls.

city, May 29, Clara L., wife of Clarence L.
Marston, aged 30 years 9 months.
[Prayers this (Friday) afternoon, at 4 o’clock, at
No 159 Clark street. Funeral service
Saturday afternoon at 21/2 o’clock, at Yarmouth.
In Lyman, May 29, Mary G.
Low, daughter of
Alvin F. and Emily Low, aged 28 years 8 months 10
days.
In Farmington, May 20, Mrs. Sarah I,., wife of
Augustine Day, aged 27 years 7 months.
In Winthrop, May 24, Miss L. A. Bcarce, aged

Middle

MERRILL’S LATES1JMPR0VED DRY AIR.

GLASS BALL SHOOTING!

In this

119

REFRIGERATORS !

Dock,

8. CUNI1TIING8, Sole Proprietor.
m)’30eodsnlm

DEATHS.

and

my 23

made now just as Dr. Cummings made
if. Not one particle of anythiug being added to or deducted frotu
the original recipe.

**

us

Families, Stores and Vessels
117

—

and

HOAEV

Geo.A. Whituey&Co.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

COMPOUND EXTRACT

Sarsaparilla

by calling on

any

Directions

April 20, in Cook Straits, barque Isaac Hall, from
New York for Littleton, NZ.
May 23, off Carysfort Reef, brig Fannie B Tucker,
from Cardenas for New York.
May 27, off Folkstone, ship Andrew Johnson, from
New York for Bremen.

In Bucksport, May 25, Watson W, Abbott and
Miss Martha E. Bennett, both of Verona.
In llebron, May 19, Edmund M. Sawyer of Greenville and Miss Mary E. Asbe of Turner.
In Orrington, May 24, Henry E. Lewis and Miss
Emma F. Freeman, both of Bucksport.
In Rockland, May 18, William A. Lynde and Ada

SAVE

mill 2

SPOKEN.

OF

these

Parties about purchasing
kind of Furniture will

and

Sid fm Belfast, 1, May 27, ship
Alert, Ivillam, for
United States.
Sid fm Pernambuco April 22, sch James R Talbot,

—-

Selli at Great Bargains.

nently cure nervous prostration, despondency,
headache, neuralgia, nervousness, etc., by removing
the causes of these diseases, and securing the system against paralysis, apoplexy, etc. They contain
no opium or morphia, nor
any narcotic whatever,
and can safely be used for any length of time.
The extract of celery is the great nerve maker,

Me.

mARRIAGES.

We all know that

id and create nerve matter, and in this way perma-

Sid fm Azua May 14, sch Eddie Huck, Bartlett,

SPECIAL

premature death.

facts, and acknowledge the importance of a remedy,
dy. Now,with all professional candor, I can say, after
years of experience in their use, and sustained by
the testimony of many thousands in this city and
elseweere, that my CELERY AND CHAMOMILE
PILLS do and will supply this needed material to
the nervous system. They are a nerve food. Their
first effect is to promote digestion, thereby curing
dyspepsia; secondly, they enter into the nervous flu-

\ o\v Vnrlr

London, May 29—4.00 P. M.—American securities—Unied States bonds, new 5s, at 105%; 4y2s,
108%; 4s, 1051/8.
Liverpool, May 29—12.30 P. M.—Cotton dull;
Uplands atGysd; Orleans 67/sd; sales G,000 bales,
including 1500 for speculation and export; receipts
1300, all American.
Liverpool, May 2 —12.30 P. M.—Flour, 8 G@
10 3; Winter Wheat, 8 9@9 5; Spring do, 7 GS8 4;
California .average 8 4@9 1; club do 9 l a9 4; Corn,
4 3; Peas, G@G 2. Provisions, &c.—Pork" 47; Beef,
75; Bacon, 25 G@25 9; Lard, at 32: Cheese 41;
Tallow 34 3, at London 35 0.
Paris, May 29.—Rentes 115 35.

and

ness

Gloucester.
Sid fm Gibraltar May 7, brig J H Lane, Shute, for
Philadelphia: 8th, ship Kentuckian, Baker, (from
Iviza) for Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Greenock May 15, barque Bristol, Fossett,
Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Leith May 28, brig John H
Crandon, Pierce
Matanzas.
Sid fm Liverpliol May 20, barque Bengal, Loriug,
b

10 for money and account.
London, May 29—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 07s, at 104; new 5s,
105%; new 4y2s, 1083,4 ; 4s, 105; Erie 28%.
London, May 29—4.30 P. M.—Consols at 99 310 for money and account.

We have now in stock one of
the largest and most complete
stocks of Furniture ever offered in
Portland, which we are

prostration

FOREION PORTS.

European markets.
London,May 29—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 98 15-

BUY

are

Ar at Bombay May 17, ship P N Blanchard, Blanchard, Cardiff*.
Ar at Lisbon May 21, barque Hattie G McFarland,
McFarland, Boston.
Sid fm Cadiz May 24, brig Salistra, Partridge, for

12%c.

dtf

FURNITURE!

HEART DISEASES AND SUD-

Cld 29tli, barque Robert, (Swed) Plangren, Portland, to load for : o America: schs Hunter, Cassidy,
Frederickton; d S Moulton. Crowley, Joggins, NS.
SALEM—Ar 27th, schs J H Crowley, Cotton, Port
Johnson; Nautilus. Tollman, fm Weeliawken; D K
Arey, Arey, Frankfort.
Ar 28th, sch Black Swan, Morrill, Rockport.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 28th, schs Mary E Amsden,
Baker, Perth Amboy; Nancy J Day, Munroe, Port
Johnson; Frank Pearson, Cushman, Rondout.

Savannah, May 29.—Cotton quiet’and firm; Middling uplands 12%c.
Mobile, May 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling up-

innunrr, n„i|
CENTS PER PIECE.

TO

Aiuiwy *01

Sullivan.

lands 12%c.

xuprrior

n

of 2

RARE OPPORTUNITY

tion, Paralysis.

Rondout; Vandalia, Alley, New York; Revolution,
Alley, Machias; Rowena, Brown, Calais; Empress,
Kelley, Millbridge; Bloomer, Stover, Ellsworth; Cynosure, Howard, Camden: Napoleon, Tilton, Bristol;
J Price, Nickerson, Hoboken.
Cld 28th, schs Amirald, Bickford, for St Stephens;
Jas Martin, Brown, Kennebec.
Sid 28th, barque Am Lloyds.
Ar 29th, barque Martin W Brett, Peterson, Sagua
schs Clara Jane, Allen, and Alabama, Rowley, South
Amboy; Chas Heath, Haynes, Elizabethport; Mercy
T Trundy Crowley, and A Rieaardson, Reed, Hoboken; Lugano, McKown, do; Neponset, Stratton, fm

Detroit, May 29.—Wheat stronger; No 1 White
1 00^4 ; May at 1 00% ; June 1 00%; July at 1 07;
August at 1 03; year 1 00%; No 1 milling 1 03%
bid; Amber at 1 07y2 bid.
New Orleans, May 29.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 12% c.
Memphis, May 29.—Cotton nominal; Middling up-

in

price

thr low

my20

29th,

Portland,

TROY LAUNDRIED COLLARS AND CUFFS.
All work dour

Suicides, Nervous Prostra-

stand—junction of

Agency for the Celebrated

at

WESTPORT POINT—Ar 20th, sch Emma W Day
from Bangor; Honest Abe, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 27th, schs Lookout,
Newell, from Philadelphia for Portland; Am Eagle,
Hoboken for Searsport; Carrie L Hix, Rockland for
New York; Charter Ooak, fm Gardiner for do; Olive
Elizabeth, Portland for do; A E Willard, Bangor for
do; Jeff Borden, from Boston for Georgetown; Danl
Browm, Gardiner for Washington; Maud Webster,
Bangor for Baltimore; Yankee Blade, do for Port
Johnson; Edw Stanley, do for Westport; Pavilion,
do for New Bedford; Lyra, Calais for Providence.
Sid 27th, schs Mountain Laurel, A lleghania, Alabama, Mercy T Trundy, Billow, and A Richardson.
BOSTON—Ar
brig Annie Gardiner, Hutchinson, Hoboken; F Nickerson, Haskell, Perth Amboy: Diadem, Fuller, and Alleghania, Googins, do;
Arthur Burton, Coombs, Port Johnson ; Martha
Nichols, Eaton, Hoboken; J M Kennedy, Pomroy,

uuuc,t»U73

:ii tin1 old

RESULTS:

Minds and Bodies.

New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, sch Palladium, Ryder, from
Wood’s Hole for Bristol.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 28th, schs Alligator, Swain,
and Light of the East, Higgins, Calais.

quiet; No 2 at

GEO. L. WARREN,

Traced to Overworked

ler, Philadelphia.
Sid 27th, schs Eastern Light, Chase, for Jamaica;
F Nelson. Norwood, and Geo B Somes, Norwood, for
New' York; Emily, Nichols, do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 2Ctli, sell S L Simmons, Blake,
Philadelphia.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 28th, sch L A Boardman,Norwood, Calais.
Sid 28th, sch Caroline C, Ober, New York.
DIGHTON—Ar 27th, sch Nellie Doe, Trask, from

ley.
Toledo, May 29.—Wheat quiet; No 2 Red 110%
cash; 1 11 for May; 1 08 for June; 1 04% for July;
1 02 for August. Corn is steady; High Mixed 39c;

NAME

ecxltf

ap30

STONINGTON—Ar 28th, schs Pennsylvania, Avery. Port Johnson; E C Gates, Freeman, Calais.
Sid 28th, sch Prospect, Haskell, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, sch Addie Ryerson, Mil-

6 10 asked. Bulk Meats dull; clear rib 4 65,54 70.
Bacon firm; clear ribs 5 20 55 25; clear sides 5 55
@ 5 60.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat,
47,000busli com,44,000 bush oats,00,000 bush rye,
3.000 bush barley.
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat,
18.000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 3000 bush bar-

shades,

Woodbury & Moulton

Gardiner.

Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 106,000 bush wheat,
316.000 bush corn, 92,000 bush oats, 7,000 bush
rye. 16,000 bush barley.
Shipments-13,000 bbls flour,201,000 bush wheat,
203,500 bush com. 82,000 bush oats, 70,000 bush
rye, 1,900 bush barley.
Wheat closed easier at 1 01 % for June; 98% c
bid for July. Corn is %c lower. Oats Vic lower.
Provisions firm ami unchanged.
St. Louis, May 29.—Flour nominally unchanged;
double extra fall at 4 5054 75; treble do 4 85,o)
5 00. Wheat strong and higher at the opening, but
options closed lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 14 cash;
1 13 for June;l 05%@1 06 for JulyjNo 3 Red Fall
1 11%@1 12; No 2 Spring at 92c. Corn—options
higher; cash lower but firmer, closing a shade off;
No 2 Mixed at 35c for 35%@35%c for June. Oats
firmer; No 2 at 31@31%c for cash; 31%(532c
for May; 31%cfor June. Rye firm at 50c.
Pork
firmer at 10 00. Lard is nominally unchanged at

This lot contains all the uew light Mpring
aud would be very cheap at

—FOR .SALE BY—

years 8 months.

A Terrific Naval Engagement.

Cetywayo Resorting to Bush WarfareSickness in the Britifh Camp.
Simon’s Bay, Cape of Good Hope, May 15.—
Cetywayo burnt the royal kraal at Ulneda

sch F II

Providence.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27tli, sch Koret, Dunham,

Foreign Export*.

came out

27tli,

DC—Ar

Lawrence, Arroyo; Como, Bunkar, Gibara.
Passed the Gate 28th, brig Open Sea, from NYork
for Ellsworth; schs Georgiana. do for Salem; 3Iag-

w

'3@'1r

1.37 1-2 PER PAIR.

REGISTERED,

Pressey,

Chicago, May 29.—Flour is steady and unchang
Wheat steady, some sales higher; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 01% for cash; 1 01@1 01% for June;
99599V8C for July; No 3 do at 80(584c; rejected
at 64%c. Corn is in good demand and shade higher at 35%c for cash; 35%c for June; 36%c for
July; 37% c for August. Oats are unsettled and
lower at 29%c cash; 29%c for June; 30Vsc for July. Rye firm and unchanged. Barley firmer at 66
@68c. Pork in fair demand and higher at 9 70@
9 72% cash and for June; 9 80@9 82% for July.
Lard is steady and in fair demand at 6 07%@6 10
for cash and June; 6 15@6 17% for July. Bulk
Meats are steady and unchanged; shoulders at 3 60;
short rib 4 55; short clear 4 82%.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo weak at 2 bid, 2% ask-

lands

—AND—

Miragoane;

ed.

iui

—

J

COUPON

son, do.
Ar 28th, schs G W Andrews, Grover, Cicnfuegos;
3Iabel Thomas, McKenzie, Kennebec.
Cld 28th, brigs Geo Burnham, Staples, Matanzas;
Jennie 3I8rton, Granger, Pernambuco.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 27th, sch E C» Willard,
Simonton, Portland; Kolon, Brookings, do.
Ar 28th, schs Cora, Wilson, Boothbay; Abby Wasson, Lord, Bangor; Mary Augusta, Holt, Calais; J S
Bragdon, Jones, Boston.
Cld 27th, sch George & Albert, Bryant, Boston.
Cld 28tli, sch Addio R Warner, Lewis, Port Antonio; Sea Bird, 3IcMullen, and 3Iaggie Ellen, Littlejohn. Saco.
NEW YORK—Ar 28tb, schs 31A Witham, Clark,
Geo Walker, Thompson, Cardenas; A D
Merritt, Lewis, Baracoa; Dresden, Denniston, Shulee, NS; Dolly Varden, Smith, Hillsboro; Jas Warren, Leighton, 3Iusquash; Isola, Smith, St John, NB
Aleora, Robinson, Clark's Island; Caroline, Hutchins, and Kate Foster, Bunker. 31illbridge; Helen G
Fall RivKing, Aylward, Calais; M A Rice,
er; New Zealand, Haskell, Bangor; Sunbeam, Hall,
Fall River.
Cld 28th, barque 3Iimiie 31 Watts, Watts, Angier;
Jose E 31oore, Carlisle, Sagua; schs Kit Carson,

(g)10

uov

IN

—

4:: BONDS,

Woodbury,

00^2

Oats

SPECIAL BARGAINS

Slaving purchased direct from the Importers, at au immense sacrifice in price,
we
will offer then to our customer* (in
single pair.** for

ardson, Matanzas.
Cld 27th, sch Paragon, Parker, Alexandria; O D
Witherell, Garfield, Boston; Alfred Keen, Hender-

2800 bbls low extra at 3 75@3 95: 3400 bbls AA'inter AVlieat extra at 4 503)6 25;5200 bbls Minnesota
extra at 3 70@7 75, closing weak. Southern flour
quiet and heavy; sales 900 hols. Rye flour is unchanged at 3 00 @3 40 for Superfine. Cornmeal is
50.
steady at 2
Wheal—receipts 202,450
hush; No 2 Spring lc better; other kinds Spring
quiet and unchanged; AVinter heavy and %e lower;
Bales 335,000 bush, including 127,000 on the spot;
rejected Spring at 73(5}73%c; No 3 do at 91@93e;
No 2 do at 1 03@1 06, including No 2 Milwaukee
1 05(5)1 06; No 2 Chicago at 1 05; New York No 2
Spring 1 033)1 04; ungraded AA’inter Red at 1 11(5)
1 15; No 2 do at 1 15%(a)l 16; No 1 do at 1 16(a)
1 16%; ungraded Amber at 1 13(5)1 15;#teamer
No 2 Red at 1 14;No 1 AArliite, 9,000 bush at 1 13%
31 13% ; AATiite State 115; No 1 AA'liite for June,
16.000 bush at 1 13(5)1 14, closing 1 13% bid: do
July at 1 13 bid and 1 13% asked; No 2 Red for
May, 40,000 bush at 1 1631 16%, closing 1 15%
bid, 1 16% asked; June, 40,000 hush at 1 15%3)
1 15%; July at 1 14% bid, 1 15 asked; do August,
40.000 bush at 1 1131 11%, closing at 1 11; also
io.uuu Dusn iso jj Keu. uenverauie to ±otn June, at
115%. Rye is steady. Corn-receipts 123,000
bush: heavy and %c lower, fairly active export demand at decline; sales 454,000 busli.including 350,000 bush on the spot; ungraded 43 544c, nearly all
44c; White Southern 53%(®56c; low Miexd at 47(a)
48c; steamer Yellow at 45%c; steamer for May at
43%c, closing 43c bid, 43%c asked; June at 42c
at 42c bid, 43%c asked; July 43(543% c; No 2 for
May at 43%c bid. 43%c asked; June 43%c, closing 43%c bid, 43% c asked; do July 44c bid, 44%
asked. Oatn-receipts 43.000 bush; trifle firmer
and fairly active; sales 126,000 bush; No 3 White
37%c; No 2 at 35%@35%c; do White at 38,5
38%c; No 1 White 40%@41c; Mixed Western at
35%c; "White Western 37,539c; White State at 40
(544c, including 14,000 No 2 Chicago 35%e;15,000
No 2 for June 35%c. Sugar steady; 500 lilids of
Cuba at 6%(S(0%. illoln»se» quiet and less firm.
Petroleum is unchanged; united at 73% ; crude in
bulk at 4%; in bbls 6%@7% ;reflned at 8%. Tallow steady at 6Vs- Pork is firm and rather quiet;
407 mess on the spot at 9 OOifor old; new at 10 00
15. Beef unchanged. Cut Meat-* without
important change; middles firm; long clear at 4 90
@4 92V2; short clear at 5 02%; long and short
clear at 4 97%. Lanl stronger and fairly active;
1550 tcs prime steam on spot at 6 27%@6 32%;
1500 tcs June at 6 25@6 30; 375 tcs for July at
6 35@6 37%; 220 tcs city steam 6 15; refined quoted 6 60 for continent. Butter is dull at 6@ 18c.
Cheese is firm.
Freights to Liverpool—market steady; Wheat per
steam at 5%.

iui»j

j

days

GOV’T

BALT13IORE—Ar 27tb, brig Northern Star, Sherry, 31aine.
Ar 27th, schs Nellie Chase, Randall, fm Portland;
E & G W Hinds, Hill, Calais; Carrie E
Woodbury, Cardenas; Carrie 31 Richardson, Rich-

Ni:w YOBK.May 29—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
11,589 bbls; the market is still in buyers favor and
without decided change and little more doing for export ;sales 14,300 hbls;No 2 at 2 50(33 25;Supertine
AVestern and_ State 3 25(3 3 75; extra Western and
State at 3 6533 90; good to choice at 4 0034 50;
White AVheat Western extra at 4 5535 25; fancy
do at 5 303)6 50; extra Ohio at 4 OO3G 00: extra
St. Louis at 3 80^6 00; patent Minnesota extra .at
6 0036 90; choice to double extra at 6 9537
75,
including 1800 bbls City Mills extra at 4 85,a'5 25;

uuu

offers for the next few

exchanged for above Securities
or Purchased at Highest Market
Rates.
tf
ap25

Kennebec.

Domestic (Market*.

vaou

Gov’t Called BoihIk

DOMESTIC' FORTH.
SAN FKANBISCO—Ar 20th, ship W Libby, Hanson. Departure Bay.
Sld 20th, ship Valiant, Dunham, Queenstown.
CHARLESTON—Sld 27th, sch Jennie F Willey,
Chadwick, Brunswick.
RICHMOND, YA—Ar 27th, sch Vapor, Ham, fm

Sheep—Receipts 1200; shipments 5000; market
unchanged at 3 75(35 50.

ivi

5s
tls
Gs

sunk at

FISHERMEN.
Mulgrave NS, 24th inst, sch Sea Spray,
Holmes, Magdalena for Eastport, (full) and sld 26tu.
Ar at Loekport, NS, 25th, sell Jennie 31 Hammond, from Banks, with 1200 qtls cod.

4 00.

V

Quebec (Gov't)

Ar at Port

Cattle—Receipts 0,500 head; shipments 5,000
head; weak and slow, export Cattle at 5 00 So 10;
shipping 4 600 4 85; butchers low'er; Cow's 2 10@

38%c bid for July.

Is

sea

Brig

easy.

WW74

JORDAN & WARREN,

U. S. Gov't
Portland
Batli (Municipal)

Nagasaki, has been raised and was ready
March 31.
Anna D Torrey, (220 tons) sailed from Pensacola Jan 26 for Boston, with lumber and is supposed to have been lost off Hatteras in the gale of
Feb 17th, as she w as seen 15th.
Sch Empire, which recently capsized and drove
ashore at Fort Point, has been floated and was towed
back to Bangor 27th.
for

I'OKnEBI.V

194 MIDDLE STREET.

MEMORANDA.
Barque Anie S Hall, Nelson, which took fire and

tvas

GEO L WARREN

Banker & Broker

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 29th, barque Rachel, Walls, 31a;anzas; schs llattie E King, Crowley, Cardenas; Jennie Beazley, Arroyo.
Ar at Lewes 29th, barque Matthew Baird, Forbes,
Matanzas.

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, May 29.—Hogs—Receipts 30,000 head;
shipments 6,000 head; market is slow' and lower;
mixed packing at 3 30@3 50; quality better; common hard to sell; choice heavy 3 50<T3 75.
closing

“U

SAMUEL HANSON,

Cld, ssch 1> Sawyer, Keen, for New York; Union,
Dobbin, Boston; Majestic, Sawyer, Rockland.
May 25—Cld, sclis Mary Ann, Wallace, Boston;
Element, Beal, Machias.

Niocks.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FINANCIAL._

_

Portland.

San Francisco, May 29.—The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Hale & Norcross.... 1714
Alpha .24
Alta. 8% Julia Consolidated.. 4%
Belcher. CYs Justice. 349
Best & Belcher.20
Mexican.42
Bullion. 7Va Northern Belle_ 7
California. G% Oplnr.39%
Chollar. 8
Overman.11 Ve
Consolidated Va— G3i Raymond & Ely.... 51/4
CrownPolut. G
SierraNevada.52V2
Eureka Con.18
Union Con.85y2
Exchequer. 8% Yellow Jacket.211/4
Gould & Curry.12% Bodie.3”>
Grand Prize. 3V2 Imperial. 1%
Savage.16% Potosi. r>y2

asked and
cash.

S L

JONESPORT, May 23—Ar, sch Peace, Alley, from

Northwestern. 02%
Northwestern preferred. 95'
New Jersey Central. 59*4
Chicago & Rock island.139'
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 597/
St. Paul preferred. 99/.?
Chicago & Alton. 82y2
Chicago & Alton preferred.u 1
C._. B. & Quincy.119
California

Steuben;

for

.,

St. Louis Win-

At the conclusion of the reading the Repu bcans again applauded but not with any enthusiasm.
The House refused to pass the bill over the
veto, 112 to 91, not two-thirds in the affirmaative. It was a strict party vote.
Of the Greenbackers Ladd and Stevenson
voted in the affirmative, Barlow and Ford in
the negative.
The message was then referred to the committee on judiciary with leave to report by bill
or otherwise.
Senate amendments to
the
subsidiary
coinage bill were concurred in. The principal
amendment limits the legal tender quality of
subsidiary coin to $10 instead of $20 as in the
House bill.
Adjourned until Monday.

May 25—Ar, sch Harriet Roger?, Nutter, Sears-

>ort.

Michigan Central. 791/
Union Pacific.—. 73:14
Lake Shore. 7514
Illinois Central. 87

The Convention of the Tribes.

the local and federal authorities, acting in
harmony
for an honest pnrpose.
In no portion of the world,
and in no era of time, where there has been an expression of the popular will through the forms of
law lias there been a more complete and thorough
illustration of republican institutions. Whatever
may have been the previous habit or conduct of
elections In those cities, or howsoever they may conduct themselves in the future, this election of 1870
will stand as a monument of what good faith, honest endeavor, legal form and just authority may do
for the protection of the electoral fanchise.

aim uuucat

Erie. 273'a
Erie preferred. . 57

INDIAN TERRITORY.

provisions the elections have
tively peaceable, orderly and

ANOTHER VETO.

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 30.

C. I. JEWELL,
Ntakle 122 Center street.

For .Sale.
interest in a g<x>d paving business.
For particulars inquire of D. S.
WARREN,
iny2Utf
102 Commercial St. *

3NE-H2ILF

OVERCOATINGS
-And

Suitings,

will offer them to the trade or at retail at
1FKV
LOW PHIt'FN
FOR
(ANH.
ap«
dt.
And

Steam

Power.

with Steam Power to let in the central
KOOM
part of the city. Address Box 335.

wy22

eod^w
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MEMORIAL DAY.

PRESS.

THE

FRuHMOBJflNG,

MORNING.

MAY 30.

Comrades will assemble

at Grand Army hall
o’clock a. m., and receive decorations and
to decorate the
graves of the soldiers
and sailors in Calvary, Forest City, Eastern
and Western Cemeteries, and the Lincoln
Tree.
The squad for Calvary Cemetery will leave
Grand Army Hall at 8.30, and the Boston and
Maine railroad station at 8.55.
The Portland
Montgomery Guards and Temperance Cadets
will do escort duty, headed by Chandler’s
hand.
The squad for Forest City Cemetery will
leave Grand Army Hall at 9 o’clock.
The squad for Eastern Cemetery will leave
Grand Army Hall at 9 o’clock,
stopping on the
way to decorate Lincoln Tree.
The squad for Western Cemetery will leave
Grand Army Hall at 9.45.
At Eastern Cemetery Rev. Mr. Ladd will
officiate; Western, Rev. Mr. Southworth; Calvary, Rev. Father Linneham; Forest City,
Rev. Mr. Murphy will make a
prayer and the
Sunday School at Brown’s Hill take part and
an oration be delivered
by Gen. I. W. Starbird.
at 8

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fesseudeu, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden, Waterhouse, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
trains that run out of the city.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. H. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Bath,

Woodford’s Corner, H.! Moody.
New York, BrentanoPs Literary Emporium, 39
Union Square.
Cumberland'Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.
Gorham, G. Augry.
Post Office.
Saccarappa,O.atC.the
Andrews and E. R. Spear.
Rockland,

Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaveu, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlet.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Auburn, V. K. Foss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Hallowell, D. K. Jewell.
Augusta, E. H. Pike.

proceed

AFTERNOON.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Special Notice—S. Cummings.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Removal—Charles S. Farnliam & Co.
For Sale—W. R. Anthoine.
LosV—Black Silk Fan.
Office to Let—F. H. Fassett.
Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnapps.
AUCTION COLUMN.

The comrades will assemble at Grand
Army
Hall at 1 o’clock.
The lino will be formed at
1.30 under direction of Chief Marshal W. B.
Smith, Department Commander, assisted bv
his aids, George H. Abbott, A.
Q. M. G., and
A. M. Sawyer, A. A. General, and will consist
of
Platoon of Police.
Chandler’s Band,
Marshal and aids.
Escort—Portland Montgomery Guards, Portland.
Mechanic Blues, Portland Cadets and
Portland Temperance Cadets.
Officers of Portland Army and
Navy Union and
Bosworth Post No. 2, and Grand Army
of the

Dit. C. W. Benson’s Celery and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick

City Government, proceed down Congress
Pearl, down Pearl to the cars.

to

and best assortment of
Fringes, Laces, Maribous, Bead Headings and
Buttons, is at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s. 443 Congress Street, Farrington Block.
my29d3t

The train will leave Preble street station at
2.15.
On arrival at Morrill’s proceed at once
to Evergreen and on arrival at the Soldiers’
Lot the different squads will proceed at once
to decorate the graves in their
respective sections.
As soon as the graves are decorated, the
squads will report at their places in line. The
Post will then march upon the Soldiers’ Lot
and decorate the monument.
Then will follow prayer by Rev. Mr. Hutchins, a
dirge by
the band, and benediction, after which the
procession will form and march to the cars.
On arrival at the city the procession will
form and proceed up Preble to
Congress street,
and to Grand Army Hall.

For local intelligence from Biddeford,
Saco, Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Rockland

City Building,

mile

Headache,

Nervous

Headache,

Dyspeptic

Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts, postage free.
Parsons, Bancs & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.,
General Agents.
maySUdtf
Ladies—The

largest

and Lewiston see fourth page.

evening.

Comrades will assemble

-■" iiiiv

Location of Fire Alarm Boxes.

1—Noox, Portland

Time.
(1 Corner Fox and Hammond Streets.
7—
Oxford and Mayo sts.
8—
Atlantic and Wilson sts.
Merrill and Quebec sts.
11—Test—at 2 Vi r. m.
12— Portland Co.’s Office.
13— Engine House, Congress, near North st.
14—Corner Washington and Oxford sts.
1C—
Adams and Mountfort sts.
1(>—Grand Trunk Depot.
17— Hook and Ladder House, India st.
18—Corner Franklin and Cumberland sts.
19—
Lincoln and Pearl sts.
21—
Franklin and Newbury sts.
23—
Market and Commercial sts.
24— Engine House, comer Market and Congress sts.
25—Corner Middle and
Exchange sts.
20—
Chestnut and Oxford sts.
27—
Union and Fore sts.
28—Junction of Free and Middle sts.
31— Comer Preble and Congress sts.
32—
Portland and Hanover sts.
33— At 11.45 a. m: No afternoon session of schools.
34—Corner South and Spring sts.
35—
Maple and York sts.
30—
High and Danforth sts.
37— Engine House, Congress near Oak st.
38—Corner Congress and Walker sts.
39—
Deering and Avon sts.
41— Engine House, Spring near State st.
42—Corner Danforth and Brackett sts.
43—
Commercial and Clark sts.
45—Engine House, Brackett near Pine st.
40— Horse R. R. Stable,
st.
47—Corner Portland and Weymouth sts.
48—
Pine and Thomas sts.
61—
Brackett and Vaughan sts.

Spring

52—Libby’s Comer.
63—Forest City Sugar Refinery.
54—Comer Danforth and Vaughan sts.
50—
Salem and School sts.
02—
Park and Commercial sts.
04—Foot of Green st.

Brief Jottings.
Molasses has dropped in New York, in the
past three days, two cents, and is fiat.
To-day is a public holiday, but nevertheless,

Western Cemeteries.
All comrades of other
Posts and all ex-soldiers and sailors are cordially invited to take part with Bosworth
Post, both forenoon and afternoon.
The public offices, banks, etc., will all bo

closed, except the usual holiday hours.
In the afternoon the Resolutes and Bowdoins
will play a match gamo of base ball at Preat

2.30 o’clock. This game
the season played by the
Resolutes aud will attract a great crowd.
Score cards will be for sale on the
grounds,
an entirely new feature.
The barge Resolute will leave the head of
Preble street at 2 p. m. sharp to
convey the
players to the ground.

Mission.

Song and prayer meeting at 3 p. m.
Praise meeting at 7£. p. in.
The public schools will give a grand musical entertainment at City Hall June7th, under
the management of Mr. Hazel.
The Portland Company has received

a

con-

tract for a locomotive of the first class for the
Maine Central Railroad Company.
Ex-Commodore Macdonald’s yacht the “Tit
Fernald” of Boston, and the yacht Tarolinta,
have left that port on a cruise to Portland.
A committee of the Veteran Cuuner Associauvu

iv

nui

vi inuiu iicd>u

lumumin

bU 1C-

connoitre preparatory to their annual encampment.

Deputies Libby, Marriner and Cliase yester-

day morning took

three barrels of beer from a
car on a side track, at the upper yard of the
Boston & Maine line.
The following are the delegates to the Greenback state convention nominated in Ward One

Wednesday night, ltenselaer Greely, Hugh
McDonough, Clias. F. Bartlett, John W. Lincoln, D. S. Murphy, Thomas Burgess, Eben
Marston and John E. Murphy.
The lobster factory at Brooklin belonging to
John Winslow Jones of Portland, is now in
full blast. It employs over 30 hands and keeps
three smacks

busy boiling about 20,000 lbs. live
per day, paying $1 per cwt. cash. Mr.
McHowell is the managing agent and knows
his business too.

weight,

Bohemian Glass Blowers.
The Bohemian Glass Blowers, organized at
Boston in 1840, are now exhibiting at 545 Congress st.,
of glass

corner

of Tolman Place, the fine art

blowing, spinning, etc., in the manufacture of fancy glass, ornaments and curiosities in glass, in addition to their immense collection of wonders in glass, including Prof.
Woodroff's celebrated glass model of the Centennial Corliss engine, a marvel of ingenuity
and the largest iu the world. In addition to
the entertainment each visitor is presented
with an elegant specimen of glass work. The
troupe are well worthy of a visit.
Tomorrow afternoon a grand “baby show”
will be held on which occasion the prize will
be a splendid specimen of glass work valued at
350 to be awarded to the baby receiving the
most votes. The baby shows held in other cit-

ies, under the auspices of the glass blowers
have been immense successes. The rooms have
been crowded with spectators and the bahies
themselves seemed to enter into the spirit of
the occasion. It is probable that a hundred
splendid babies will compete for the prize.
The Yacht Cruise.
At 4 p. m. yesterday the signal gun was
fired from the Commodore’s yacht, the Sparkle, of the Portland Yacht Club, and four
yachts started on the spring cruise, viz: the

Sparkle, Capt.
modore

Maurice Goddard—with ComThomas on board—the Mary, Capt.

Talbot, Viva, Vice Commodore Paul, and the
uammcr, uapt. urown.
They bail a good
breeze and quickly disappeared iu the distance
They expected to rendezvous at Freeport last’
night. The Nellie, Gracie and Mario expected to get away later in the evening, and the
Willie, Twilight and Undine will join the
fleet at Pott’s

Landing tonight.

pects

far

to

go

as

as

The fleet exThree Islands and be back

Monday morning.
Knights of Pythias.
We understand the Knights of Pythias of
this city propose a grand reunion of the Order
in this city the first of September, and lodges

will be invited from the neighboring States. It
is proposed to have a parade in the morning, a
sail down the harbor and a clambake in the afternoon, and possibly a ball at City llall in the
evening. It is thought several thousand Sir
Knights would participate.

Munjoy Lodge has chosen a committee composed of J. M. Nutter, W. A. Taylor and J. E.
Marwick. Twoof thethree committee men from
Bramliall Lodge are C. L. Jewell and E. C.
Milliken. Pine Tree Lodge will appoint their

committee to-night.
Base Ball.
The Clipper base ball club of this city will
leave today on the noon train for Cumberland

Centre,
play the Unions of that place.
The Atlantics left for Boston last night and
will play the Gen. Worth nine at Stoneham
today. The following nine will play: Lynch,
to

catcher; Ripley, pitcher; Corridau, 1st base;
Dooley, 2d base; J. Doherty, 3d base; Will
Doherty, short stop; Rose, left field; Davis,
centre field; Watson; right field.
Custom-House Removals.
Collector Morrill has notified the following
inspectors their services will no longer be required. This is not for any cause other than
a reduction of expenses, as all are efficient and

capable men: Capt. Dorville Libby, boarding
officer; N. B. Hubbard, Hiram; Jolin M. Marston, Portland; Geo. S. West, Biddeford; A.
Frost, Portland; J. A. Hobbs, Waterboro and
A. M. Quimby, Saccarapp

at

will be the first of

The Glass-Blowers, at corner of Tolman
Place and Congress street, will no doubt be
well patronized.
The Deering liorse-cars will leave the head
of Preble street every
twenty minutes after 9
o’clock, a. m., and continue so throughout the
day. Extra cars will be put on the road so
that there will be ample accommodations for
all who may wish to ride. The track will be

sprinkled to-day.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

the Press will be issued to-morrow as usual.
Services will be held today at the Gospel

COMPLIMENTARY CONCERT.

The concert, complimentary to Mrs.
Merrill,
tendered by members of the Rossini Club, was

given at
large and

Rossini Hall last evening before a
critical audience.
The programme,
as published in the
Press, was presented with
the omission of Mrs. Farley’s solo, the beautiful Scotch ballad “An she shall walk in silk
attire.
The beneficiary was warmly greeted
and after her rendering of Faure’s “Sancta
Maria” was recalled And sang with much expression the charming ballad “The Spinning
Miss Bryant gave Gordigiani’s
'i ho Truro to" so well that she was
heartily
encored and responded with a delightful
song
“My love has gone a sailing.”
Miss Bartlett
sang Abt’s “Homeward” admirably, but declined an encore. Misses Bartlett, Bryant and
Dodwell were compelled to repeat Campana’s
beautiful trio Vogci, vof/a.”
me
instrumental leatures of the
evening
were a waltz of Raff’s played by Misses Blanchard and O’Brion, a “Gondoliera’' of Liszt’s,
by Miss Sparrow that possessed all the delightful dreamy characteristics of Venetian water
life, and Liszt’s Rhapsodic Ilongroise No. 12
by Miss Sparrow and Mrs. Dennison.
Miss
O’Brion accompanied the vocalists most ac-

ceptably.

LONG RUNS

We have always argued against long runs of
at theatres on the ground that actors be-

plays

careless, and if removed from a theatre
where long runs are practicable to another
where the bill must be constantly changed the
excellent actor of the long run play degenerates into a very ordinary performer. Julius
Sturgis in the June International Review says:
on natures delicately organized, the brutalizing system of long “runs” has the worst possible effect. The actress beeomes bored with
a monotonous task.
One night she is in the
mood and is perfect; on the next, she is out of
sorts and gets through it somehow. The
system may be good for the pocket; it is certainly
bad for the art. It may well be doubted whether acting will ever take its
proper place in
England, will ever be worthily ranked with
the fine arts, until this custom be banished
from the best theatres. It benumbs the artist’s intelligence, and makes coarse the delicacy of his acting; it intensifies mannerisms
and fosters carelessness. I have seen Miss
Terry as “Ophelia” twice. On both occasions
she was equally good. I have tried to imagine
a better “Ophelia,” and have failed.
To play
“Ophelia” is an easy matter in comparison with
the difficulty of playing “Hamlet”; yet to play
“Ophelia” as Miss Terry can play it is a great
triumph. But who dare hope that the laxly, if
she be doomed to appear as “Ophelia” for two
hundred nights, will for two hundred nights be
perfect? One cannot thus play tricks with
perfection. No woman that ever played can
be a living poem for two hundred nights in
succession; the poetry evaporates. If you put
a thorough-bred horse in a
mill, you only spoil
the animal. Picking oakum is not favxxrable
to the artistic temperament.
On the one hundred and ninty-ninth night “Ophelia” will
laxigh at her own madness. If we are to have
a fit home for the poetic
xlrama, this monstrous
system must be changed. Before “Ophelia”
has degenerated, let us see “Juliet.”
come

WEATHERSBY-GOODWIN.
It seems unnecessary to call attention to the
fact the AVeatliersby-Goodwin troup will reappear at Portland Theatre to-morrow afternoon at 2.30 o’clock’ in
Hobbies and in the
new play of “The Ramblers” in the
evening,
after their immense success of Tuesday
night.
A company that can announce
room
—

-"W

There
in the

Armaud Lawrence Barrett Richelieu
.Dentatus V. llobbs
Francois
.Stella Brown
Louis XIII., King of France.Harriet Smitbers
Adrian de Mauprat
Madame Degrasse
Jule de,Mortimer .Peter
Magnus

Baradas.George Washington Bloggs
LORLE.

morning

the box office at Portland
Theatre will open for the sale of the Maggie
Mitchell tickets. Mr. Frank Curtis’s brother
is the low comedian of this company.
An

exchange says: At the Standard
evening a numerous audience

Theatre last
followed the

vicissitudes of “Fanchon” a part which Maggie Mitchell has made thoroughly familiar all
over the country, and
especially to all old New
Yorkers. The "Little Cricket” is as sprightly
and as vivacious as ever, and Miss Mitchell has
so identified the
part with herself, that her engagement would not be considered satisfactory
without a return to “Fanchon.”
She infuses
into the character all those
womanly little
traits that never fail to
carry the sympathies of
an audience, and that
Fanchon has plenty of
friends was attested by the
appreciation exhibited by the auditors last
night. The play
was put on the
stage and was attended with lie
waits.

will be the cast;

kof1®
..Maggie Mitchell
Reinhardt,.Mr
.William

Harris

r^S‘,nSt.Mr. E- F-M.McClaniihi
Christoph.Mr.
B. Curtis
..Mr.
Baron Arthur.Mr.
erder...Mr. Julian Mitchell
Servant.....Mr. J. Bradford
Countess Ida.Miss Nellie
Whiting
Lieut. t\

Hufus Scott
A. G. Kuos

Barbette.Mrs. Marian

^nnett®

and Martin and

a

side, and the gate

new

houses are in process of erection

village.

The following
estate were
reported yesterday:
Portland—N. D. Curtis to Annie M. Curtis,
land and buildings on Carlton street.

A. K. Sliurtleff to N. D. Curtis, land and
buildings on Carlton street.
Deering—Horace F. Milliken to Nancy E.
Abbott, lot of land.
Edwin Brooks to Robert Brooks, land and
buildings on Spring street.
Cape Elizabeth—Geo. W. Mackie to Win. F.
Studley, land on Stanford street.
Casco—Elias Jordan toMeritt Gray, land and

buildings.
Freeport—Wm. M.
Coombs, 50 acres land.
Sebago—Harriet C.

Irish, 45

acres

Merrill
Hatch

to

laud.

to

Joshua

Charles F.

Fire on Monument Street.
A woman discovered fire in a small stable

on

owned by Martin Flannegan, but before
assistance could be procured the tiames burst
out of the building at all
Two horses
points.
and a dump cart were burned, but three
was

pigs

rescued.
A small quantity of Hay was
also burned.
Mr. Flannegan was not at home
but his son said he did not think the horses
were insured.
The building, hay and horses,
were

not exceed §450 in value.

Fire on Merrill Street.—--The alarm yesterday noon was caused by a slight fir > in a
clothes-press in an attic closet of the house occupied by James Adams, on Merrill street.
The fire
coat

a

caught from matches in the pocket of
clothes-press. The ceiling was

in the

slightly burned, the door of
clothing. Damage slight.

the press

and the

A STALWART.
A Belfast Man

Who Got the Better of

Boston Swindlers.
A Belfast man last week had an encounter
with a gang of
swindlers^ in Boston, iu which
the latter came off second best.
He was accosted

State street about ten o’clock in the
an
innocent appearing young
man who called him
by name, began glibly
inquiring by name for well known residents
of that place, and put on such an
appearanco
of innocence as
to completely deceive our
on

morning, by

friend,

who lias seen much of the world. The
innocent young man professed to be the lucky
drawer of a lottery prize, and invited his ac-

quaintance

to

go with

him

while he got the
The young man led the way to a
money.
room
in the alley-way leading from Court
street to Cornliill.
Having secured the prize,
the young fellow commenced to gamble with
his money, and soon induced the Be lfast man
loan
him considerable
money on bank
checks which he drew. The game was worked
so smoothly and
plausibly that several hundred
dollars of our friend's cash was transferred to
the lottery dealer’s till, the till being at last
closed and the money declared forfeited. Our
to

friend, being

a man of nerve,
proceeded to
knock down the lottery dealer, wrench open
the drawer and transfer the contents to his
pocket. A confederate, who came to the

also knocked down.
The Belfast
man then
finding the door fastened from the
outside kicked it open and gained the street.
Meeting there the innocent young man aforesaid, the two proceeded to steamer Cambridge,
where, on counting the money, our friend
found that he had something over four hundred dollars more in good money than he had
when he entered the lottery shop. Ho returned
to the smooth young man the amount that he
had staked and lost, retaining
seventy dollars
in excess of his disbusements which he found
among the funds he had clutched. During
the day he was visited bv numerous members
of the lottery
dealing tribe and sham policemen, in
endeavoring to recover their lost
But
he brought it away, and keeps
money.
it as the reward of his exertions in behalf of
the cause of right and justice.
And so completely was the part played that our friend
was a long time in
arriving at the conclusion
that the innocent young man was the gamblers’
confederate, as he undoubtedly was.—Belfast
Journal.
rescue,

was

HYDROPHOBIA.

i-armcuiars or the Case or

Mrs.

Foss of

Wilton.

A correspondent ol the Farmington Chronicle gives some further particulars of the sup-

posed hydrophobia

in Wilton, which was
referred to in our columns several days ago.
Mrs. Foss, the victim of the terrible disease,
was bitten on her hand some two
years
ago
while living at Augusta, by a dog belonging to

family. At the time the dog manifested
no very marked signs of
madness, but was irritable and snappish. Ho was sent away after
biting Mrs. Foss, and subsequently bit two
persons when he was killed.
Nothing was
thought of the bite at the time and it had been
forgotten until Mrs. Foss began to show symptoms of hydrophobia. When first taken sick,
which was at the first of last week, no one suspected the disease.

Soon, however, she began
to show alarming symptoms and Dr. F. L.
McIntosh thought he saw indications of hydrophobia, but as the family could not remember that she had ever been bitten by a rabid
dog he felt some hesitation in pronouncing the
disease hydrophobia, and awaited further developments. A little past midnight Thursday

night, however, Mrs. Foss became violently
mad, barking rariously, attempting to bite,
snapping at every thing, scratching, and so far
as possible under
restraint, posturing as a dog,
her features, especially the lips and teeth, presenting an inhuman appearance. Consternation reigned in the house, the
barking was
considerable distance, and the community was stricken with horror. Few pelsons dared approach the house, and fewer still
could be induced to go into the room to render
a

assistance.

At times water, light or any sudden sound would excite paroxysms, a drop of
water sometimes proving sufficient to cause

violent spasms. At times Mrs. Foss realized
her condition and conversed rationally with
her relations, but these lucid intervals were of
brief duration. Tuesday she was very low,
but since then there has been, it is thought,
some slight improvement and the
physicians
are not entirely without hope.

ouuiu,

I. Clifton
.Mrs. M. B. Curtis

Marlette..Miss Anna Hopkins

for a rum team last night.
feet of the spoils, but the

lulu,

u.,

oi

11.,
Dr.

JlaXeier,

of the

academy, Dr. Abbott, who
preceeded him, filling that position just half a
century from its commencement, from 1788 to
1838. Dr. Soule was associated with Dr. Abbott in the task of instruction for seventeen
years previous to his taking charge. Since his
withdrawal from active duties he has failed
rapidly in body and mind. The great success
of Phillips Exeter Academy is largely due to
his efforts. His death will be regretted
by
many men of all
positions throughout the
country, who have been under his care and instruction. Dr. Soule was born at Freeport,

Me., July 25,1790.
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have decided upon the following programme:
The dedication services by the Grand Lodge
will take place in the forenoon; immediately
thereafter a short street parade; then
in the Concord Pavilion; an oration

Invigorating

l

a

dinner

by Past

Grand Mastor Drummoud will follow.
During the afternoon opportunities will be afforded for excursions on the bay.
In the evening
there will be an open air band concert, a re-

ception at Masonic Hall, and a full dress ball
at Hayford Hall. As an addition to hotel acre-

main at the pier over Friday night.
Arrangements have been made for transportation by
on
from
all
the
boat
points
Penobscot, and a
special boat will be run from Portland if sufficient inducement is offered. The Maine Central railroad will run special trains from Bangor, Daxter, Skowliegan, Gardiner and Augusta, Lewiston and Waterville, tickets for the
round trip being placed at les6 than half fare,
and good for any train on the 3d, 4th, or 5th
of July. The American Band of Providence
will give a concert at Hayford Hall on the
evening of July 3d, and be in attendance dur-
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guarantee the customers of Messrs.

Deering & Co. satisfaction both in quality of stock
and prices, and hope they will favor us with their
orders.

CHARLES S. FARNHAM & CO.,
my30

250 Commercial St.

for the appointment of the committee referred
to, confined our duties as follows: “To make
“an inventory of all the personal property belonging to the state in connection with the
“State Prison at Thomaston and to appraise
“the same at its cash value; to examine the
“books, accounts, notes and other assets of the
“Prison and make a statement showing the as“sets and liabilities of the institution, and re“port the result of such examination to the
“Governor and Council.”
I objected to that part of the report fixing
any value upon the accounts and notes, as our
duty was to classify them, giving full amount
of balance due as appeared on the books, and
as our examination of them was made
merely
for such classification and not with a view to
appraising their value. This view was sustained by the Governor and Council, but as the
other members of the committee, who were
not then present, had signed the
report, the
Council suggested that they had no right to
alter it, and that I had better state my objection to that nart of the rennvt nml
it. tn
which I consented.
Yours resp’y,
Newell Blake.

Weekly List of Patents

granted to residents of

Maine. Reported for
the Press by C. E. Foster, Patent Solicitor,
509 7tli street, Washington, D. C.:
J. O. Brown, Benton, guard finger, 215,789.
R. H. Tucker, Wiscasset, pneumatic propulsion of vessels, 215,842.
R. H. Tucker, Wiscasset, surf boat, 215,843.
R. H. Tucker Wiscasset, ships hull, 215,994.

STATE NEWS.

COUNTY.

Two children of Win. A. Sanborn of Belfast,
severely burned with powder one day last
week. Another boy had mixed a quantity of
powder with coal ashes, spread it on a rock,
and induced the Sanborn children to set fire to
it. With matches they fired the mass, the
ilames darting into their faces, burning tli em
severely. Fortunately their eyes were not inYORK COUNTY.

Experience has Conclusively Shown
that for cutaneous eruptions, open sores, lepexfoliations and rheumatic complaints,
Henry’s Carbolic Salve is more efficacious
than any ointment, lotion or embrocation
rous

that has ever been devised.
Physicians admit
this, and the popular verdict confirms and ratifies the professional dictum, and assigns this
salve the foremost place among remedies of its
class. Sold by all Druggists.
Bitters

cure

Dyspepsia.
dlw

MARK DOWN SALE.
Having
large stock of Dress
Goods and Woolens on hand, and
being desirous of reducing the
same I have marked down every
piece of Dress Goods and my entire stock of Woolens for Men's
and Boys’ Wear to prices which
will insure a speedy sale.
I have an extra bargain to Oder
in a job lot of live Marseilles
Quilts, bought from the assignee
of a Bankrupt Importer, and will
retail the same at iully 25 per cent
less than w holesale prices.
A full line of Housekeeping
Goods at Low Prices.
White Piques at 12 1-2 cents,
worth 25 cents.
The best line of Table Linen
and Napkins to be found in the
a

All our Prints and Cottons at old

entirely new programme, embracing all the latest, newest and
most attractive combinations of tlie
day, rivaling in beaut) .grace anti
character, anything ever produced before.

Office to Let.
DESIRABLE Office on second floor in CentennialJBlock, Exchange st., heated by steam,
supplied with vault, water &c. To let cheap.
F. If. FASSETT, Architect,

A

A Museum of the World’s Marvels and Shill!
Ilii'own open to the public, nearly 10,000 square feet ol‘ surface
covered with the productions of skilled labor, embracing Fabrics im-

ported from the hitherto undiscovered lands beyond the North pole,
showing at a glance what energy, experience and capital can produce
when backed by brains and a thorough knowledge of the people's requirements. During the Evening

258 Middle

Brilliantly Illuminated by Over 60 Gas Jets,
At an enormous expense (for further particulars of this matter see
Gas Bills). We shall not allow oiu’ customers to be annoyed by venders of candy, peanuts and lemonade.
Those desiring FRESH PEANUTS can obtain them at the stand near the entrance.

A VAST AND VARIED ARRAY

Lost.

BETWEEN Emery

PORTLAND.d&wtf

,
my23

f

jobTEot

of

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.
my9

dtf

and

HALL L. DAVIS,
53

Exchange

my22

Children’s

known

the John Sweetsir

as

For further particulars enquire of
P. J. LARRABEE, Administrator, or
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

my2(i

dlw
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Real Estate at Auction.
MONDAY, June 2d, 1879, at 2Va o’clock P
M., we shall sell the Heal Estate Nos. 15 and
17 Washington street. The building is a 2 Viz-story
wooden tenement, arranged for two stores and four
rents over them.
The lot contains about 5,000

ON

at

FAT

1V1KIST

be fitted to Ready-Made Garments in all sizes. The only
in this grand and extensive world where a man can buy a

can

GOOD

LABORING

FOR

place

SUIT

$3.00 !

FOR

FOR

-

Nobby

Dress

j. henry Hies & co.,

among their spring purchases have secured many
new desirable styles of Black and Colored Buntings.

A

Large Line of Dress Pantaloons!

Good Substantial Working Pants for $1.00.
White Vests, New .and Stylish, only $1.00.
An

present time.

50 cent IS in. all wool Cashmeres
nearly sold, hut balance of lot, fully as desirable
colors, will arrive Monday, May 2G.

Indigo

Blue Flannel Suit for

CHILDREN’S
In Great

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Profusion,

in Sizes from

FLANNEL BLOUSES, $1.00 ; Cottonade
Dress Suits from $4.00 to $7.00.

Successor

to

Clarke

Hussey’s Block,
my7

Opp.

&

Fowell,

STREET,
Hotel.
eodSm

Falmouth

(Mlioiini&Keiidall

Under Preble House,

2 1-2 Years

Suits,.$1.50;

Bargains In
FURNITURE, CARPETINGS,

Adams & Robinson,
,140 EXCHANGE ST. cltf
Ulh25
Second Hand Carryall For Sale
Manufactured by J. M. Kimbnll,Sn perfect order, newly painted and varnished. EnJ. W. MUNGER,
quire of
Office 100 Fore st.
tny27d3w

CHEAP.

June 4th, at 3 P. M.,
ON shall sell theofvaluable
property No. 33 Green

wo

a largo 2Va story
street, consisting
Wooden
House containing 14 rooms, very conveniently arfor
two
ranged
families; and rents for $400 per
year* This house is in prime order, has good cellar,
Sebago water Sic. Property in this location is al-

of

sure

good rentals, making

safe and desira-

d5t

Desirable Real Estate
BY

AUCTION.

sunny and has

amined
sale.

on

tine open view.

a

House

can

the two afternoons before sale.

be exTerms

at

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

F. O.
my 30

ddt

to

an

order

Hon. Edward

Maine,
public auction, on the premises,
the'7tli day of June. A. I). 1879, at

we
on

SATURDAY,

o’clock P.

3

M.,

in Deering, County of Cumberland, State aforesaid,
viz:
A certain lot of land on Ocean street,
the premises occupied by the late Dexter
measuring 4% rods on said street, containing onefourth of an acre, more or less, and belonging to
the estate of Levi C. Blake.
Also a lot of land located on the corner of Ocean
and George streets, with the buildings thereon,
measuring 4a/i rods on the first named and about
145 feet on the last named street, being the premises occupied by the late Dexter
and a part
of his estate, and subject to all incumbrances.
Also the following lots of land located on George
street as aforesaid, Delonging to the estate of Jordan & Blake, viz:
1—A lot adjoining the premises last above described, with the buildings thereon, said lot measuring about 30 feet on George street, running back
150 feet to land of Abel Baker, and containing
about GGOO square feet.
2—Three lots lying between land of one Bean and
land of Abel Chase, together measuring 1G2 feet on
said street, and containing about 22,000 square
feet.
3— Three other lots measuring on said street 392
feet, more or less, being the last three southerly
lots on the westerly side of said
George street, and
containing about 45,000 square feet.
4—One-half interest in common and undivided in
the land adjoining the lots last above described, beginning at the easterly corner of the above described lots on George street, and running on a lino
with said street to the channel in Back Cove, including the marsh and flats.
to sell and convey as aforesaid, all the
interest in the above described
property, whieh
to us as assignees of said Jordan and said
Blake, either as individuals or as comprising the
firm of Jordan & Blake. The property can bo examined any afternoon of the week of the sale. For
other particulars inquire of the undersigned or of
the auctioneers.

adjoining
Jordan,

Jordan,

Meaning

passed

?! UhTlLDGE, ! Assignees.

O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

35 and 37 Exchange Hi.

Salesroom
F. O.

Up.

Congress Street,
dtf

AT

LINEN FRINGES
AND

HEADINGS,
New

Styles,

25

cents per

Yard.

NEW

5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16
cents we are selling some very
handsome Hamburg Edges. Our

stock of fine Hamburgs and Nainsooks will he closed out very
cheap. Good assortment Torchons
and Irish Crochets.

OWEN, MOORE & CO

UNDERWEAR!
FINE

i
QUALITY, CHOICE STYLES !

linn tit a

i

H. I. NELSON & CO.,

for

LADIES,
GENTS,
MISSES,
BOYS,

443 Congress Street, Farringtond&wlw
Block.
my2‘J
°

Men’s

_INFANTS.

The choicest styles. We sell at
the Lowest Prices.

You

eau

always rely

ou our

goods.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
myO

from the
PURSUANT
Fox, Judge of the District Court of the United
States for the District of
shall sell at

BAILEY.

0.

W.

ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtf
Consignments solicited.

School Suits,

PORTLAND, ME.

my27

ap8

Good

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

FANCY HOSIERY. Owen, Moore & Co.,
HATHAWAY’S SHIRTS
_cUt

ESTATE

HOSIERY AND GLOVES

DOZEN

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

Auctioneer*
dtd

my20__eod2w

and st hearty welcome given to all who shall favor us with a call. Polite aud unwearying attention guaranteed by
gentlemanly salesmen.
Doors open front 7 A. M. to 9 P. M. Performances commence immediately after the arrival of the first customer. At each performance
the proprietor will appear in person (if not otherwise engaged).

Have just received and offer

XOO

AT

CO.,

FREE TICKETS OF ADMISSION

LOWELL,

225 MIDDLE

few

New Department!

now on

CYRUS

a

NOWHERE IN MAINE CAN SUCH STYLES BE OBTAINED !

CYRUS LOWELL.
hand and am constantly receiving Boots and Shoes,
in all the leading styles and kinds.
A lull line of E. C. Burt’s fine
French Kid Button Boots, in all
widths. A large stock of Eadies’
Fancy Slippers and Newport Ties,
Gentlemen’s fine Shoes in Button,
Congress, Face and Strap. Also all
the medium grades in all styles,
and I will sell them as low as the
lowest. Boots and Shoes to measure. Repairing a specialty. Goods
sent by mail to auy part of the
country free of charge.

BEAL

$7.00.

and

my27MW&Ftf

my27

J.

J.HenryRines&Co., C. D. B. Fisk &
Dry
Fancy Goods,
Co.,
Nos. 211 and 213 Middle Street.

Terms easy.
F. O. BAILEY A

F.

GARMENTS

$3.00;

A NEW FRENCH BUNTING,
Black, Laced, and Laced and
striped, which sell remarkably well, and
the market is not well supplied at the

$12.00 and $13.00,
Suits for $17.00, $18.00 and $20.00.

We cordially invite the attention of Young HI. n to our Dress Suits.
The goods are Nobby, the make Stylish, and the fit Perfection.

d2w

BUNTINGS!!

$5.50 2

A Neat Genteel Business Suit for

MERRILL & CO.

are

$6.00

A GENTEEL BLACK DIAGONAL COAT& VEST,

—OF—

my20

property is situated but

order. The lot contains about 4500 square feet,
giving a tine garden. This property is located on
the pleasantest parts of Dauforth street, is very

astonishingly

A Neat, Substaitiil Working Frock or Sack Gasslmere Suit

Having purchased the retail
stock of Swcetser <V Merrill, the
undersigned will open on Tuesday, May 20tli at 529 Congress
street, a new stock of Laces and
Embroideries, Buttons and Trimmings, Gloves and Hosiery, Corsets and Underwear, and all other
goods that are called for in a first
class Fancy Goods Stock.
We shall be happy to sec all customers of the old linn and a great
Remember the
many new ones.
place 529 Congress St., nearly opEastman
Brothers.
posite

This

ON

PRICES!

BIG

dim

FANCYGOODS

by Auc-

Brick House
tion.

MONDAY, June 2d, at 3 P. M., we shall sell
the thoroughly built 3-story Brick House, No.
72 Danfortli street, second east of Brackett street.
The house contains about a dozen nicely finished
rooms, painted parlor walls, marble mantels, bath
room, water closets, gas, Sebago, and a nice furnace, and is one of the best built houses in Port
land. Terms of sale, $2,000 cash; balance in one,
two and three years, interest at (> per cent.
F. O. BAILEY A CO..Auctioneer*.

The only Establishment in Eastern New Eiigland^where

St.

NEW STOCK

Prof>erty, Oak Hill,

Scarborough, consisting of about 20 acres of land,
very pleasantly located on the Line P.. S. & P. R.
It. The buildings are nearly new, consisting of twostory House with L. Cemented Cellar, Work Shop,
and Stable, all In good repair. There are about 260
young Fruit Trees in good bearing condition.
Soil
of excellent quality for early gardening and
tillage.
Also at the same time, a small lot of Furniture ami
Carpenters’ Tools, one Sleigh, Work Wagon, Hay
Rack, Plow, Horse Rake, Wheelbarrow, Forks,
Rakes, Shovels, Ac. Terms made known at sale.

THURSDAY, June 6th, at 3 P. M.. we shall
sell the
property No. 208 Danfortn St., occupied by Rev. C. W. Buck. Said estate consisting
of a 2Vs story wooden house containing 9 Rooms
and Bath Booms conveniently arranged and in good

CLOTHING

LOW

Special imlucemeiits for the next thirty days.

CROCKERY & PFATED WARE
The best bargains ever offered.
Sixes 13 1-2, 14, 14 1-2, ,15,
15 1-2. Come and see.

Administrator’s Sale of Boat Estate.

i»y30

in various Shades, Grades and Sizes and

PAPERS!

One of the largest and best selected
stocks in the city, of New and Stylish
Designs. Call ami examine.

Auctioneer*.

ble investments.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

—-OF-

SUMMER
ROOM

CO.,

May 31st, 1879, at 3 o’clock
ON 1*.SATURDAY,
M., I shall sell the valuable Real Estate

ways

Men s, Youths’

Also a Full Line of

Street,

ON

steps from Congress street, and well adapted and
arranged for rental. Fine chance for investment.

St. and the City Hall, a black
silk Fan, with black tassel. Will the finder
please leave it at the counting room of the Press Office.
my30d3t

city.

STUDLEY,

Nalurday, Hay 31. at 9.30 o’clock a.
at salesroom No. 33 Exchange street, the
furniture of a house of 14 rooms, consisting in part
of 12 Chamber Sets, Spring Be«ls,
Bedding, Carpets, Crockery &c., Parlor Suits, Velvets, Brussels and Tapestry Carpets, Lambrequins, Hat Trees.
Lounges, Easy Chairs, Range, Dining Room and
Kitchen Furniture, &c.

Tbree-Sfory

THE rich, the poor, the old, the young, the sad, the
LAY, each and all pronounce it as unapproachable in every detail.

mySOdlwCentennial Block,

75 cent Corsets marked down to
50 cents, making it the best Corset for the money to be found in
Remember the place. [Cull and
examine before buying, and save
money.

my29d3t

Large Sale of Furniture, Carpets,
Ac,, by Auction.

and Persuasive.

ONE

prices.

the

Saturday, Hay 31, at lO A. UK.,
Four Horses, good workers and good drivers.
One second-hand Carryall,
One second-hand Coupe Carr vail.
One new Phaeton.
One Side Bar Top
Buggy.
Three new Harnesses.
One Jump Seat
sold to close consignCarriage,
ment*

square feet.

of the best farms in Falmouth. Within two
minutes walk of M. C. K. It. station, school and
church. Contains sixty acres of excellent land, well
watered, buildings new. For further particulars in
quire of W. R. Anthonie, 48 Exchange st., Geo. F.
Merrill, Station Agent, West Falmouth, or B. U.
Swett, on the premises.
my30dlwteod2m

Saturday

Me.

at 10 A. M.

Celebrated Concord llarue**

for the

F« O. BAILEY A

an

in Plain

The Supreme Court at Alfred has granted a
divorce to Susan A. Webber from Clias. H.
Webber on account of adultery on the part of
the latter. Mr. Webber is the “Rev.” Mr.
Webber who ran away with a Biddeford girl
some time ago.

Street, Portland,

my20_d3t

For Sale.

were

jured.

EARTH!

CROWNING GLORY OF ALL OUR PREVIOUS EFFORTS,

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Gen. G. F. Granger and his wife of Calais,
were thrown from their carriage while
driving
out on Meddybemps road Tuesday, and both
were badly injured.
The General received a
severe wound on the head which
necessitated
several stitches.

ORIGINALITY,

2w*

Park, Cedar, Bates, Pine, Bartlett, Sabattus,

Bangor, May 28,1879.
To the Editor of the Whig & Courier:
Dear Sir:—In reply to your inquiry I would
state that the instructions given in the order

ON

Pleasing, Instructive, Gratifying, Enticing

Having purchased the large stock of Doors, Sash,
Blinds &c. formerly owned
by Clias. E. Deering &
Co., we have removed to the building
250 COMMERCIAL STREET,
formerly occupied by them. We now claim to have
the largest and most complete stcok of Doors, Sash,
Blinds, Window Frames, Blind Fastenings &e of any
firm in Portland, and shall sell the same at the lowest market rate. Thanking our customers for all
past favors, wc hope for a continuance of their
We also

RIVAL

IN

EARTH,”
BEEN OBTAINED AND COMBINED IN ONE
g*lv>d MASS FOR THE INSPECTION OF AN ADMIRING MULTITUDE, AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING THIS THE

REMOVAL!

trade.

MAGNITUDE,

IN

that experience could suggest, counsel
.£yEBYTH,1VG
OR MONEY PROCURE, FROM THE “FOUR CORNERS OF
ApVBE
THE
HAS

KSmV

«J^PLeas?.

GREATNESS,

WITHOUT A

Island,MMTdlM U1M of Onpatta iteOalM MolmOMri#
Ccexi of 10, BmUmtb ©Wrut of MraI.rk.
IBB'

Main streets, Lewiston, and Court, Main, Elm,
High streets, Auburn, to Edward Little Park,
where the services will be held:
Gen. Chamberlain will deliver an oration at City Hall in
the evening, and Johnson’s Band and the
Mozart Quartette will furnish music.
A game of base ball will be
played at 10 a.
nt., and a shooting match in the afternoon.
The State Prison Report.
Mr. Newell Blake of Bangor, one of the
Commission which recently examined the
State Prison, in reply to inquiry of the editor
of the Bangor Whig in regard to the scope of
the commission’s duty under their appointment has written the following letter which
appears in the Whig:

IN

_NCW-YOKIC. Wk

None genuine withouc the fac simile signature cf
Udolpho Wolfs on Red Label and of Joel B. Wolfe
ou the Blue Side Label.
read. thc CAUTION Label: also the
one to Apothecaries and Grocers, on tilt
bottle.

ATTRACTIVE,

THE MOST BENEFICIAL
EMBRACING THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF NOVELTIES,
THE GREATEST ASSORTMENT OF SPECIALTIES
EVER GATHERED TOGETHER UNDER THE SUN !

uvji;i
j !j

The billard halls continue to run in face of
the refusal
of the City Fathers to grant

at the State liquor agency.
Last evening a horse and harness were stolen
from the stable of S. L. Moody and a carriage
from the premises of Elbridge Libby in Wales.
This morning the horse was found feeding in a
pasture some miles from home. The inference
is that the robbers found another horse which
better suited their purpose and let loose Mr.
Moody’s horse, which is quite moderate. The
team wont in the direction of Augusta.
No
arrests have yet been made.
The complimentary exhibition drill and
promenade concert given to the city governments of Lewiston and Auburn,
by the Auburn Light
Infantry, in City Hall this evenThe company
ing was of a very high order.
appeared for the first time in their new uniforms, forty-two in number. These uniforms
have been manufactured at a host of $1000,
which has been met largely by tho generous
subscription of our citizens, and in point of
beauty are hardly surpassed in the state. The
coat and pants are dark blue with
gilt and
scarlet trimmings. The coats are cut swallowtan.
i. no caps are oi an old
design, black in
color, turn down visor and mounted by white
feather plnmes. This makes a neat and attractive outfit. The makeup is fine and reflects much credit upon the
manufacturer.
The exercises at the hall were preceded
by a
short parade and the boys along the way were
greeted by many friends.
The
music
by
Glover’s Band was especially fine and drill
displayed many points of perfection. The entertainment was happily received by the large
concourse of people present, and the
company
can justly feel proud of the renewed
expression of commendation given them this evening.
Decoration Day will be observed with the
following programme of ceremonies: Forenoon,
decorating graves by Custer Post and other
ex-soldiers and ex-sailors; at 2 o’clock p. m.
a grand civic
and military procession will be
formed on Pine, Park, Franklin and Lisbon
streets. Five bands, two military companies,
five or six secret orders, members of city governments, fire department, and ex-soldiers
with the usual number of marshals and aids
will appear in the procession.
The route will
lay along the following streets: Lisbon, Birch,

MARVELOUS,
THE MOST

I (Hi |

BQ1110

andpenkunaIslutioov

licenses.
Agent Bigelow reports business very good

THE MOST

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS,

Agents

bmppboachable show os eabth \

I

f*
“■^bnd

Of tt» Elo^oc’j

j

Ml j

Ccriisi

Tnil BtXICIHIL SCVBiGS
bj It* Proprietor, at 8clJ«Ua, la Eelb rimiilW mol 00I7 pur* from rrrrj lnjorJoui
bigr*d:cuL Lei ©r IU txa; poMiblo V**&17'
J"*p»«7*a4
»U •itrecnjtiu,
BUdklnl properties, la
ttou3f Cot!, thnmia BBiuu&b. iMtpba Vitpn,

monies were quite impressive.
Rev. R. LGreenc officiaccd and preached a sermon on the
theme of a home of rest eternal for the righte-

city.

Masonic Dedication in Belfast.
The committee of arrangements for the dedication of the new Masonic Hall in Belfast

ing the entire festivities-

AUSTD

per cent, of this is sold Saturdays.
Tho obsequies of the late H. M. Bryant were
held at Park St. Church at 2 o’clock p. in. The
M. M. Lodge, I. O. of G. T., Industry Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, Mystic and United Lodges
I. O. of G. T., were present; also a delegation
from the Grand Lodge of G. T.
The cere-

WALDO

We Come !

Auction Sale Every

This liquor agency sales this month have
been about one-tliird less than last month. The
present average sales are $15 per week, and 30

A select choir of

F. 0. BAILEY &

Plum

way was too much for him.
The daily sale of $10,000 in $100 refunding
certificates was sold by Postmaster Little this
morning in less than an hour. It is thought
the supply will not last but a day or two lon-

ous.

AUCTION SALES.

He got within ten
agility of the runa-

I have

died suddenly oif Wednesday night.
Soulo was nearly 83 years old, and had heen in
feeble health of late. He was connected with
Phillips Exeter Academy for over fifty years,
and was principal of that institution from 1838
to 1873, when he resigned. He was the second

principal

beginning

_MISCELLANEOUS__

Behold

to look over the

my26

Gideon L. Soule, LL. D.

Vjrmevu u.

are

field.
Some of Cushman’s help have a rise in
wages.
Officer Hodgdon had an unsuccessful chase

Oxygenated

RECENT DEATHS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

class

case

the

heard at

and members of the Oak Street Normal
occurred this evening at City Hall.

priate music. The remains
Riverside Cemetery.

Monument street, yesterday afternoon, that

probably did

NEW

Thursday, May 29.
very pleasant reunion of the graduates

A

ger.

Real Estate.
transfers of real

commodation, the steamer Katahdin will

following

Prince

Ferry Village,

season

George Washington Bloggs .T. H. Burn
Madam llegrasse, (the Cockney Widow of a French
Hotel).
Elma llelaro
Dentatus Vespasian Dobbs, (a talanted Tragedian
and Theatrical Speculator
.N. C. Goodwin, Jr
Members of the Rambling Amateur Club.
In the Travesty of Barrett as Richelieu.

The

of

Several
in this

before-

Stella Brown .Eliza
Weatliersby
Harriet Smithers.Jennie
Weatliersby
Mr. Peter Magmis.... .W. J. Stanton

long

re-

money.

C.juur

"S'**

lished a favorite to require much notice
hand. The troupe will disband for the
after Saturdays night’s performance.
was a large sale of seats
yesterday.
The following are the characters
comedy of the “Ramblers.”

This

railway, being

a

Ross of Portland, for §10

“standing

--I-J-o-1

steamer, the “MinneRailway; the W.

Marine

uaugc.

Concert by Chandler’s band from 7.30 to 8 o’clock
Opening hymn by Portland Chorus Choir.
Prayer by Rev. Dr. Carruthers.
Music by Chandler’s Band.
Recitation by Mi's. T. P. Beals.
Oration by Hon. C. W. Goddard.
Singing by Portland Chorus Choir, followed by
“America.”
Benediction.
will
be furnished to all comTransportation
rades who take part in
decorating the soldiers’
graves in Calvary, Forest City, Eastern and

sumpscot Park,

Weldon,

7 o’clock

tlUU

new

walking match in Union
evening, between Woodbury and

Hall this

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

Politicians

H. Scott is also upon the

paired.
There is to be

Reception room,
wearing

at

half-past

at

ing.
Capt. Ivnowlton’s
haha,” is upon the

Republic.

The procession will pass over the
following
route: Up Congress to Congress Square, down
Free to Middle, down Middle to
Temple,
through Temple to Congress, down Congress to
City Hall. After receiving members of the

Real Estate at Auction.
Desirable Real Estate by Auction.

Ferry Village.
The stone sea-wall which protects the steamboat landing, is being rebuilt, and the landing
otherwise improved.
Solon Chase spoke in Union Ilall, last even-

497 CONGRESS STREET.

dtf

my8

Linen Collars!* Ms

493 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

OLIVER GERRISH,
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER,
Respectfully informs his friends and patrons that ho
will be pleased to serve
ness at the store of

them in the line of his busi-

WM. SENTER & CO.,

my20

NO. 54 EXCHANGE ST.

3w

Citizens9 Mutual Relief Society*
Meeting for May will be held at Reception Hall FRIDAY evening next, 30th
STATED
inst., at 8

o’clock. The Directors meet at the same place half
an hour previous.
Per Order
M. N. KICH,

m5'27

Sec’y.

CHADBOURN & KENDALL
Have just been appointed

for PINE & HAMBLIN,

Agents

OP

THOV,

N.

my27d2\v

particu-

11 tons. For
R. H. WAITE,
e

quently can sell them at a good
profit less than they are generally
retailed.

lOO dozen

of

MISSES'

FANCY

IIOSE, in all sizes, at the low
price of 25 cents per pair. This
lot wc call special attention to
as being a great bargain.
50 doz. of LADIES' BALBRIGGAN IIOSE at 25 cents per pair,
usually retailed at 50 cents.
200 dozen of
GENTS’ FANCY
HOSE front 25 cents to 50 cents
per pair, among which are some
rare bargains,
and in variety
they cannot be surpassed.

&LOVE8!
In this department they intend
to keep the BEST goods in the

market.

50 dozen of the best KID GLOVES
that are imported, in 3-Button,
for $1.75
These
per
pair.
Gloves are uot sold less than
$ 2.00.
25 dozen OPERA KIDS, in 3-button, at $1.25, worth $1.75.
25 dozeu OPERA and
COLORS at $1.00.

MODE

50 dozen UNDRESSED KIDS at
$1.00 per pair. These Gloves
wc warrant every pair.
50 dozen CASTOR

4-Button,

at

$1.25.

GLOVES, iu

lOO dozen
LISLE
THREAD
GLOVES front 25 cents to $1.00
per pair.

^“WesliaU

be

pleased

to

ex-

hibit these goods without impor-

tunity

to

purchasers.

Millett, Chamberlin & Little,
227 MIDDLE ST.

my24

dlw

TRY ALLEN GOW’S

PURE

CANDIES,

Frc.h Every Day and Strictly Pare.

For Sale.
of

These iroods they nurcliascd direcuy from the Importers,, conse-

1.,

For the sale ot their I.iuen Collar* anil Cull'*
and are now prepared to otter thctr goods to :h.i
trade at Jiauul'aclurrr*’ Price*.
ap8.'

Yacht Minnie,
lars enquire
SCHOONER
Cor T

Have just added to their stork
of DRY GOODS a full line of
HOSIERY and GLOYES.

and Federal Sts.

NO.

566

»P28

CONGRESS

STREET.

PORTLAND, ME.

dly

MAINE CITIES.

ROCKLAND.

Jottings by Press Correspondents.

Tuesday, have encamped at Clam Cove. Their
main business is trading horses.
F. II. Moses, the Bucksport Florist, arrived in this city yesterday, with a fine assortment.

BATH.

Thursday, May
procession
Centre street, right resting on
29.

(lay

Decoration
will form on

exercises—The

Washington street,

Schooner Commerce commenced loading
lime at Crockett’s, this morning, lor New

in the following order.
Police.

York.

Marshal and Aids.

Repairs on schooner George have
pleted, and Capt. Hiram Rhodes

JBatli High School Cadets, Capt. Duncan.
Sedgwick Post, No. 4, G. A. R., H. H. Howse, Com.

has been
She will load lime this

Sailors not members of the Posl.
Soldiers and Sailors in Carriages.
Mayor Orator and Chaplain.
City Government.
Childred of the Orphans’ Home.
Citizens.
The procession will move promptly at 1J
o’clock P. M., up Washington street to North,
Soldiers

ana

made her commander.
week at Cobb Lime Co.’s

Disabled

North to

afternoon, and is

oration, &c.,

will bo at tho City Hall, instead
of the common.
All soldiers and sailors are cordially invited
to meet with the Post at 1 o’clock P.
M., and
parade with them on this occasion.
C. A. L. Sampson, Marshal.
Mr. A. D. Stetson has that prize marble top
table on exhibition in his window.
At the Trotting Park at 2.30 p. nt., tho programme will he as following:
1st, Matched Race—Between S. S. Jon dan’s blk.
g. Oko and Albert Stover’s blk. nt. Daisy Knox.

Ho came
about 7 o'clock, running mad.
very near biting a valuable horse, and if the
men had not
got from his reach would have
Officer Witham levharmed them seriously.
eled a revolver at him and after discharging it
twice, ended his miserable life.
Evening meetings were held at the different
chapels and churches last evening.
This week's Free Press was almost a last
week’s paper, bearing the date of May 21st,
1879.
The iron fence around the post office is receiving a new coat of paint.
Schooner II. D. Holstead will have new
spars and rigging added next week.
The Cadet Society of the Rockland High
School have received their equipments from
the state and are being drilled by Mr. A. D.

and Brunswick.
4th, Two Mile Foot Race—Free to all; 83 to first,
82 to second.
5th, One Mile Foot Race—For boys under 17 years
of age; 82 to first, and 81 to second.
Entrance to foot races free.

Blackington.

Gen. Davis Tillson will immediately erect a
The conbarn on his Jameson Point farm.
tract has been given to IV. H. Glover & Co.
The Memorial procession will form on Mai n
street, tomorrow at 1 p. m., and first proceed to
Jameson Point cemetery, where prayer will be
offered by Rev. E. G. Eastman; then to Achorn
cemetery, where Rev. Mr. Stowe will offer
prayer, aiier wmcn an auuress wm De DeliverIn the evening
ed by Rev. G. R. Palmer.
Rev. AAr. C. Barrows will address tho citizens
at Farwell Hall.
The vocal and instrumental concert given by
Messss. Maynard and Hatton, blind artists of
Boston, at Farwell Hall, last evening, was exceedingly line.
H. S. Moor exhibited his line trotting horse
on the park yesterday afternoon, making extra
time.
Schooner Myra Sears, loaded with lime from
Harvey Barnes’, which has been on fire in this
port for several days past, was opened this
morning, and her damaged cargo is being disThe vessel is but
charged at Spear’s wharf.

Three way-farors at tho station house last

night.
Flint’s

fell from

computer

a.

distance of about twenty feet. He
was taken home in a carriage and is doing
well to-day.
Internal injuries wore at first
feared.
The porgy boat Fannie Sprague came up
this morning for coal and a set of boats recently built by Dyer & Williams.
Three cars of ship timber for Goss & Sawyer
came in to-day with Maine Central freight;
also one car 10 tons of iron to J. H. Allen Co.,
and one

a

car

of

Crooker &
full blast.

for C. A.

corn

Lilly’s anchor

Hooper.

works are

again

in

slightly damaged.

The schooner Hattie S. Williams sailed from
the ice houses, House Island harbor, with a
full cargo of 1,201 tons of ice for Georgetown,
D. C.

Thursday, May 20.
Hot and

a

The steam mill

“spill.”

start up next

the Knox & Lincoln works, has received an
offer to go to the Coburg Works of Canada.
That saw-dust banking at the Weeks street
school house, about which there has been a
feeling among parents of scholars as to its
breeding disease, has been inspected by the
Board of Health and will be removed.
The Francis Cobb has been put in excellent
condition at the Knox & Lincoln repair shop,
and is once more on the road.
The Edward
Sewall was run in today for
repairs.
The schooner Bramliall finished unloading
her coal this morning
at Woodward’s wharf
and sailed up river this afternoon to load lumber at South Gardiner for New York on her
return trip.
A man bought a pair of
pants at a well
known clothier's and remarked that they cost
S3. Were they all wool? Jack inquired. No,
they were indigo blue was the answer.
Hotel arrivals—Shannon’s 19, Sagadahoc 28.
Freight M. C. Railroad—East 22, West 7.
K. & L. Railroad—East 12, West 12 cars.
The Laurent Pinafore troupe intend coin'ng
to Bath.
The Samoset House at Mouse Island opens
June 15th.
H. W. Dunton, a North Bath storekeeper,

entering
ing.

ail

muiivj

liis store last

Order Box 138 Exchange St., Portland.
mvl3

,13m

delphia, where she has been studying for a
physician.
Jerry Murphy of Lewiston was before
the police court this morning for drunkenness, but was released after paying his fine.
At the Greenback caucus last Saturday
evening, the following delegates were chosen to attend the convention at Portland,
J une 3d: Harrison Baker, Chas. L. Downing, R. W. Black, L. F. Arnold, O. D.
Fillsbury, A. G. Andrews, J. H. Low, L.J.
Crooker, J. J. Maher, Charles W. Davis,
Ai Staples, Ira L. Mackie, Reuben McKenney, M. Y. Richards, Harvey N. Leighton,
M. F. Hallowell, Charles Crowell, A. B.
Hodgkins. Greenlief Haskell, George
Towns, Robert A. Cony.
THOMASTON.

Thursday, May 29.
At a Greenback caucus held at Union Hall

tuictca
^wuo UJ
or
this morn-

on

early

Wednesday evening last,

Hon. Edward
and Hon. H. H.

Hills was chosen chairman,
Monroe secretary.
The following gentlemen
were selected delegates to the state convention
be liolden in Portland, June 3d: John 0.
Robinson, John Hilt, P. M. Studley, H. H.
Monroe, W. F. Hodgkins, M. H. Webb, J. A.
Crughton, Edward Hills, Harry Maxcy.
to

STEPHEN

37 PLUM STREET.

_NO.

C.W.

BAILEY, M. D.,
Physican and Surgeon,
SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
ReferencesS. C. Gordon, M. D., C. NV. Bray, M.
dec‘23tf
D., J. Swan, M. D., J. H. Kimball, M. D.

J.M. ROSS
Removed from No. S Oak St. to

S. Currier & Son

Residence 17 High Street.

PLASTERER

repairing

Center and Ornament* of every Description
constantly on hand.
Whitening, Tinting,
White wa*hing
done at
and Cementing
Shortest Notice.
83P*Out of town work solicited and immediately
attended to.
mli3d3mteod3m

So.

BUSINESS

ap30dly

DIRECTORyT
my24dly

shall still offer those

Accountant aud Notary Public.
CEO. C. ( ODUM, Office No. 184 middle

Extaordinary Bargain*

STETSON,

immsT

myl2

d3w

LEIGHTON,

I

JOHN C.
Street.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Book Binders.
Wm- J. QEINCI. Room 11, Printer.’
Exchange No. lit Exchange 8trcct.
SHAH & SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

Merchant Tailor,
Latest
myl4

Joseph

WIDBER &

Nobby Suits.

Styles.

d3w

II.

ATTORNEY

Trott,

AT

moved into his new -hop, 336 Cumberland Street, and is prepared to do all kinds
of building in the carpenter line. Special attention
given to all jobbing. Store Doors and Sashes, Inside Blinds for houses, Screen Doors and Window
now

Prices

LAW,

PUBLIC,

and all

We are also agents for the celebrated BROWNVILLE SLATE QUARRIES, and are prepared to
furnish either their slate or those of the MONSON
QUARRIES, at any time in quantities as desired.

JOHN KLIPPEL,

my8

.dtf

Popular Olotliler
FRONT ST., BATH, ME.
New Stock, just opened. No Shoddy. Each garment warranted to fit and wear.
Full fine of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Oil and Rubber

Goods, Trunks, Valises. Late styles
Spring and Summer Hats iust in.
Specialty of Fine Gents’ Shirts.
d3w
myl4

Notice.
holders of the Bonds of the town of Wiscas-

set
THE
hereby invited to meet
men’s Office in

the SelectWiscasset,
Thursday, the 5th day
of June, 1879, at ten o’clock a. m. to consider and
act upon the proposition of the town for a
comprom
ise of its liabilities. By order of the town.
RICHARD T. RUNDLKTT,)
are

am. kinds and prices.
come

help.

UK) fast

we

customers..

will engage more
with

Everybody pleased

the

goods and pricos.

F°«G, FRONT STREET, BATH.
d3w

>

Selectmen.

CUNNINGHAM. )
Wiscasset, May 20,1879.
my23eod&wtd
O.

FOGG’S CLOTHING EMPORIUM.
DR. F.
Men’s, Youths’ and Boys’ Suits,
they

at

on

llf.

time to wait on a few more
R!in>‘ave
If

kinds of

Building and Finishing Lumber
and Fancy Woods.
F. II. WlDBEB,
H. E. Bacon.
Portland, April 28,1879.

__

feb24

hTkENISON
From 145 Tremont Street.
Boston, will be at U. S.
Hotel, Room 15, Jane
17, for Four Days Only
Corns, Bunion* and
Bad Nail* treated withOperations on
jout Pain.
Corns, 25 cents each.
eodtf

In

KENT,

Residence for Sale.

d3w

large two-story House with ell and stable attached, about twenty acres of tillage land with
young orchard, situated at Oak Hill, Scarborough,
near the Thornton Mansion, and
belonging to the
estate of tlio late Emery Moody, deceased.
The

THE

St., oppoSebago &
st., and one

To

Lot!

NICE and very pleasant House

on
one or

FOR SAIjE !

rent of 7

£»ive

cMl.

us a

equal

my2Gd‘2w

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY

STREET, old

SEADED

in 15 feet lengths.
Clark Street Trestle, 91,800 feet B. M. 4 in.
Plank, in I6V2 feet lengths.
The above specified plank to be sound and without wane or any defect, and of the usual width of
Bridge Plank.
“Proposals will be endorsed “Proposals for Lumber,” and addressed to the undersigned.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,
Chairman Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and

Bridges.

my29d3t

house No. 0 Gray street is for lease
term of years. Enquire of PERCIVAL

for
17UJRNISHED
a

BONNEY, City Building.

Board

Mayor

and Aldermen, )
May 14th, 1879. j
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in the “Portland Daily Press,” of this City, for
three weeks successively, that this Board, on MONDAY, the 2d day of June next, at 7Vs o’clock p. m.,
at the Aldermen’s Room, will hear all parties interested in the petitions lor Sewers in the following
streets, namely:
North. Walnut and Fox Streets.
Elm, from Cumberland towards Congress St.
Congress Street, east of Lafayette and west of
Lafayette.
of

ORDERED,

Cumberland St., from Washington to North St.
West Commercial Street.
North St., continuation to Quebec St.
North St., continuation to Congress St.
Middle St., towards Hancock St.
Portland St., from Grove St. to Weymouth St. and
up Weymouth to Congress St.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest: H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

To

CITY OF PORTLAND SS.
City Clerk’s Office, )
May 15, 1879. J

whom it may

concern:

ueieuy given
requireu oy me uiore&uiu
which is made a part of this notice.
id

order,

Attest:

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

H. 1.

mylC,23,30&je2

proposals will be received by the Com-

Buildings

furnishing

and

new

new

my28td

on

21_
City of Portland.
May

_

17, 1879.

TJY virtue of an order passed the City Council May
J3 10, 1879, for such purpose, the*Joint Standing Committee on Finance of the City Portland will
receive proposals
Until 12 o’clock M. of June 10th, 1879,
For the Purchase of the City’* Intere*t in
the

Stock*,

Bond* and

Mortgage*

of the

Portland and Rochester Railroad Company,
exclusive of the Accumulated

Sinking Fund, said
road being 52V4 miles long, extending from Portland, Maine., to Rochester, N. H.
The City Cornice] reserve the
right to reject any or

all bids not believed to be for tlie Interest and advantage of the Cty.
Information in regard to the condition of the interest of the City in said stocks, bonds and mortgages may he obtained of the Mayor, Chairman of

the Committee.

GEO. WALKER, Mayor,
WiLLLAM T. SMALL.
e)A31iiS UUJNJNJLNliHAM,

Joint

mayl7dtd

MEETINGS^-

To be Let.
coal shed and
THEMooney
& Means.
the
for the

office lately occupied by
One of the best locations in
For parcoal and wootf business.
city
ticulars inquire at the office of
H. M. PAYSON,
No. 32 Exchange street.
myl7d3w*
TT

Notice.
street^

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
Portland, May 2Gth, 1879.
my2Geodlw

Maine Medical Association.
land,

on

10.30.

AssoPort-

10,11, and 12, 1879, commencing at
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
my23atd*

HOTELS.

ALDRICH

HOUSE,

PROVIDENCE,

R. I.

FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, Rates reduced
$2 per day for Commercial Travellers,
commencing May 1st. This Hotel is two
minutes walk from tbo General Passenger Depot, and near the Steamboat landing.
A. W. ALDRICH,
to

my2dlm

Proprietor.

And His
ISiiSS
IB!I851 INVENTIONS !
his early life,
amusing experiments and
later life with an explanation of liis wonderful inventions. Price, Cloth Covers, $1. If there is no
agent in your town, send direct to the undersigned.
AGENTS WANTED I EBEN SHUTE
AGENTS WANTED
Publisher &

Including

|

AGENTS WANTED j

Congress nallgi^t

Dances, Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 161 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHITNEY, 178 Middle St.oc7dtf

C.

To Let.

3

SMALL tenements from 5 to 9 dollars each,with

Sebago. Apply
ap4tf

JORDAN

has removed to Alfred where he has improved facilities for the manufacture and sale of
Ship Timber, Pile., Car and Carriage

Stock.
I shall continue to run the Blddeford mill and thus
be able to fill all orders at shortest possible notice.
Large stock always on hand.

P. O. Address—Alfred, Me.

W. W. CARR.
197 Newbury St.

to

mli25

_d&wtf

i or sale

__eod3w

Desirable Residence for Sale.
No. 2G0 Vaughan Street. Splendid situHOUSE
ation, magnificent views, overlooking the
north and

A

Jr.,

of

of

rooms on

sun-

E.

Exchange Street, or N.
Agent, Centennial Block,
7

Street.

exclianged.

one room on

Ad-

je!2__dtf_

ONE

or two
a few

in
20 PARK

ap29

very

desirable

rooms

will be

dtf

DINING Saloon,

Bowling Alleys and Billiard

containing

Apply

RESORTS^

*^^OTTAWA HOUSE.
Cushing’s Island, Portland,

This Popular Resort will re-open
Lots for Cottages for sale or to let.
LIBBY, Central Wharf.

Me.

July 1st, 1879.
Apply to J. I.

GEOUGE ALLEN, Proprietor.
my22
tjylO

kmkwood

MILK

HOUSE

house

now

SALE.

End of Portland Pier.

or both of the
on the corner

elegant Brick Dwelling

j.»»»UHouse8 in
JjfctalStreets,
-! The

open for inspection.
For particulars apply to

of

Pino

Carlton

and

being finished and

are

II. FA88ETT, Architect,
Ccntcuninl Block, Exchange Hired.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878.
dtf

New Two Story Mouse for Sale.
No. 8 Ellsworth street, 10 rooms, good
cellar and drainage. Lot 38x71>. The most
liberal terms offered, viz: one-third
cash, balance on
a
of
G

Embracing the leading Hotels at which the
Press may always be found.

term
years at
G. PATTERSON,
National Bank.

per cent, interest. Apply to F.
Dealer in Reale Estate, or Canal
mhldtf

MEDICAL.

Daily

n. t.
The Natural

AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—M. Whitehead, Proprietor.
BATH.
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor.
BELFAST.
AMERICAN HOUSE—J. D. Tucker, Proprietor.

Proprietors.
TREMONT HOUSE, Trcmont St.—Chapin, Gurney
& Co., Proprietors.
BRUNSICKW.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
CORNISH HOUSE—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

Located nl the U. 8. Hotel, Portland, Me.,
has hail uuparallelled success in ALL Chrome Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to, for the last five
years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and see for
yourselves. Consultation I? ree. Patients from out of town can be furnished with board at reduced rates. P. O. Address
ap23d3m_ BOX 1U53. Portland, Me.
If you

your

!

of l'-;;,in
weakened by the strain ot
duties, avoid Lihuulants and take
■

arc a man

H

wfmws!

If you

are a man of f-tters,
toiling over
work, to res: c. o brain nerve and

Clark, Proprietor.

DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL-W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

&

prietors.

single,

oddly

9

A EIRANGEME N T.

TWO TRIPSPEIt WEEK.
On and after Monday, March
Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, and City oi
iVniA ^aBL—iiahPortland, Capt. S. H. Pike, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every
Monday and Thursday, at 0 P. M., for Eastport and
St. John.

|p3d, the

Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport

same

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; Shediac,

Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown,
I.; Frederiektown, N. B., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
GKEr*Freight received day of sailing until 4
P. E.

o’clock p, m,

For Circulars, with maps of Routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
mhldtf
A. R. STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

Washington

steamship like,
Fint

From Bo-f >.i
uud

Steamship*.

Claw

WM. CRANE,
GEORGE APPOLD.

direct every TUESDAY
SATURDAY.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake. Freight
forwtirded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lino,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R.,

M.

W.

Davison, Agent,

Washington

210

street, Boston.
Through hills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage S12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore,
ington, or other information apply to

no2dtf

Wash-

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

STO\l\(iTO\
FOR
AHEAD

NEW
OF

LO£

YORK.

ALL

OTHERS.

This is the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Corner of Middle and India
Sts.—B. Randall & Sou, Proprietors.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.—
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw & Son, Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry,

Mms!

wov

»casew

If you

wiBs

sirtiply weak and low cpirtted, try It! Buy It.
Insist upon i t. Your druggist keeps it.
It may save your life* It has saved hundreds*
Hop Cortrh Onro is the s-.vtest. snfestand best. Ask children.
The IIop Tad for Stomach, Liver and K idneys, s sit pc rior to all others.
It is perfect. Ask druggists.
D. 1. C. is an absolute andtrrestetable euro for drunkeness, use of
■mhmh
BiWBPy
opium, tobacco or narcotic.
All above sold by druggists. Ii-'p Bitten MPg. Co., Rochester^f^.
are

Street.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, New York.
President,
octl
dtf

Manufactured only under the above Trade Mark,

by the

WA8HBURNE & CO.,
Only Importers’ Depot,
Broadway,
N. IT. For sale by J. W. Perkins & Co., W. F.
Phillips & Co., and Parsons, Bangs & Co., inland,
Me.
mhl8d&wly
obtained for mechanical
devices, medical or other
compounds, ornamental

label.s

Caveats.

designs,trade marks,and
Assignments. Interferences, etc.,
Inventions that have been

SACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-YV. S. Pratt, Proprietor.

R v xj
xwmj

hy the Patent Office may still,
in most cases, be secured by

A XJXJ
us.
Being opposite the Patent Office, we can make
closer searches and secure Patents more promptly
and with broader claims than those who are remote
from Washington.

T1VVF
iVTO
R^
Aa-i t JiA
lvilkj

CLEANED
taken out at short notice, from $4 to $G per
cord or $3 per load, by addressing
nov24dtf
A. LIBBY & CO., Portland P. 0.

Queru*towu nnd Liverpool
EVERY iniRNDAY OK SATURDAY.

City of Berlin, 5491 Tons City of Montreal 4490 Ts
City of Richmond,4G07
City of Brussels 3775 u
City of Chester, 45GG
City of New Y'ork 3500
These magnificent steamers are among the strongest, largest and fastest on the Atlantic, and have
every modern improvement, including hot and cold

water and electric bells in staterooms, revolving
chairs in saloons, bath and smoking rooms, barber
shops, &c.
For rates of passage and other information, apply
to
John g. dale, Agent, 31 Broadway, N. Y.
or to T. P. lleGOWAH, 488 I'ongre** Ml.,

PORTLAND.

codly

LIN E

for

Auburn, Lewiston

and

South Paris.

from Lewiston and Auburn.
Passengers from Gorham connect with this train at
Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (Mixed).
0 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
a. m.

OFFICE*:

PAMMENGEK

EXCHANGE

74

ST.,

—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

f®

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Hihvnnkrf,
Cincinnati, Ml. I.onis. Omaha. Maginnw, Ml. Paul, Malt Luke City,
Denver,

Francisco,

Man

and all points iu the

Northwest,

West :m«l

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

FAltE REDUCED.

OM:v

$4.50

$4.50

KTew York

.

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS,

Sait from New York for
GLASGOW,
every
SATURDAY,
And REGULARLY to LONDON direct.
Passage to Glasgow, Londonderry, Belfast, Liver-

Portland <fc Worcester aud Norwich lines

SALOON CABINS, 868 to 880, CURRENCY.
SECOND CABIN, including all requisites, 840.
STEERAGE, 888.

passage on train leaving Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, at I P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) and steamer from New London

TO LONDON BY DIRECT
No Steerage.

STEAMER,

SALOON CABINS, 855 and 865.
Excursion Tickets at Reduced Rates.
Passenger accommodations unsurpassed for elegance and comfort.
ror Books of

All Staterooms

on

main deck.

information, Plans, &(\,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
t BOWLING GREEN, NEW YORK.

to TERENCE McGOWAN, 1:|» C ondBm
niy24
grena St., Portlaud.

or

—VIA—

Tickets good only

on

day

sale for continuous

of

connecting therewith.
Tickets and Staterooms secured tit Grand Trunk
Depot and Preble Street Station.
No Carriage TrniiMferM.
Mure Connections
Baggage checked through.
\sr

.i

J. M.

I.UXT,

'PI..W4.

Supt._

Railread,

FEB.
SPRING

»_,

mhldtf

Eastern

RAILROADS^

17, 1879.
ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing

MONDAY, Feb. 3, 1879

Passenger trains leave Portland for
pper Bartlett, Fabyan’s and inter-

■■
mediate stations at 7.15 a. m., and
2.30 p. m.
7.15 a. m. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, for all points on
Boston, Concord & Montreal R. R.; at St. Johnsbury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Sherbrooke, &c.: at East Swanton with Central Vermont R.R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swan

ton with Central Vermont for Ogdensburg via
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain R. R.
2.30 p. m. runs to Upper Bartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper Bartlett and
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermont 8.45 p. ra.

J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
febldtf

Portland, Jan. 31,1879.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
Ou anil after

Monday,

Feb-

M!5?^O^ruary 17, 1879. Trains will
C^^lEAVE PORTLAND FOB

—1“-“^BOSTON at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
m., arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30, 8.00 p. m.
leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30, 3.30
6etuming,
p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10, 5.10, 8.00 p. in.
For 8carborough Bench, Pine Point, Old

PAggBNHER TBAINA lenve Portland
for Hcnrboro. Haro.
Biddeford, Henncbuak, Well., North Berwick, Mouth Bcr
wick, Conway Junction, Eliot, Kittery,
Port.inoiith, Newburyport, Mnlein, I,run,
Chcl.cn nud Bo.tou, nt s«43 «. m.
1.00 p.

RETURNING,
I.enve Bo.ton nt 7.30 n.nt., 12,30 nud 7.00
p. nt., connecting with Vlniuc Central
mid E. A; N. A. Knilwn> for Ht. Johu nnd
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates at
Depot ticket office. Commercial street,
and at Allen's Union Passenger Office, 28 Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Hrnt. nnd
Berth, nt Ticket Office.
P. ROCKWELL, President.

fe!4dtf_A.

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
NOVEMBER
____

For Wells, No.
Great Falls,

Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Dover, Newmarket, Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Law-

rence, Andover and JLowell at 8.45 a. in.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Bochcstcr, Farmington and Alton Bay
at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
For Manchester nnd Concord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. in., (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
p. m.
The 8.45 A. M. train connects with the Stonington Line for New York, and the 1.00 P. M. with
the Fall River Providence and Norwich Lines.
The 3.30 train from Portland connects with all
Rail lines for New York.
Through Tickets to all Points .South and
West nt lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
a » nueu,i

m.

Night Eiprew with Hleeping Car, for Boston, nt 2.03 n. in. every day (except Mondays).

Orchard Beach, Naco, Biddeford and
Benue bank at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45 p.

m.

uiauuu, IVACICI,

fe!5_
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Portland & Rochester R. R,

FARE REDUCED!
Each way between

18,

1878.

Trains will run as follows:
Leave Krnud TruuIt Depot,

:ana'» Portland,
1 .OO p.

7.30

at

a.

m.

and

in.

Leave Preble St. Station

at

7.40

a.

ra.,

p. m.
7.30 A. HI.

1.12 ami 5.30

Accommodation for Worcester, with
car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Rochcater at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Kailroads). At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.15 p.m., Boaton 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.2o p. m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
1*00 P. HI. Kteambont Expresi for New
Londou.
Through Car for I.owell nnd

through

Boston. Connects at RocheMter for Dover and <nrent Falla, at
Epping for Hlnucheater and C'oucord, at Nashun for
Lowell and Boaton, at Ayer Junction
for F'itehburg and the West, via Hoosoc
Tunnel lAue, at Worceater with Boston
& Albany Railroad for New York, at Putnam with “Boston &
Philadelphia Express
Line” for Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, at New London with Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40,
North River, New Y'ork, at 0.00 a. m.

liilUU UCC UUU DUBIUU.

THROUGH TICKETS to all points AVest and
South may bo had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Allen’s
Union Ticket Office, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ouccv.

i"

.hi.uu

tor

Uoche.ter and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 6.45, 11.00 a. m.. and
8.60 p. m., arriving in Portland at U.35 a. m„
1.15 and 11.00 p.m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street.
QC7dtfJ. M. LUNT. Supt.

EXCURSIONS.

*

TICKETS
—TO-

Special limited single tickets, good for
date of sale, only

$2.50!
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Jones’ and Trefetheu’s and Hog Island Landings at
0.45. 8.30, 11 A. M., and 1.45 and 5.15 P. M., leaving the Island immediately. Fare for the round trip,
25 ets.; Children, 10 cts.
H. KNOWLTON.
ap28dtf

^

BOSTON

KTew Yorli

VIA LOWELL.

—VIA—

days from

$2.50!

$2^50!

SPECIAL

two

Boston & Maine R. R.
—OR—

Eastern

LIMITED

send

us

a

model

or

sketch

of your device; we make
examinations free of charge and advise as to patentability. All correspondence strictly confidential.
Prices low’ AND NO CHARGE UNLESS
IS SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent
Office, and to inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

PATEN*

dtf

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed
*T

ing

SATISFACTORY PRICES.
promptly attended to, by calling

oc2dtf

R, GIBSON, G8

All
on or

Railroad,

—AND—

Round

Trip

Tickets

Good for ten days from date of sale, only

STEAMERS.

*

$4.50.

$4^50.

SOUND

LINES

$4.30!
Including transfer across Boston in any carriage stationed at the depots. Trains
leaving Portland at
8.45 A. M. connect with
Stonington Line for New
York, and the 1.00 P. M. trains with the Fall River,
Providence and Norwich Lines.

NO CHANGE of CABS

Staterooms Engaged in Advance.

TO NEW YORK
On and aftei* Monday, March 31,1879, the Steamers
JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will alternately
leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, and INDIA
WHARF, Boston, daily, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sun-

days excepted).
Passengers by this

line

are

Leave
7.30
7.40

1.15 p.

Grand

m.

Steamship Company.
Line to New fork.

VIA

Way Daily.

Trunk
Depot, Portland, at
m., Preble Street Station at
p.m., arriving In Boston at
and 6.35 p. m.

a. m. and 1.00 p.
a. m. and 1.10

reminded that they se-

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
BSP* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at I). H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J» B. i'OYLB, Jr., General Agent.
mh31
dtf
cure a

Two Through Traius Each

ALX.

until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 0
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East
River, New York,
jvery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
uid comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
state Room, 84; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
nice.
HENRY FOX. General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
doclGdtf

Portland, Bangor

Leave Boston & Lowell R. R. Depot, Boston,
8.00 a. m. and 5.35 p. m., arriving in Portland
1.10 p. m. and 10.55 p.m.
Tickets for sale in Portland at Depot Offices and
Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange Street: in Boston
Boston & Lowell R. R. Depot.
TRV

DESERT

MACIIIAS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
20.

The Favorite Steamer LEWISfrTOX, Capt. Chas. Deering,
;'J1,1 °leaves Railroad "Wharf,
^^S3aaB5SafiaPortland, every Tuesday aud

fpmswm

Friday Evening

o’clock, or on arrival
express trains from Boston, for Rockland,C’asAue, Deer Isle.Hedgwick, Mt. DESERT,
Mo. West aud Bar Harbor,) Hill
bridge,
Fonesport aud Hachiasport.
Returning, will leave Hachiasport every Mon*
day and Thursday Horning at 4.30 o’cl’k.
«t. Desert at 10.00 a. in..arriving in Portland
lame evening,
connecting with Pullman Night
rain for Boston.
Commencing July 1st the Lewat lO

TIIF.

itniiTC

$8.00!
Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R.
at
nn, 1.00, 3.30 p.m.; via Eastern R. R. at
°' llJ 3'm’’
with
all
rail
m‘>

8.4._>a.

leave Portland at ll.lo p.

in.

Commencing May 2 CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.
d\v. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portand, every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
-veniugs, at lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steam>oat Tram from Boston, for Bangor, touching at
Kockland, Camden, Eincoliiville, Belnst,
"tearsport, Mnudy Point, Rurksport, Winerport, aud Hnnipden, arriving in Bangor
ibout 10 o’clock the next morning.
Returning will leave Kaugor every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday Hornings, at o
►’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
; iho
it 5 p. in., connecting with Portland and Boston
>te uners, and Pullman
Night Train and Early
Trains for Boston and the West.
downing
For further
of

particulars inquire
DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,

orders
address-

GEO. L.

Railroad Wharf,

J. M. LUNT, Sunt.
PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
mylutf
_

CUSHING, General Manager
Portland, May 17tb, 187i>.

m!7tf

TO

Washington, Chicago,

St. Louis, San Francisco,
—A>D—

and after Monday, Feb.
rains will leave as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 9.20

--

»7,

Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.05
and 3.15 p. in., Lewiston at 1.50
p. m., Portland at 1.30 p. ill.
febl7tf
I. WASHBURN, Jn., President.

Maine Central
RAILROAD.
MONDAY*

MAY

5,

All

Principal Points South and
West,

a. m.

a. 111.

For Sale at Olliers in DeuotM, 4 onmiereia
Street, and at Allen’M Union I*ummfugrr Ollier,
Kxrhau^e fit.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.

JAS. T. FURBER, General Sun't B. & M. R R
A. P.
ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.

Jan18_atf

1879.

..Pnawenger Train* leave Porfland for Bangor, Oexter, Bel-

■

fa«l and Waterville at 12.30,
12.35, and 11.45 P.M.
For Skowhegan at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.45 p. m.
For
Hallowell, dnrdiner nud
Brunswick at 7 a. m., 12.3t>, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

Auguata,

For Lewiston and Auburn.

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
1 nited States PaUnit Office, tveare able to attend io all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
less cost, than other patent attorneys,who areata
■stance from
and who have therefore,
10 employ
associate attorneys.” We make
Twry examinations and furnish op lions as to patentability, free of charge, and alt who are interested
in new inventions and Patentsare invied to send foe

Passenger Trains leave at 12.30 and 5.15 p. m
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junc225 w>th a mixed train for Lcwisiou, Auburn.
Wiuthrop and Waterville. Tho 12.30 p. m!
is the day train and 11.45
p. m. is the Night Hxpress Train with Pullman sleeping ear attached;
making close connection at Baugor for all statious on the E. & N. A.
Railway, and for Hi.
John and

•s sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter.
We refer to the German-American Rational
Bank, Washington, JK C; the Roual Swedish, A’or.
at
Hon
wegian, and Vanish
Joseph Casey late Chief Justice IJ. S. Courtof Claims:
io the Officials of th" U. S. Patent Office, ana to »srno(■
mil Members qf (ingressfrom every mate.
dress: LOUIS /1A42UEH & Co., Selicilort
A

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for fjewi*ton via Brunswick, at
7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.35 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Alonmouth, Wiuthrop,
Read field, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

Halifax. The 11.45 p. m. train
makes close connection at
Baugor for all stations
on Bangor 4k
Piscataquis R. K., Iloulton, WoodNtock, Hi. Andrew*, Ht.Htepheu,
Fredericktou, Fort Fairfield, and Caribou.

j^*®*®*

arrive ia Portland a*
morning trains from Augusta, GarBrunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a.m. The
day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
p. m. The afternoon trains from
Bath,
K. & L. R. R. at 6.26 p. in.
From Lewiston at
6.55 p. m. Tho Night Pullman Express train at
loflows;—The

udn,r’

Augusta,

1.55

a. m.

E.

ongress SU

co»hecting

fines’

•

)f

ston will

carriages,

at
at

m.

Commencing M!ay

in

at
at

Rumford Falls & Buckfield

g.

AND

LIVES,

across Boston
as above.

TICKETS
w

J. YY.

& Machias

STEAMBOAT CO.
UT.

KAIL

Including transfer

RETURNING,

Will

promptly attended to.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
lowest prices. Send for estimates.

m.

Steamers Eleauora aud Franconia

~

BOSTON.

5.30 p.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

MAIL STEAMERS.

New York to

STEAMER TOURIST

Semi-Weekly

Co.

Advertising Ageney and Printers’
Warehouse,

Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and

_

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.

C. EVANS’

LINE

ANC HOR

for

!

w? tous

-

Proprietor.

NKOWREGAI.
TURNER HOUSE,—YV. G. lleselton, Proprietor
ELM HOUSE,—F. A. Dore, Proprietor.

idence and New York.
Tickets and Staterooms can be secured at the Company’s Office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Supt. B. & P. R. It.
apl leodGm

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirety new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
and Friday, and with the eleMonday.
gant and popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always iu advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 49V2 Exchange

Whoever you are, tvusrevcr you are, whenever you feel
that your system needs
icensing, toning or
B
stimulating, without intoxicating, take

OF PARIS AND LEIPZIG.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
UNION HOUSE—YV. T. Jones, Proprietor.

AND

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax, IV. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

&

RHODE ISLAND,

UNITED STATES & ROYAL

m.

8.30

Arriving in New York at G a. m. This is the
only line affording a delightful sail through Nurrngausett Bny by daylight.
Returning, leave Pier 29, North River, at 5 p.
in., arriving in Boston at 7 a. in.
No intermediate lauding* between Prov-

INMAN

1.30 p.

ARRIVALS.

and the well-known and popular

STEAMER

(Mixed).

12.25 p.
Vest.

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

.};HI}rtfc» K

magnificent

nnd

a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston
a. in. for Gorham
m. for Auburn and Lewiston.

7.10
8.00

Si

Immediate Relief Warranted. Permanent
Cure Guaranteed. Now exclusively used by all
celebrated Physicians of Europe and America, becoming a Staple, Harmless and Reliable Remedy on both
continents. The Highest Medical
Academy of Paris
reports 95 cures out of 100 cases within three days.
Secret—the only dissolver of the poisonous Uric Acid
which exists in the Blood of Rheumatic and Gouty
Patients. $1.00 a box; 0 boxes for $5.00. Sent to
any address on receipt of price. Endorsed by
Physicians. Sold by all Druggists. Address

VAULTS

febO_tf

SPUING

Portland a3follows:

_

miLLBKIDGE.
ATLANTIC HOUSE—Geo. A. Hopkins, Proprietor.

I (Hi WASHINGTON Si.,

Managers,

Philadelphia.

or

young, suffering from poor health orlaugulshing
on a Bed of sickness, rely on

European Salicylic Medicine Co!

NOltRIDGEWOCK.
BANFORTH HOUSE—B. Danforth, Proprietor.

Entirely New

with the

$4.50.

LIMERICK.
LIMERICK HOUSE—B. S. Fogg, Proprietor.

T.

Win. 1*. Clyde & Co., General
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.,

„
cul*-r*"S from any indiscretion
I\E2I«B^T8nn8.S-!u
or dissipation; if you are >uirrfod or
old

■ib Am.
Mr. CUTLER HOL’SE—Iliram Baston, Proprietor

Proprietors.

Pliilailelnhia direrf. eonnectins? at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C., Washington, D. C., Georgetown, 1). C., Alexandria, Vn., and all Kail
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Phihulelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
100 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Maine

LEWISTON.
DeYVITT HOUSE—Quiuby & March, Proprietors.

dence,

On and after
MONDAY, Feb. 17th,
187‘J, passenger trains will leave

RAIL!

OF

pool.

DAY to

(Jo., Pro-

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—Gibson &

RAIL*

Semi-Weekly Liue, Quick Time, Low
Rates, Frequent Departure)*.
Freight receivod and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVTlt, there connecting with the I'lvde Steamer*. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATUR-

ubq

EAST FORT.

PASSAMAQ LOBBY HOUSE—A. Pike

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,

your midnight

Have you dyspepsia, kidney or vrinary complaint, dis*
of the stomach, bowel?. Hood, liver or nerve* f
You will be cured if you use

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
W.

in connection with

fraud Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

Season of 1879.

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at G P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf. Provi-

LINES

BOSTON,

FROM

MILES

jal

w txr-fms

BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker & Co.

Depot—M.

Magnetic Physician,

waste,

BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Haueock, Proprietor.

New

48

the

my2lkl2t

trip.

Wednesday

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
glad that there is ONE that can CURE all your diseases, or greatly modify yonr sufferings, without the
use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Goding, Proprietor.

STEAMSHIP

HOUSE

Prop’r.

DIRECTORY.

HOTEL

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia An
England

F.

This favorite sea-side resort will be open
4r^^«rfRfor the reception of guests May 30, for
£jffi«ybflSthe season of 1870. OTIS KALER,

my27dlm

-

R.

FOR SAXE.
One

anti

greatly

JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

occupanfirst class in every respect.
cy.
Dining
room, sitting room, bath room and kitchen finished
in hard wood. Plumbed for bot and cold water.
White marble mantles, grates, &c., &c. Cemented
cellar and everything first class, and will be Rold at a
A. M. SMITH,
very low price. Enquire of

aulUeodtf

Zealand

New

Steamers sail from New York on the L t th and 30th
)f each month, carrying passengers and freight for
San Francisco, as below:
5. S. Acapulco, Sat’y, May 31—S. S. Colon, Jnue 20
Jonnecting at Panama with steamer for San Francisco. The Passage Rates by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, ME LS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New' Zealand and
Australia sold at
reduced rates. Circulars
jiving full information regarding the climate, soil
*nd products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers, sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
€. L. BARTLETT & CO.,
IO Broad Nt., Boston.
mli25dly

STREET.

FOR

A,

I

Australia.

Clifford and

a

WkssSI

hlnuiU,

landwich

Danforth,

on

ONE-HALF
Street,
completed and ia.Jy for
Said house is

SCARBORO BEACH.
ifaw

JAPAN, V

Norfolk, Baltimore

double House No. 770 Congress

this city.
Houses are now

SEASIDE RESORT.

FOR CALIFORNIA

a*'

T. C. MERSEY,
niyueodOwt
of

5 rooms
Room; also a New Cottage
with 0 acres of good cultivating land.
The above
will he let together or separate to a responsible party.
Also a brick house on Fremont Place containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
to E. Ponce, at his new cigar store, No. 127
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap20t^

SUMMER

O-r DESIRABLE HOUSE LOTS
"

NEW

TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.

ma26eodtf

* *f
Fletcher, Orchard, Vaughn,
Spring Streets. For sale by

vacated

days at the well-known boarding house
STREET, corner of Gray (new No. 88.)

S. GARDINER, R.
No. 1)3 Exchango

HOUSE LOTS!

Stable To Let.
Situated in the western central part of city.
dress L. E. T., Daily Press Office.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

HOUSE

Mountains easily seen on
west,
To Let.
clear day. The house
built by the day,
TWO-STORY house with eight rooms, near ; 13 rooms, sunny, baththoroughly
hot and cold
room,
Evergreen Landing, on the easterly part of dry cemented cellar, Magee furnace, finished water,
wash
Peak’s Island. Enquire of
J. STERLING,
room in front basement, and
every room frescoed
on the premises.
or bordered.
my2dtf
Will be sold reasonable or exchanged
for a house near Congress Square or State
Street, or
for other desirable property.
Apply to B. BARNES,
PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.
second floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.
Also
third floor. References

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
>y connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pastmge Eight Dollar*.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. HA1UPNON, Agent,
dc31tf
IO Long Wharf, BomIou.
iit mm*

ONLY

■

at a Isargaass.

No. 2G8 Danforth St., containing 0
good
rooms beside Bath Room.
Lot contains about
4000 feet, well located, sun all day. Pleasant and
open view. This property will be sold very low, a3
the owner is to leave the city. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, R. E.
Agent,
Centennial Block, 1)3 Exchange Street.

White

Bookseller,

52 Brumfield st., Boston

my14_2aw4wWr&S
OAK SHIP TIMBER AM) PILES
B.

-|1 having

been

j

A story aud half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
Shop, all in good repair aud nearly new.
Lot contains about one acre, excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland on the Gray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for S«75,00,
and is the best bargain in Deering.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOHJi C. COBB, 31 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but §200 can remain on
Mortgage.

HOFLTON.
SNELL HOUSE—B. O. Floyd, Proprietor.

Annual Meeting of the Proprietors of Maine
Wharf will be held at the office of G. A. Thomup stairs, MONDAY,
as, 4lVs Exchange
June 2d, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice of officers, and the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before them.

THE

my22d2w

EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBERTY JIOUSE—YY. H. Stickney, Proprietor.

WILLIAM M. MARKS,
GEORGE H. ABBOTT,
JAMES E. FICKETT,
Standing Committee on Finance.

ANNUAL

*

To Let with Board.

City of Portland.
In

number.
dtf

Furnished House to It t.

City of Portland.
proposals will be received by the Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges until 12 o’clock M. SATURDAY, 31st inst., for furnishing Spruce Plank, delivered at the following
named bridges:
Vaughan’s Bridge, 25,GOO feet B. M. 4 in. Plank,
in 1G feet lengths.
Tukey’s Bridge, 30,000 feet B. M. 4 in. Plank,

rooms, up one
invalid that wants

an

From Lone Wliarf, Boston, 3 p.
m.
From Pine Street Wnarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

above is

one of the most attractive and desirable locations in this vicinity for a Sununer Residence,
commanding a fine view, and being within a few
minutes walk of the P. S. & P. R. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland, Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby’s Beach. For terms and particulars enquire of
P. J. LARRABEE, Adniini*trator,
mli24tf199 1-g Middle Ht.

Open* April 88, for

Railroad.

A special train, taking the procession, will leave
he foot of Preble st. for Morrill’s Corner at 2.15 p.
n., and return ini mediately after the close of the
eremonies at Evergreen Cemetery.
Fare 40 ct*. the round

VIA PROVIDENCE.

Wharfage.

premises.myl2d3w*

Enquire
L. TAYLOR,

my24dlw

the pleasant village

of Yarmouth, 30 minutes ride from Portland, a Cottage House and Stable,
3 acres excellent land and more
-than 200 fruit trees, grape vines
and small fruits of the best varieties. Located near
the Post Office and about five minutes walk of tlio
G. T. Depot. Apply to WM. H.
JEKRIS, Real Estate Agent, Portland; or to I. C. WELCOME, outlie

Cahoon Block.
385 Congress St.

to the times.

Annual Meeting of the Maine Medical
BACON, THEciation
will be held in the City Building,
June

and have taken the premises lately occupied by
Cuaiming*, Leavitt & Widber, where we
shall continue the Lumber business in all its
branches; will keep on hand a large and varied assortment of

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS,

-A.VI)-

NOTARV

COPARTNERSHIP.
We, the undersigned, have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name aud style of

CENTRE ST., BATH,

“yia

BUILDER,

AND

CARPENTER

8. VOENC

Nhoer*, 70 Pearl Street.

OppoMite City Hall, Centre St., Bath, He.

^6

WARD,

C.

or.

Horse Shoeing
& CO., Practical Horse

By

of

sunlight.
iny22

Street, Portland.

call.

A. D.

pow-

avoid them,

Congress Street.

Which have given ns such an extensive sale. If you
have any idea of buying Furniture, Carpets, Window
Shades, Feathers, Mattresses or Bedding, don’t fail
a

cheap

W. TT. OIIT.FR. Niiivinir llnrliann Ronaiv.
er, 4 Marie’* Terrace, m the Rear of 292

ONLY TEN LAYS
I

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Wilmot st.

rooms on

C. Merrill at 220 Spring street,
or after six
o'clock, p. m.

__<12 w*
Country Residence For Sale.

To lict.

delivered on Galt’s Wharf, said stones being
to said Committee. Parties desiring to
furnish the same will notify the undersigned, or
Street Commissioner.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,
Chairman Committee on Streets &c.
my
tf

Duane St., New York. Most
ders contain alum; dangerous to health;
especially when offered loose or in bulk.

rooms on

gas.
of 8

and

satisfactory

receipt of GO cents.

house 343

of M.

12 and 1

my2U

desirable
Congress
site the park lias 0 rooms, furnace,
AVERY
Also house of 7
Franklin

pleasant
sunny
A good place for
NICEflight.
00 DANFORTH

more or

CO., 171

or

$3000

be rented.

Inquire

between

HOUSES TO LET.

A

Committee

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from the
Wine district of France.
Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. A
pound can be mailed to any address, postage free, on

Portland,
my27

Sebago

water.
Terms
WM. H. JEKRIS.
<13 w*

HOUSE

LET,

For particulars inquire of R.
SETH SCAMMAN, Scarboro.

Me.

pay 90c per
THEton for 500 tons Streets &clesswill
of Cobble Paving
Stones

BATH ADVERTISEMENTS.

give us

Address,
Waterboro,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Maine News.
Hop Bitters, which are advertised in our
columns, are a sure cure for ague, biliousness
and kidney complaints.
Those who uso them
say they cannot be too highly recommended.
Those afflicted should give them a fair trial,
and will become thereby enthusiastic in the
praise of their curative qualities.—Portland
Advertiser.

and Stable.

and

LOOK !!
in the western part of the city, containing nine rooms, bath-room and wash-room,
cemented cellar, furnace and water
closet, gas fixtures, Sebago and brick cistern all in good order,
pear trees and grape vines in bearing condition. If
not sold soon will

Thomas St.,
two families.
conveniently arranged for
Apply at 100 Pine Street from 8 to 12 a. in.
lw*
my24

of timber,

POWDER

LOOK !

my2ti_
_dlw*
A GOOD TENEMENT TO RE LET.

Ores examined.

my21d3w*

TO

A®

1ST

With Board.—No. 35 High St.

& Prospecter
Mineralogist
Mines
and

ROOMS

TAYLOR,

according plans and specifications to be found at
the office of Mr. John B. Straw, Lewiston, will continue to be received at said office until June 25th.
The committee reserve the right to reject any and
all bids.
Per order Building Committee.

their wharf.

LoMcu'n Christian Association.
cation good for Dressmaker, Denbusiness.
For
tist, or any iiglit
terms enquire of
GEO. H. CUSHMAN,
No. 4S6 Congress Street.
niy26
_dtf

PLEASANT

drainage

At Woodford's Comer.
Class 2 story new house For Sale A ery Low.
Enquire of T. H. MANSFIELD, or NEWELL
my24tf
EPSON._

To Let.
FURNISHED Cottage House at Pine Point,
10
ilL with
rooms, good cellar room, good water

AND

J. E.

to suit.
my 20

To Lot.
now occupied by Young

Room*

sewer

TO NEW YORK.

Saturday.

-i

a

Portland A Rochester

PROVIDENCE LINE

each Port Every Wednesday and

jeaves

first floor and live

on

A

Plain & Ornamental Stucco Worker

that we have ever looked

are

on

pleasantly located cottage house, No. 27

T1IE

for furnishing materials for and putPROPOSALS
roof of
ting
Trinity Church, Lewiston,
to

Sunday.

Kitchen

COTTAGE FOR SALE.

Fine large lot
gas, Sebago water and furnace.
containing apple, pear and plum trees. A very
pleasant location, rent $300.
WM. II. JERIilS, Real Estate Agent.
d3w*
my20

PROPOSALS.

Brickett.
The fare between this city and Augusta will
be but 15 cents for the round trip on Decoration Day.
Mr. Charles Parliii was in Kansas City last

dtf

my20_

DAYT

mEMORIAL

SicauKliip Line.

sleeping rooms. Good stable, large lot. Rent $300
Apply to C. E. Morrill, next house, or \Ym. II. Jer
ris, Real Estate Agent.
my‘29tf

brick house No. 2(> Green street, second
above the hay scales. Ten rooms in nice order,

NO. 4 SOUTH ST.

Lewiston, May 2G, 1879.

Thursday morning,

to

BERRY,

School
building
House,
according to
plans to be seen at the office of F. H. Fassett, Architect, 93 Exchange street. Address proposals to
Committee on Public Buildings.
GEO. WALKER, Chairman.
my28.dlw

upon, it being 70 feet long.
Dr. S. Q. A. Hawes and A. C. Harrington of
this city are on the staff of the marshal of the
day, for Decoration Day, at Augusta, Dr.

At ing

Ad-

each,

Book, Card and Job Printer,

on

longest sticks

thousand dollars.

oor

on Public
for
an iron fence around
the
corner Pine and West streets,

ty days.

A Mice Brick House (o be Let
MORRILL’S CORNER.—Double Parlors, DinRoom and

1916, “BUSINESS.”

OPEHIHG

OF THE POPULAR

PHILADELPHIA

tf

or

mittee
SEALED

Thursday, May 29.
Two tramps were sent up yesterday for thir-

my29

THEPine street, opposite Winter St., contains
first
sitting-room, bed-room and kitchen
prilNISHED UnfurnlBhed^wlth^board^apply
and two good chambers with two windows
Sarlor,
my28dl\v*
_150 Free St.
in

City of Portlan«l.

HALLO WELL.

furniture and carpets
if wanten. This is one of the most cosy and desirable houses in the city at a moderate price.
L. TAYLOR,
Apply to
Real Estate Dealer, 383 Congress st

ROOMS TO LET,

Monday.

Miss Florence Allen, sister of Mr. E. C.
Allen of this city, has arrived from Phila-

At the Greenback caucus last evening Mr.
J. T. Cook was chosen chairman and Mr. J.
M. Krost secretary.
Sixteen delegates were
elected to attend the Portland convention.
The first of a series of three shooting matches proposed to be held by the Sagadahoc Fish
and Game Association was held at the Bath
Driving Park grounds, near New Meadows,
this afternoon. There was a fair attendance
and the score averaged
well.
The the first
®ri7.o
was an elegant badge
consisting of
a silver bar, blue ribbon
and pendant silver
shield on which is the
society’s monagram,
and valued at 815).
The second prize was a
six pound keg of dead shot powder.
The following is the score:
Millay 3, A. Q. Gould 9,
Newell 6, Minott 10, Brown 7, Fish 6, Mason
5, Leighton 12, C. Gould 11, Fisher 3, G. H.
Gould 5, A. C. Williams 2, Fisher 6, York 8,
Greenleaf 7, Carr 1, Bonney 5, Knight G, W.
L. Williams 4.

We saw one of the

IN

tal of from live to six
dress
P.O.Box

—AND—

at

ly

capi-

a

RAILROADS._

on

a

Street.

Partner Wanted.
an old established paying business, with

finest resiliences

of the

TO LET.

PROPOSALS FOR LUMBER.

Saturday.

auu

night

been shut down

A lively dog fight took place near the
railroad bridge this morning, and water had
to be resorted to before the canines could
be parted.
A new sidewalk is being laid between
the stone bridge and the store formerly occupied by D. & F. Moore.
The schools had a session AVednesday afternoon, but will have no session Friday or

frevency of such thievery makes the ladies
despair of success in gardening.
Mr. Joseph P. Dnbar, the fancy car artist at

v*<v

having

for want* of logs for the past week, will

Last night a crowd of immoral admirers of
the beautiful cleaned every flower garden,
vase and rustic basket on Middle street.
The

am/uv

dusty.

ly to-day.

This morning Herbert Russell was exercising
his colt in a light wagon near Centre street on
Highstreet whenthe colt stepped on a stone and
stumbled falling, and breaking both shafts of
the wagon.

tva«

Office aud Residence No. G Hill Street.

Screens made to order.

The grasshoppers have thinned out.
Logs and railroad ties are running brisk-

track, the horse cleaning every spoke from the

making

anteed.

STEAMERS.
RE

Cedar St. will be
sold at
ONE
bargain if applied for once, is nicefurnisdied and will include

TO

All Masonry, Jobbing and Boiler Setting promptly attended to. Perfect ventilation in Sewers guar-

has

AUGUSTA.

This afternoon James F. Wright was crossing the track near the M. C. Railroad freight
house when the left rear wheel caught in the
hub and

Pearson’s

Snow &

at

2d, Family Horses—Open to all horses owned in
Sagadahoc county, Brunswick and Harpswell. ?10
to first, $3 to second and 82 to third.
3d, Matched Double Team Race—Between Bath

staging

at

now

receiving deck repairs.
A large black Newfoundland dog, supposed
to belong to the gypsies, rushed into the harness shoj) of Albert Berry’s stable last evening

escort the Post to their hall on Water street.
Should the weather prove unfavorable, the

Yard Pllilin Pembroke

my27dtf

wharf for New

yeasterday afternoon, of Capt. Ezekiel
Matinicus, at which place they were
caught. The three weighed over 500 pounds,
and retail for 8 cents per pound.
Romanzo Yoimg and John Day, Esq., are
building two of the finest yachts ever seen,
which are nearly ready to launch. After being
put in the water they will contest for a valuable prize.
The three-masted schooner Brigadier was
launched from the Marine Railway yesterday

of

care

LIBBY’S,

BUILDER. Office.__my26dtf

Ames of

Prayer by the Chaplain, Rev. Mr. White.
Reading of the Roll of Honor by Mayor Richardson.
Music by the Band.
Oration by Col. .J. W. Spaulding.
Singing by the Orphans’ Home Children.
At the close of the exercises, the Cadets will

a

WESCOTT,
AND

season

sisting of

Chapman &

MASON

II. J.
C03 Congress

Horse and Carriage Wanted.
hire for the Summer a steady, easy driving,
safe Horse: also Phaetou. Address “B,” Press

Mr. Leander Thomas, our reliable fish dealer
and grocer, purchased the first halibut of the

cemetery, leaving a detachment at Maple
Grove cemetery. Returning through Lincoln,
Green, High, Center and Front streets, to the
common, where the remaining exercises will
he conducted by his Honor the Mayor, con-

afternoon at

J. P.

Protestant Girl to take

intelligent
AN children.
Apply at

York.

Lincoln, Lincoln to Oak Grove

Wednesday

been com-

ami

Collector lias removed to 49 1-2 Exchange St.
Faithful attention given to all business. my28d3t*

STEAMERS.

FOR SALE.

Wanted.

REMOVAL.
FRANKLIN PERRY, Coustublc

ESTATE!"

REAL

WANTS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Thursday, May 29.
The gypsies who passed through this city

Portland,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t
felStf
May 1st, 1873.

Washington,

u

copy of our

prllim-

Guido for obtaining Intents,

Legations,

which

Washington;

—

of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building*
fYasliiustou, 1>. ('.

S. It. Mi l’s,

Advertising Agent,

* TUEtloVT NT.,
ROSTOV
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers tu all
titles and towns of the United States, Canada and
British Provinces.

E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,

I'# « FOURTH ST., C IVITWATI.O
Estimates furnished froo.
Send for a Circular. J|

